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ABSTRACT 

A program to perform computer simulation of an optical projection pridter 
was written in order to address the problems associated with replicating snhall 
lines in positive photoresist. The optical section of the simulation calculates the 
image intensity due to a mask pattern of periodic lines and spaces. The simqla- 
tion considers the numerical aperture of the objective lens, multiple wavelenbth 
imaging, the presence of focus error, and partially coherent illumination of the 
mask. A novel algorithm for imaging with partially coherent light, relying 
heavily on intuitive insight, is presented in detail. A set of routines for the 
exposure and development of positive photoresist has been adapted and 
modified for the simulation. The final output of the simulation is a tpo- 
dimensional line-edge profile in resist. 

The shape and position of the line-edge profile vary significantly with pro- 
cess parameters. Partially coherent mask illumination, an important paramdter 
in projection printing, affects both the image intensity incident on the resist and 
the resulting developed profiles in the resist. Simulations show a reduced semsi- 
tivity of resist linewidth to exposure variation and an increased tolerance of the 
linewidth to focus error with partially coherent illumination. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The advent of projection mask aligners into integrated circuit fabrication has created a 
need to understand the various processing problems involved'-'*. Since controlled experimen- 
tation in the lab is both costly and time consuming, computer simulation of laboratory 
processes is quite useful. A simulation also has the inherent advantage of separating a particu- 
lar parameter from t'he parameters of the entire process. 

Simulation has been used by a number of authors to investigate the effect of a specific 
parameter on projection printing. In particular, the work of Hershells, l6 briefly adqresses the 
role of partial coherence in projection printing. Narasimham and co-worker~ '~-  '* have simu- 
lated the effects of polychromatic exposure and of defocus. A key component in thdse simula- 
tions is the model for the photosensitive material; and much effort has been spent in character- 
izing the photoresists used by the integrated circuit i n d u ~ t r y ' ~ - ~ ~ .  A useful proces$ simulator 
must incorporate a valid model for the exposure and development of the resist. 

A general process simulator called SAMPLE, simulation and modeling of ICrofiles for 
lithography and etching, has been written as an ongoing group effort at the University of Cali- 
fornia at Berkeley. As shown in figure 1-1, SAMPLE consists of the Lab, containing the code 
for the simulation, and of the User-Interface26, which controls the simulation with a simple set 
of user-oriented commands. The current version of the Lab is the subject of the first part of 
this dissertation. The second part of the dissertation uses SAMPLE to explore the effect of par- 
tial coherence on projection printing. SAMPLE is written in standard FORTRAN alhd is easily 
transferred to mini-computer systems with overlaying capability. 

Depicted in figure 1-2, the first part of the Lab models a projection mask al$ner. The 
condenser system of the printer illuminates the mask, and the imaging system projects the 
mask on a wafer coated with positive photoresist. Several layers between the resist and the 
substrate are allowed. After exposure, the wafer is removed from the aligner and deyeloped. 

The Lab consists of three main subsections called machines. Each machihe is self- 
contained and produces output in common blocks' accessible to the other machihes. Each 
machine is controlled by a sub-controller , a subroutine with the same mnemonic name as the 
machine. The sub-controller sets various internal machine parameters and calls on tbe routines 
needed to solve the problem defined by the input data. Each machine has its own message 
routine, which contains system printouts of three classes--errors, warnings, and mes$ages. The 
breaking up of the Lab simulation into separate machines provides a great deal of fldxibility for 
adding additional features and minimizes computational redundancy. 

The IMAGE machine of SAMPLE calculates the image intensity distribution iplcident on 
the resist, taking into account the effects of the numerical aperture of the objective lens, focus 
error, multiple wavelength exposure, and partially coherent mask illumination. The resist is 
then exposed via the EXPOSE machine, which uses the positive resist model of ail1 and co- 
workers' * . I 9 .  The primary quantity of the Dill model is M(x,z , t ) ,  which indicates the amount 
of exposure at the resist point (x,z> at time f. The resist is then developed by the bEVELOP 
machine, which uses a modified version of the string algorithm of J e ~ e t t ~ ~ .  The development 
rate at point (-u,z> in the resist is calculated via an experimentally determined raqe function 
R [M( ,Y ,U,=) ]~ ,~~ .  The final output is a two dimensional line-edge profile in resist. Thd shape and 
position of the line-edge profiles produced by the simulator vary significantly with process 
parameters. 

See Appendix C .  C o m m o n  Block Documentation. 

i 
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One of the important process parameters in projection printing is the degree f illumina- 

stop in the condenser system of the projection printer. However, subsequent pr cess varia- 
tions, such as wafer bow and resist thickness, are not easily controllable in the lab ratory and 
are even less controllable in production facilities. With the use of SAMPLE, the e i ect of par- 
tial coherence is separable from the other variables in the process. The effect Df partially 
coherent mask illumination on the image intensity distribution and on the resulting resist 
profiles is discussed in Chapter 6 .  Simulations using SAMPLE show a reduced sensitjvity of the 
resist linewidth to exposure variation and an increased tolerance of the linewidth to focus error 
with partial coherence. SAMPLE is used to indicate a reasonable operating value for the partial 
coherence parameter (T. 

Chapters 2 through 5 describe each machine in detail. The theory is discussed Ifirst: and a 
detailed explanation of the code follows the theoretical discussion. The text should1 be read in 
conjunction with a copy of the code, appendix D, and of the Common Block Docdmentation, 
appendix C. Appendix F contains a list of User-Interface control cards that are corndatible with 
the version of SAMPLE discussed in the thesis. 

tion coherence11~15*16. In the laboratory the degree of coherence is controllable by 7 ,inserting a 
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Chapter 2 

The IMAGE Machine: Theory 

5 

The first machine of the Lab, IMAGE, images a mask pattern on the surface oJ! the resist 
for a specified numerical aperture, degree of illumination coherence, and focus +nor. The 
mask pattern, consisting of a rectangular grating in one dimension, is reduced to a sdt of spatial 
frequencies using Fourier analysis. The mask spatial frequencies are modified by 'the optical 
system and used to construct an image on the resist surface. 

The type of illumination coherence and the presence or absence of focus error determine 
the manner in which the mask spatial frequencies are modified. Coherent illuminalion of the 
mask with no focus error is modeled by weighting the frequencies of the field at the mask 
according to the coherent transfer function, or CTFl-j. If the resist surface is didaced from 
the image plane(focus error), a phase factor proportional to the square of the spatial frequency 
is added to the CTF. For incoherent mask illumination with the resist in the plan$ of perfect 
focus, the frequency weightings are multiplied by the optical transfer function, OfF'. For a 
defocused imaging system, the OTF is changed accordingly*. Partially coherent illuinination is 
modeled by adding the contribution of each source point to the resulting intensity 'pattern on 
the resist. Under perfect focus conditions, sets of adjacent source points can be grouped 
together to reduce computation time. Multiple wavelength exposures are modeled by comput- 
ing an image pattern for each wavelength separately and combining the patterns in iproportion 
to the relative intensities of the wavelengths. 

The output of IMAGE is a one dimensional image in x of the normalized intefisity distri- 
bution incident on the resist surface; the section of the image displayed is user-definable. 
User-commands can suppress the image plot, request an output of the OTF, requebt punched 
cards for the image data, and request diagnostics. 

2.1 The Numerical Aperture and F# of a Lens 
The terms numerical aperture and F# are used frequently in the optical simula$on discus- 

sion. An explanation of these terms will clarify what is meant. Figure 2.1-1 depictq the physi- 
cal situation under discussion. 

The F# of the objective is a description of the light gathering ability, or "spebd', of the 
lens. 

(2.1-1) 

where f is the focal length of the lens and D is the diameter of the lens. The F# usoally refers 
to the image side of the lens, since it is used as a measure of how quickly the image ban expose 
a photosensitive material. The subscript 00 means that the object is at infinity. 

The numerical aperture of the lens specifies the highest spatial frequency accepted by the 
lens. One can refer to the mage-space numerical aperture or to the object-space numerical aper- 
ture. Both numerical apertures vary with the magnification A4 of the system. However, as with 
the F#,  simply referring to the numerical aperture generally means the numerical aperture with 
the image or the object at infinity. The image-space or object-space reference is usuhlly under- 
stood in context. For example, image-space is meant in a camera specification and dbject-space 
is meant in a microscope specification. The notation used here for the numerical iperture of 
the lens with the image at infinity is ( N , 4 ) - .  



(2.1-2) 
, 

When neither the object nor the image are at infinity, the equation for the 1 numerical 
aperture takes on a slightly different form. From figure 2.1-1, the numerical a/perture in 
object-space can be defined as 

(NA 

From the lens law, 

D 
ob = sina,, = - 

2dob 

Substituting for dob in equation (2.1-3) and defining the magnification M a s  

dim M E -  

equation (2.1-3) becomes 

By a similar derivation, the image-space numerical aperture is 

Note that 

( N A ) o b  = Lv’(NA)im 
Similar relations hold for the F# of a lens. 

F# = F#, (M+1) 

(2.1-3) 

(2.1-4) 

(2.1-5) 

(2.1-6) 

(2.1-7) 

(2.1-8) 

(2.1-9) 

where F# refers to the image side of the lens. In later text, (NA, )  and (NA, )  rqfer to the 
numerical apertures of the objective and condenser lenses, respectively. Not6 that the 
magnification Mis less than 1 for an image that is reduced in size from the object. 

In the IMAGE machine, the numerical aperture of the objective lens in image space with 
a magnification M i s  an input parameter. If the objective lens numerical aperture ip given by 
the lens manufacturer as (NA,) , ,  the manufacturer’s specification should be divideb by M+1 
as per equation (2.1-7). Projection mask aligners always have a magnification less thgn 1. As a 
detailed Fourier optics analysis shows(ref 1, pp 110-31, the object lines are considere& to be the 
same period as the desired image lines, and the transfer function for the system 1s given in 
terms of the image-space numerical aperture (NA, )  

2.2 The Mask 
The mask patterns used by the optical simulation are one dimensional periodic bars in x, 

shown in figure 2.2-1. The mask pattern simulates the mask of chromium on glass wed in the 
manufacture of integrated circuits. A pattern is considered a space if the transpareat width of 
the mask pattern is specified by the user, a line if the opaque part is specified, and a llinespuce if 
the transparent and the opaque parts are both specified. In all cases the pattern is pekiodic, and 
the specification of a line(or space) generates a periodic pattern of the specified lin4(or space) 
and a large space(or line). The distance between lines(or spaces) is determinkd by the 



Figure 2.1-1 
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~ maximum number of spatial frequencies the program can handle--currently 41. 
In order to determine the spatial frequencies of the mask pattern, a Fourier 

ried out in the x dimension. Figure 2.2-2 shows the intensity at the mask of a 
linewidth L, spacewidth S, and period P(=L+S).  The pattern is even around 
only cosine terms will be present in the pattern. Using standard Fourier series 
pattern is described by f ( x > .  ~ 

a0 n r x  
f ( x )  = - + ~ a , c o s -  L 

2 n-1 

2 m x  du n=0 ,  1,2, ... a, = - j'f(x) cos- P 
2 

4 where 
P O  - 

From figure 2.2-1, 
L f S  - 

... 

Working out the integral gives 

a0 s n-  1,2,3,  ... and - = - n r  2 P  

Figure 2.2-3 shows the pattern for a space. The coefficients are given by 

n= 1,2 ,... 2 n r S  sin- 4 2 n r  
P o  p n r  P a, = - jcos-x dx = - 

S - 

(2.2-3) 

a0 s and - = - 2 P  
The spatial frequencies v,, of the mask are O(dc) and multiples of the fundamental! frequency 

v,,=p; they are shown in figure 2.2-4. Depending on whether the illumination coherence is 
coherent or incoherent, the spatial frequencies represent either the electric field or the intensity 
in the plane of the mask. 

2.3 Imaging with Coherent Light 
Imaging with coherent light is quite straightforward when viewed in terms of'  linear sys- 

tems concepts. The coherent wave illuminating the mask gives rise into a set of diffracted 
beams. The objective lens of the imaging system acts as a low pass filter for the spatial fre- 
quencies of the electric field of the diffracted beams. 

2.3.1 The Coherent Transfer Function (CTF) 
For coherent illumination of the mask, the spatial frequencies of the mask represent the 

frequency in x of the electric field components at the mask. The spatial frequencies bf the field 
at the mask can be translated to a set of travelling waves propagating at particular ngles wlth 
respect to the x axis. Figure 2.3-1' shows the diffracted beams due to a source fr t quency of 
v,=O(dc). Since the mask is periodic in x, the spatial frequencies of the diffracted) beams are 
v,,,, dpart, where v,, is the fundamental spatial frequency of the mask. Since th$ diffracted 

'Due to the role that the magnification plays in the derivation ot the CTF. the d referred to in figure 2 3.1 IS  

real11 the lens to image distance d,, However,for Illustrative purposes. the magnification .kf is considered 1 

(2.2-2) 



Figure 2 . 2 - 3  
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Figure 2 . 2 - 4  
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beams are assumed small in spatial extent, the beams are either intercepted or mi4sed by the 
lens aperture. If Do << d, the small angle approximation holds and Y; = v = l / h .  The max- 
imum spatial frequency in x, vOcr  intercepted by the objective lens is determined by 

I 

' 0  Do/2 Do V 
oc -=:c=- or v = -  
V vz d Oc 2hd 

, (2.3-1) 
I 
I 

The sharp cutoff of the diffracted beams in the spatial frequency domain 
coherent transfer function, or CTF. Figure 2.3-2 shows the one dimensional 
in figure 2.3-1. The CTF is a rectangle function of the form 

(2.3-2) 

The negative frequencies refer to the negatively travelling beams in x. The two dimensional 
CTF for a circular lens, shown in figure 2.3-3, is given by 

(2.3-3) 

where 

If the mask is large, the analysis only holds for patterns near the center of the mas$. Patterns 
near the edge of the mask would see a CTF shifted in Y . ~ .  

Figure 2.3-1 depicts O ~ - U X I S ( Y ~ ~ = Y , ,  = 0) coherent illumination of the mask. On-axis 
coherent illumination results in both a positive and a negative diffracted beam, +Y in x for 
each spatial frequency Y,, of the mask; and the one dimensional CTF is symme,ric 1 around 
v,=O. Ofiaxrs coherent illumination occurs when the illuminating beam has a non-kero spatial 
component in x(vsy=O, v f 0); and the CTF for the mask frequencies is shifted Q x by vs,. 
The shifted CTF corresponds to the angularly shifted diffracted beams of the mask. 

Although the objective aperture is two dimensional, a one dimensional CTF fdr on- y-axis 
coherent illumination(vSy = 0) is accurate. Off-y-axis coherent illumination(v,y f 01, however, 
shifts the CTF in the spatial frequency domain a distance v 3 .  Off-y-axis coherent illumination 
necessitates the use of the two dimensional CTF, since the the CTF in the x direction may be 
different for v, f O  than for vsy=O, as with a circular objective. 

p2 = v 2  X Y  + v 2  

sr 

2.3.2 The Effect of Focus Error on the CTF 
Defocus effects can be represented by a modification of the in-focus coherdnt transfer 

function(CTF1. The condition for focus is determined by the lens law 
- + - = -  1 1 1  
df do f o  

(2.3-4) 

where d, is the lens to in-focus image distance, do is the lens to object distance, and f, is the 
focal length of the objective lens. 

When the image plane is displaced from the plane of perfect focus, the mqre general 
relationhef. 1, p. 123) 

1 1 1 - + -  = - + E  
4' do r, (2.3-5) 

holds, where d,' is the lens to image distance. 

and d,, = dob = d. 
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In linear system theory, a low pass filter gives rise to an impulse response--the esponse in 
the image plane to a point in the object plane. The impulse response(ref 1, p 93),of i the two 

j dimensional optical system shown in figure 2.3-4 is 

~ 

(2.3-6) 

where the standard phase factor approximation has been assumed. The assumption /is valid for 
any reasonable imaging system--one in which the low frequency components are' preserved. 
Changing variables in equation (2.3-6) several times and taking the Fourier tradsform, the 
transfer function of the system becomes 

F ( h )  = H(v,, vy) = P,(hd,v,, Adlv,)  (2.3-7) 

Equation (2.3-7) shows that, in a diffraction limited imaging system, the impulse re ponse h' is 
the Fourier transform of the exit pupil P(x,y), where x=hd,v,y and y=Adlv,. Thus 1 a point in 
the object plane creates a spherical wave at the pupil. The spatial limitation impoked on the 
spherical wave by the pupil gives rise to an impulse response in the image plane tqat is not a 
point. 

The effect of phase aberrations of the lens on the impulse response can be inclhded in the 
analysis by defining a generalized pupil function 

~ , ( x , y )  = ~ ( x , y >  e l k W ( x , y )  (2.3-8) 

Departures from an ideal spherical wave incident on the pupil are represented by a phase addi- 
tion, given by W(x,y) ,  to the pupil function. An error in focus can be treated as anlaberration. 
A comparison of equations (2.3-5) and (2.3-6) reveals that W(x,y> is given by 

(2.3-9) E (x2+y2) 
W(x,y) = 

For a circular aperture of diameter Do, the maximum phase error at the aperture edgk is 

ED; w=- 
8 

(2.3- 10) 

The number w is called the Rayleigh distance and is a measure of the defocus sev$rity2. The 
A Rayleigh distance is usually specified in wavelengths, such as - A Rayleigh distdnce of h / 4  
2 '  

corresponds to one incoherent(Ray1eigh) depth of field, or 

(2.3-11) 

The focus error, given by E, is incorporated into generalized pupil function Pg such that 

(2.3-12) ik W (A d, Y c ,  Ad, u v )  H(v,, vY) = Pg = P(hdlv, ,  hd,v,)e 

where W(x,y) is given in equation (2.3-9). For a circular pupil of diameter Do, the generalized 
pupil function under defocus conditions is 

(2.3-13) 

The two dimensional coherent transfer function(CTF) for a circular pupil with fodus error is 
then 
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If the pattern has variations in only the x direction, v y  is zero and the one dimensio a1 transfer 
function n 

2X d, i X 5 ( h d , v J Z  2 
H(v,) = circ (-v,> . e  

DO 
(2.3-15) 

Neither E nor the Rayleigh distance are particularly useful designations of f cus error. 
The distance between the plane of perfect focus and the out-of-focus image plane is more use- 
ful. Define 6, equal to the distance between the plane of perfect focus and the o t-of-focus 

may be used. 

image plane. 
I 

(2.3-16) 

1 
S,, d,’-d, 

a d ,  is positive when the image plane is further from the lens than the in-focus plane. It is nega- 
tive when the image plane is closer to the lens than the perfect-focus plane. After manipulating 
equations (2.3-4) and (2.3-51, 

(2.3-17) 

Using the definition of ?Jd in equation (2.3-161, 

(2.3-18) 

If ad ,  is expressed in terms of the Rayleigh distance w, then the numerator of equation (2.3-18) 
becomes 

The denominator of equation (2.3-18) becomes 

Typically w is on the order of X ,  Do is on the order of 10Sh,  and (NA,),, is on the order of .2 . 
Thus Ed,<<l and can be neglected in the denominator of equation (2.3-18). The fihal expres- 
sion for 6, in terms of the Rayleigh distance is 

! 

(NA,) 
M+ 1 where (NA,),, = 

(2.3-19) 

(2.3-20) 

and where M is the magnification of the system. Combining equations (2.3-10) add (2.3-19) 
and substituting for E in equation (2.3-15) gives the one dimensional coherent transfkr function 
for focus error. 

Note that the cutoff frequency v,, is given by 

(2.3-21) 

(2.3-22) 

( N A , ) ,  
2 A  

for iM= 1 - - 
, 
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Equation (2.3-21) gives the CTF under the condition of focus error. A spatiall frequency 
domain phase and weight(1 or 0) is added to the amplitude frequency components of the mask 
by the CTF. For convenience, define 

2.3.3 The Effect of Focus Error in the Space Domain 

(2.3-23) 

Then equation (2.3-21) becomes 

Define the Fourier transform of g(x) as 

(2.3-25) 

(2.3 -27) 

Note that, for the development above, the frequency v is a single positive Or a single 
negative frequency. Expressions such as cos(27~vx) must be broken into exponentials of fre- 
quencies &v. Equation (2.3-27) relates the effect of focus error in the spatial frequency 
domain to the effect in the space domain. 

2.3.4 Construction of the Image 
In order to arrive at the image intensity under coherent illumination, the spati41 frequen- 

cies passed by the lens are added and then squared. For example, if the spatial frequencies 0, 
v l ,  and v2 are passed by the lens, and if the Fourier series weightings for these freqdencies are 
uo, u l ,  u2 ,  then the intensity Z(x) in the image plane is given by 

Z(x) = E q X )  = (ao  + u*cos27rvlx + u2cos27rv2x)2 (2.3-28) 

Thus the determination of the image, given on-axis coherent illumination, is quite straightfor- 
ward using linear systems concepts. 

2.4 Imaging with Incoherent Light 

tion, using an optical transfer function--or OTF. 
frequencies refer to Fourier components of the intensity of the object mask. 
frequencies in the coherent formulation, the intensity spatial frequencies 

Fortunately, incoherent illumination admits 



significance. Rather, the intensity spatial frequencies are a result of a mathematical f rmulation 
for the special case of incoherent light. The MTF is defined as the absolute value f the OTF 
and is the same as the OTF when no aberrations are present. When defocus conditi ns prevail, 
the OTF may become negative. ! ~ 

2.4.1 The Optical Tramfer Function (OTF) 
The OTF is the normalized autocorrelation of the CTF (ref 1,p 114). 

For a two dimensional circular pupil, the OTF can be Found in closed form to be 
I 

- 0  otherwise 

(2.4-1) 

(2.4-2) 

- v  and p - 4 -  where po = - - DO 
2Ad, o~ 

The OTF is shown in figure 2.4-1 . Since the mask is one dimensional, p can be reqlaced with 
v,. Note that the two dimensional OTF for a circular lens and an infinite source has Ibeen used. 
If the lens were square, the OTF would have the form of figure 2.4-2. 

(2.4-3) I 
A d, H0tj ( v x ,  v = (Do-A d, I v, I (Do-A d, I vy I ) I I < - 

= o  otherwise 

2.4.2 The Effects of Focus Error on the OTF 
For incoherent illumination with defocus, an optical transfer function can be dkduced for 

the OTF of the circular objective of equation (2.4-2). Levi2 reduced the integral to dhe form 

2('VA0>,Z, A where d = e a , ,  and u,  = 
A 2 (NA,)  ,,,, (2.4-4b) 

and a,, is the distance between the observation plane and the plane of true focus. The parame- 
ter v, is called the reduced spatial frequency. The OTF may become negative for sdvere focus 

A error of w > - 
2 '  

2.4.3 Construction of the Image 
In order to determine the image intensity pattern, the Fourier component wdightings a, 

are multiplied by the values of the OTF at the frequencies v(. The weighted spatial frequencies 
are added to form the image. For example, if the intensity spatial frequencies 0,  and v 2  are 
passed by the OTF with weightings bo,bl, and b2,  and if the Fourier series weightinds for these 
frequencies are ao, alr and a 2 ,  then the intensity in the image plane is given by 

l(.u> = aobo + a,blcos27rvlx + a2b2cos2rv2x ~ (2.4-5) 
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Thus the determination of the image intensity given incoherent illumination is 1 also quite 
straightforward using linear systems concepts. I 

2.5 Imaging with Partially Coherent Light 
Although the theory of coherent and incoherent imaging is straightforward, i aging with 

partially coherent light is difficult and abstract. The original investigations into i aging with 
partially coherent light was done by hop kin^^-^ in the 1950's; and a number of a $ hors have 
refined the original formulation'O-ls. Although the standard formulation is well knoCn, it lacks 
intuitive insight. The approach taken here to imaging with partially coherent light emphasizes 
intuitive insight and is somewhat novel. The intuition is translated into mathematics and then 
into computer code. The results agree well with the standard formulation. 

Partial Coherence 
Partial coherence refers to the ability of points on a wavefront to interfere! with each 

other. A wavefront may be temporally coherent, spatrally coherent, or coherent in boqh the tem- 
poral and spatial sense. A wavefront must be temporally and spatially coherent ib order to 
form a sharp fringe pattern. If the wavefront consists of a single color(or narrdw spectral 
range), the wavefront is termed temporally coherent. Only temporally coherent souices will be 
considered here; and the term partial coherence refers to the degree of spatial coherdnce of the 
wavefront. 

A mercury vapor lamp with an interference filter passes as a temporally cohedent source 
for projection imaging. Each point on the source radiates independently from every other 
point. Thus an opaque screen with two pinholes P I  and P, placed adjacent to the dource pro- 
duces a pattern on a screen z to the right of the pinholes equal to the sum of the intensities of 
the pinholes; and no interference pattern results, figure 2.5-1. No phase correlakion exists 
between the fields at separate points on an incoherent wavefront. 

Although the fields of the points on an incoherent wavefront are uncorrelated, some 
correlation between the points develops as the field propagates. A rough intuitive description 
of how phase correlation is introduced can been seen by the following. Suppode the two 
pinholes in figure 2.5-1 are placed a distance d to the right of the incoherent source, 8s in figure 
2.5-2. If the pinholes were considered an aperture of diameter s. the smallest resolvdble diame- 
ter S on the source would be on the order of 

(2.5-1) Ad s = -  
S 

by the Rayleigh resolution criterion. 
A source much smaller than S behaves like a point source and appears cohe ent to the 

pinholes; and the intensity pattern observed on a screen z to the right of the pin 4 oles is the 
square of the sum of the fields of the pinholes, yielding an interference pattern wi h nulls of 
zero intensity. A source several times larger than S produces several interferen I e patterns 
shifted with respect to one another. The patterns add in intensity on the screen, givipg nulls of 
finite intensity. The field at x=d produced by the incoherent field at x=O is said to be partially 
coherent. Note that the source size and the distance between the source and the fielb at x=d is 
related to the degree of coherence of the field at x=d. 

In an illumination system, source size also relates to the degree of coherence. The illumi- 
nation system of a projection printer can be modeled as in figure 2.5-3. The source is separated 
from the condenser lens by the focal distance of the condenser lens. A particular pbint on the 
source produces a plane wave of a particular angle with respect to the z axis to 
condenser lens. The endpoints of the source produce the plane waves with the 
Each plane wave causes a fixed phase relation for that wave between the field 
the mask plane. The exact phase relation due to a wave depends on the distance 
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points and the angle of the wave, figure 2.5-4. 
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figure 2.5-4 

Many plane waves at different angles cause many incoherent sets of phase relations $etween P I  
and P 2 ,  washing out the correlation of the fields at P I  and P 2 .  Thus the angular s’ t of plane 
waves illuminating the mask determines the degree of correlation(or coherence) of he field at 
the mask. 

An intuition for partially coherent imaging can be constructed by considerin an object 
consisting of an amplitude transmission mask. The condenser system illuminates the object 
with a continuous set of mutually incoherent, uniformly weighted plane waves with a maximum 

( N A , )  
spatial frequency of vc, = - 

A 
independently from the other source spatial frequencies. The one dimensional per odic mask 
diffracts a set of discrete frequencies in x due to each source point. The objective 1 1 ns accepts 

, as shown in figure d.3-1. The all frequencies below the cutoff frequency yo,  = 

beams intercepted by the objective aperture form the intensity distribution in the idpage plane 
due to each source wave. The separate intensity distributions due to each sourc4 wave are 
linearly added in order to determine the complete image. 

The discussion that follows explains the condenser system in detail. The effectiof the size 
and shape of the source and the shape of the objective lens is discussed with respeQt to image 
formation. An intuitive understanding of image formation with partially coherebt light is 
developed. 

1 

. Each source spatial frequency interacts with 1 the mask 

( N A J  ,m 

h 

2.5.1 The Condenser System 
The degree of coherence of the light illuminating the mask depends on the canfiguration 

of the condenser system. A condenser system where the source is in the focal plane of the 
condenser lens is called a Kohler system, shown in figure 2.5-3, and is used throughout the 
analysis. The condenser system can be characterized by the condenser numerical apekture 

Dc - 
(2.5-2) 2 ( N A , ) ,  = s ina l  =: - 

f, 

where D, is the diameter of the condenser lens and f, is the focal length. aC desgnates the 
maximum angle of the angular wedge of plane waves created by the condenser syste I . 

Approximations in the Condenser System A na&sis 
In order to make the theory of imaging with partially coherent light tractable, two assump- 

tions about the condenser system are usually made. The first assumption is that qach source 
point acts like a coherent source and that adjacent source points are mutually incohe nt. It can 
be shown that such an incoherent wavefront contains all of its energy in spatial requencies 
greater than v,, where 

(2 .5-3)  

T 
= u  1 

l ’ l  = 7 



Then v, is imaginary via the equation vx2 + vz2  = v2. Thus waves in z are damped e ponentials 
and do not propagate. An exact mathematical proof using rigorous partial coherence 
theory(comp1ex degree of coherence) can be found in reference 16, p 51. For cases f practical 

Once the source is assumed incoherent point by point, the assumption that adja ent points 
of the source produce mutually incoherent plane waves to the right of the conde ser lens is 
commonly made. The assumption is an approximation, due to the effect of the fi ite size of 
the condenser lens. The condenser system in figure 2.5-5 consists of a source point 1 focal dis- 

interest, the source may be assumed incoherent point by point. 

tame away from the condenser lens at (x ,y )  = (-a,O>. If the lens were of infinitd diameter, 
the field to the immediate right of the lens would be 

i 
- , 2 7 P 4 ,  

Uf, E = e  (2.5-4) 

where the z variation has been omitted. The field E consists of one spatial frequenqy in x. In 
the x spatial frequency domain, 

F(E1 = G(v,-vo) (2.5-5) 
a 

A f t  
where v o  = -. The finite lens size adds a multiplicative factor to the field of equation (2.5- 

4). 

(2.5-6) 

The finite lens is considered an infinite lens with a stop of diameter D, adjacent to it. The 
Fourier transform of equation (2.5-6) gives the frequency components in x of the field in the 
aperture. 

(2.5-7) 

where the * means convolution. 
Equation (2.5-7) is graphed in the frequency domain in figure 2.5-6. The freqCency half- 

width is 6v, = -. A larger lens diameter gives a narrower half-width. The frequiency graph 

. If v o  >> G V , ~ ,  the the angular spread of the set of is shifted by the carrier frequency vo=- 

plane waves can approximately be considered zero, so that the set can be considered a single 
plane wave of x spatial frequency v o  = -. The condition corresponds to 

122  

a 
0, 

if, 

A f ,  
a I 

1.22AL. 
a >> - 

D, 
(2.5-8) 

Note that the right side of equation (2.5-8) is the Rayleigh criterion for the minimum distance 
6 that two points can be separated and still be resolved. using an aperture of diameter D, at a 
distance f,. Plane waves generated by source points much closer together than t k  Rayleigh 
criterion are said to be highly correlated(somewhat coherent). A large condenser dlameter D, 
insures a small angular spread in the plane waves produced by a particular source p int. Thus 
the assumption that angularly adjacent illuminating waves are uncorrelated becomes P reasonable 

See Appendix B, Resolution and  The  Uncertainty Principle 
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for large D,. 
Another physical interpretation of the preceding is worth discussing. The con enser lens 

can only resolve a certain area size on the source. By the Rayleigh criterion, the r ius of the 

area size is 1.22-. The area that the condenser lens can resolve is called a cohdrence area. 

From a point to the right of the condenser lens, a photon emitted by the central p int of the 

area. The field spatial frequencies resulting from many photons being emitted fro a coher- 
ence area whose central point creates the plane wave of frequency v y  looks like t e graph of 
F ( E ( x 1 )  in figure 2.5-6 . If Av, << vo, the coherence area on the source can be r aid to pro- 
duce a plane wave of frequency vo. 

In summary, the source is assumed incoherent point by point; and adjacent so rce points 
produce mutually incoherent plane waves to the right of the condenser lens. The a sumptions 
are the usual approximations made in partial coherence theory. 

Shape of the Source 
Although the mask is one dimensional, both the source and the objective 1 s are two 

dimensional. A one dimensional analysis of image formation requires careful atte ion to the 
assumptions involved, since the size and shape of the source and of the objecti t e aperture 
affect the one dimensional pattern of the image. For simplicity, a uniform intensitb source is 
used in the code, although the computer algorithm can be easily modified to haqdle a non- 
uniform source of any shape. With a more complicated modification(discussed in dection 2.5- 
21, the algorithm can handle an arbitrarily shaped objective lens. The following1 discussion 
centers on the source, and a square objective lens is assumed. 

For a particular condenser lens, the two dimensional size and shape of the so rce deter- 
mine the angular set of plane waves illuminating the mask. For purposes of discu F sion, con- 
sider the two dimensional source of figure 2.5-7. The source is infinite in extent qlong y and 
limited in spatial extent along x, where (x ,y )  = (0,O) is defined as the center of the spurce. For 
purposes of calculation, the source is divided into bars lying parallel to the x axis. The source 
bars may have varying widths., Ax,, in the x dimension. Associated with each bar1 is a set of 
source positions in y. The source point (xo,yo> gives rise to a plane wave of the ford  

A f C  # 
DC 

coherence area has a probability of being emitted from one of the other points in th ,” coherence 

1 

The plane wave is described by the source spatial frequencies in x and y of vs, and vS,. A large 
source frequency indicates that the source wave illuminates the mask at a steep angle with 
respect to the z axis. The largest spatial frequency in x emitted by the condenser system is 
created by the x boundary point of the source and given by 

(2.5-9) 

The mask contains of a discrete set of spatial frequencies v,,,~ in x. A sdurce wave 
illuminates the mask, giving rise to a discrete set of diffracted beams. The source frequency vs, 
acts as a spatial carrier in x for the mask frequencies vmt.  Since the mask is perio4c in x and 
has no spatial variation in y ,  the spatial frequencies v,: and v y  diffracted by the maJk due to a 
source frequency of (vs,, us, )  are of the form 

(2.5- loa) v r ,  = vs, + Vrn! 

and 

Judicious choice of the widths results in computational efficiency. ds will be seen  in Chdpter 3 .  1 
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As with the source frequencies, the spatial frequency of a diffracted beam represen s its direc- 
tion of propagation with respect to the z axis. A large spatial frequency in x or y pro agates at a 
steep angle with respect to the z axis. A small frequency propagates at a small an le to the z 
axis. The spatial frequency in x of the diffracted beams are not affected by the s urce wave 
propagation in y ,  as long as uy is less than ,/- **. Larger values of vy result i I a damped 
exponential field in x and z. 

If the objective lens is square, the set of x spatial frequencies intercepted by t e objective 
is independent of the y position of the source point. The set of spatial frequencies i x used to 
form the electric field of the image is the same for all y source points along the ba 1 at x = xo. 
Beams with source spatial frequencies in y that are greater than the y cutoff of th$ objective. 
however, are not intercepted by the objective and will not contribute to the image. 'Therefore, 
the image due to the ifh bar need only be calculated for the source point at y =O. A source of 
non-uniform intensity can easily be modeled by assigning to each source bar a Weighting depen- 
dent on the integrated intensity in y along the bar. In the current analysis and algbithm, the 
source is considered a line source of uniform intensity in x. For a square objective /aperture, a 
line source is equivalent to a square source. 

Although at present two dimensional sources of arbitrary shape are not used in the com- 
puter algorithm, the situation can be handled by weighting the source bars by the relative areas 
contained within them. Source points that generate source waves in y outside of thelacceptance 
angle in y of the square objective lens would not be included in the weighting. In other words, 
the area of a source bar that is outside of the objective ((T, > 1)' is not included in he weight- 
ing of the bar, and the bar would be weighted as "1". Figure 2.5-8 illustrates the ap 4 oach for a 
circular source and a square objective lens.. The dashed square superimposed on ithe source 
represents the points on the source that generate source waves accepted by the objektive in the 
absence of a mask. The shaded areas in figure 2.5-8 indicate the areas of the source that have 
no effect on the image. Bars 1 and 2 would have relative weighting of "l", assumihg that the 
source is uniform in intensity. Again, a source of non-uniform intensity is handled tly addition- 
ally weighting each source bar according to its integrated intensity. 

2.5.2 The Imaging System 
In the last section it was pointed out that, if the objective aperture is square, a two dimen- 

sional source can be reduced to a line source in x. In general, however, the objeckive lens is 
not square and the size and shape of the objective can affect the image significantly. The size 
of the objective in any particular dimension affects the largest spatial frequency acce$ted in that 
dimension, as per equation (2.3-1). The inclusion of higher spatial frequencies1 results in 
greater image detail. 

Although less important than size, the shape of the objective lens also affects the image of 
the mask pattern. Figure 2.5-9 shows a square objective and a circular objective; [he circular 
objective has a diameter equal to the side of the square. A diffracted spatial frequehcy in x of 
vd, is intercepted by the square pupil as long as vs, is not greater than v o i r  where v(,' is the 
cutoff spatial frequency in the x and y direction for the square pupil. Whereas, a diflracted spa- 
tial frequency in x of v d ,  is intercepted by the circular pupil when the source spatial frequency 
in y of vsL is less than 

.. 
The  condition for propagation is not restrictive in prdctice, since the numerical aperture of the ObjeCtivp is 

;mailer thdn 5 
The partidl coherence parameter CT is equal to the ( N A  of rhe condenser  s ) r s tem]/ (NA of the Objective lens 

in image space) 
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where vjc is the cutoff spatial frequency of the objective lens in all directions. As be re, c 
vdx = + I's, 

18 

The peripheral areas of a source bar that cause illumination beams of high spatial fre uencies in 

objective lens, even thokgh the same mask spatial frequencies may be passed by {the square 
objective lens'. The spatial frequency v 1  of figure 2.5-9 is an example of a spatial frequency of 
a diffracted beam that is intercepted by the square pupil and not by the circular pupil., For a cir- 
cular objective, each spatial frequency of the mask must be weighted according to t e x source 
position of the illuminating wave. As an approximation, the mask frequency can b !- weighted 
for an entire source bar by using the average y position of the source bar. 

y may cause diffracted beams due to high mask frequencies in x to be missed by i he circular 

2.5.3 Construction of the Image 
As discussed in previous sections, the mask diffracts an incoming plane wave ihto a set of 

spatially limited "plane waves", which are either inside or outside of the acceptance a gle of the 
objective. There are two diffracted beams of spatial frequencies for each mas l! frequency 
v When combined in the image plane, the two beams f v m I  form a sinusoidal in ensity pat- 
tern in x of frequency vmI .  If the illuminating plane wave is at an angle with the ma k, the two 
diffracted beams caused by the mask frequency v,, also create an electric field interf rence pat- 
tern in x in the image plane of frequency v,!. However, the angle of the intensity 'peaks with 
the z axis is not zero. At least two diffracted beams need to be inside the acceptanbe angle of 
the objective in order to create a spatial variation in the image plane. The spatial variation of 
the image intensity is a standing wave in x and z. If both f v , ,  are outside the #acceptance 
angle, no light reaches the image. If one is inside and the other outside, the imagelconsists of 
a travelling wave in X, a dc intensity pattern. 

Through the investigation of some simple cases, an intuition for the construckion of the 
image due to one source point can be obtained. In this section, several cases dll be con- 
sidered. The following analysis uses the e convention for waves travelling in the 
positive x direction. 

1 m,. 

- l 2 H v , x + l w l  

Case I 
Case I assumes that a source wave of zero spatial frequency(dc1 in x and of udit intensity 

impinges on a mask consisting of a single spatial frequency v m ,  where the subscripti I has been 
dropped for convenience. A unit intensity weighting of the source wave gives an electric field 
weighting of 3. Figure 2.5-10 shows the physical situation. The spatial frequencies1 of the two 
diffracted beams in image space are fv,. The two beams each have a focus error described in 
the spatial frequency domain by the phase term e . For perfect focus, a+O and the 
phase term equals 1. As in equation (2.3-231, the variable a contains the defocus infiormation. 

- x 6 d r  
a = -  

+12?ra (*-V,J* 

2 
In the spatial frequency domain, a dc source wave is represented by 6b). The diffrakted field is 
determined by multiplying the source field E, by the mask's field transmission t,, wHere 

1 -12Trumx 1 +i2Trumx + -e 2 r,,, = cos(2.lrv,x) = -e 
2 

(2.5-lla) 

(2.5- 1 1 b) 

Note that t ,  implies an infinite mask in x and y with spatial variation in the x direction. Equa- 
tions (2.5-121 give the spatial frequency domain equivalent of equations (2.5-1 l ) .  

*Kinzly's l 2  results for a line edge shows sirndar results for square and circular Objective apertures.  
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I 

i (2.5-1 2b) 

1 1 F ( t m ]  = -S(v-v,) + --6(v+vm) 2 2 
Since multiplication in the space domain is convolution in the frequency domain, convolving 
equation (2.5-12a) with equation (2.5-12b) gives the diffracted field in the spatia frequency 
domain. Equations (2.5-13) give the frequency domain and the space domai (inside {)) 
expressions for the two diffracted beams. Using the definition for the Fourier trans orm given 

~ (2.5-13a) 

(2.5- 13 b) 

in equation (2.3-251, { 
F(e-'2Hvmx] = --6(v-vm) 2 

Jz ] = -S(v+v,) 
F{e+t2num.r 2 

The diffracted beams are then intercepted by an infinite lens, which adds the defbcus factor 
to the frequency domain expression. The final space domain expressions for the two 

beams is deduced using equation (2.3-27). 

and 

(2.5- 14a) 

Thus the image plane electric field E, is given by 
- , 2 n v m ( x - a u , , )  Jz + i 2 n v m ( x + a v m )  + -e 2 E, = - e 

2 

(2.5-15) Jz e + 1 2 H U m l l Z  - - C0S2TVmX 

1 
2 The average intensity is given by I,, = -Real(E;E,3.  

(2.5-16) 1 1  
2 2  I," = COS2(/2Tvmx) = - + -cos27T(2v,)x 

For Case I, focus error makes no difference in the image intensity pattern because tbe intensity 
pattern doesn't vary in z for beams that are equal and opposite in angle around the z /axis. 

The assumption of an infinite mask and lens results in infinite plane waves thrqughout the 
discussion. Practically, small masks can be considered to diffract spatially limited " p l b e  waves", 
or beams, which are then either entirely intercepted or entirely missed by a spatiblly limited 
lens. The intercepted beams are again considered "plane waves" for the purpose of florming the 
image in the image plane. For large masks the analysis is accurate for the beams(spatia1 fre- 
quencies) diffracted from the center of the mask. The spatial frequencies of the edtreme por- 
tions of a large mask see a shifted CTF. 

Case II 
Case I1 considers the same mask spatial frequency as Case I, v,,, and looks at the two 

intersecting plane waves generated by a non-dc source wave of spatial frequency vs, Since the 
current discussion's purpose is to build intuition, the constant multipliers related tq the inten- 
sity normalization of Case I are dropped for convenience. Figure 2.5-11 shows 
situation for Case 11. 
Case I is followed to give the spatial frequency domain expressions for 
equations (2.5-17). 

- t2 r ra (v , - - vm)2  

As before, v, and v,, are positive quantities. The 

2n ( 1  ~ -L',,,) r--( u ,  -vi,,) a 1 
) = e  6 (v- ( v 5 -v ,n 1 I 

and 1 (2.5-17) 
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-127r(W,+U,,,) ( X - J  (u ,+v , ) )  + I  27r a ( u s &  w," )  2 

I 
F { e  ) = e  S ( V - - ( V , + ~ , , ) >  

,4s before, both v s  and urn are positive quantities. 

E, = e e + e  e 
+ I ~ T T ( U ~ - Y , J * U  + / 2 ~ ( u m - u , ) x  + 1 2 a ( v , + u , ) ~ a  -127r(u,,,+u,)r 

+12Tr(vf+W;)a -12au,u = e  e 

- 1 2 i ~ ( 2 u , v , ~ a  + i t r v , x  +12a(2u,u,)a 

I 
l 

. [e e + e  

(2.5- 18) 
~ 

I 
I 1  +127r(vj+v;)a e-127ru,"[ [ 

= e  cos 27rum(x-2vmv,a) 

The average intensity is 

I I,, = COS' ~ T V , , , ( X - ~ V , U )  = 1 + COS ~ T V , ( ~ - X - ~ U , U )  1 I 1  1 (2.5-19) 
I 

The pattern is cosinusoidal with frequency 2v, in x and phase term -4v,v,a. The hase term 
is really the inrensity spatial frequency in z. Using the definition of a, the phase ter k becomes 
-2VsU,,h8d,, where 6d is the displaced distance along z. The intensity spatial frequebcy for the 
z direction can be considered to be 

-2v,umx (2.5-20) 

and describes the phase shift in z encountered by going 6z to the right of the slantdd intensity 
pattern created by the two intersecting plane waves. 

Two Interferring Plane Waves 
The fact that equation (2.5-20) represents the appropriate z phase shift can be /verified by 

considering the equation for the average intensity of two unit-field interferring plade waves1', 
figure 2.5-12. The total field amplitude E is 

(2.5-21a) - f z P ( ? s x + I , ; )  - f 2 T r ( 7 7 r X + I r 2 )  E = e  + e  

where 
s in0  s,r s i n 0  T,r  

and ( s > r  = - A T s , r  = - A 
(2.5-2 1 b) 

and 

in figure 2.5-12. I,, is equal to -Rea l (E .E? .  1 
2 

27r(ar-q,)x+~~r-cs)z] (2.5-22) 

In order to correspond to Case 11, let the two plane waves have x spatial frequenci&s of fu,,, 
and let them be shifted by a source wave us .  Thus 

(2.5-23a) 

(2.5-23b) 

(2.5-23~) 

2v,, agrees with the x intensity spatial frequency of equation (2.5-19). By the Helm/loltz equa- 
tion, 

c r  = ~ u * - ( v ~ + u , ) ~  and 5, = , / u ~ - ( - u , ~ + u J ~  (2.5-24) 
I 

Using the binomial expansion and throwing out higher order terms, the intenbity spatial 
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(2.5-25) 

But 

(2.5-26) V m V s  -2- = -2vl,vsh 
V 

which is the same as expression (2.5-20). 
Case 111 

Case I11 is identical to Case 11, except that the source wave is of spatial freq ency -v7. 
The source wave is coming from the top at the same angle that Case I1 was comin from the 
bottom. Figure 2.5-13 shows the physical situation for Case 111. The relations b tween the 
space domain and the frequency domain of the diffracted beams are I I 

(2.5-27) 

Without the constant multipliers, the average intensity is 

I I,, = cos2 27rvm(x+2u,a) = 1 + cos 2rrvm(2x+4u,a) 1 1 1  (2.5-29) 

The average intensity of Case 111 is similar to that of Case 11. The phase term h s changed 
sign, denoting that the angle of the image intensity peaks with the z axis for Case 111 P is equal in 
magnitude and opposite in sign to the angle for Case 11. The intensity patterns for &e I11 and 
for Case I1 are identical in the z=O plane, the perfect focus plane. 

Note that if the source is symmetric, equations (2.5-19) and (2.5-29) can be added to get 
a total intensity of 

IT = cos2(c+d)+cos2(c-d) where c=2rrv,,x , d=2rrTT(2v,,v,u) 
1 1  1 1  
2 2  2 2  

= - + -cos(2c+2d) + - + -cos(2c-2d) 

= 1 + cos2c.cos2d 

Thus the intensity due to two points(coherence areas) on the line source equidistadt from the 
central point and due to one mask spatial frequency kv,, is I 

I T  = 1 + c o s ~ 2 r r ~ 2 v ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ C O S ~ 2 T F ~ 4 v l , , v , u ~ ~  (2.5-30) 

Although the above three cases display considerable insight about the formation of the 
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image intensity pattern. the consideration of two diffracted beams is not sufficient fo determin- 
ing a general image. In general, a source wave results in an image consisting of man diffracted 
beams of varying spatial frequencies. The source wave of frequency v s  is assumed t have unit 
intensity. Each real spatial frequency of the mask v m  is assumed to have a Fourier omponent 

weighting of c,,,; therefore, each frequency f v m  has weighting -. cnl Figure 2.5-14 j shows the 2 
+vm diffracted beam. As before, the spatial frequency domain description of the b,, image 
beam under defocus conditions is 

The inverse transform of (2.5-31) is 

(2.5-3 1)  
I 

I 

1 (2.5-32) 

and gives the space domain representation of the electric field due to mask frequenci v,,! and to 
source frequency v,. Expression (2.5-32) is used in the computer algorithm that ibnplements 
partial coherence. The phase factor e 

when calculating E.E *. 

Jz - , 2a (v ,+v , )  (.r-uiu,+u,)’ -. 2 cme 
I 

may be deleted when calculating the in 
to a source wave, since all diffracted beams have this factor in common and it wi 

- r2rrv ,x  

2.5.4 Polarization Effects 
The mask is considered a thin amplitude mask consisting of lines made out cif a perfect 

conductor and laid on a perfectly transmitting material. The field at the mask due o a source 
wave of intensity 1 is zero on the conductor and 3 between the conductors, as ass ed in the 
analysis. It is assumed that the mask does not change the polarization of the illumi ating light. 
If the incident wave is unpolarized, a typical diffracted beam will have the form 

(2.5-33) 
where Eo = E,2 + E,T (2.5-34) 

+ 
E =: EOe-12HL’T 

The equation for the average intensity becomes 

(2.5-35) I,, = -Real(E.E’] 1 
2 

The 2 polarization(perpendicu1ar to the plane of incidence) forms interference plan s indepen- 
dent of the Tpolarization(paralle1 to the plane of incidence). Each polarization int 4 rferes with 
itself to form an intensity pattern. The intensity patterns of the two polarizations aqe identical. 
In other words, there are no polarization effects under the assumptions of the analysib. 

- i 2 T V  x 
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Chapter 3 

The Image Machine: Code 

Written in standard FORTRAN, the code for the IMAGE machine is portal 
minicomputers. The code is divided into a number of subroutines, which are orgar 
hierarchial manner depicted in figure 3-1. At the top of the hierarchy is the sub 
subroutine IMAGE. The Controller of the User-Interface calls on IMAGE, which i 
on the various routines needed to solve the problem inputted by the user. Infc 
passed between the Controller and IMAGE through common blocks. 

The following text describes the IMAGE routines in detail. It is divided in 
tions, Standard Routines' and Partial Coherence Routines. With the exception of 
coherence routines, PARCOH and FASTPC, the code is straightforward. The fol 
should be read in conjunction with the Common Block Documentation and a lis 
SAMPLE code, Appendices C and D. 
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3.1 Standard Routines 

Subroutine IMAGE is the sub-controller for the IMAGE machine. It begins y echoing 
the common block variables passed to the IMAGE machine by the Controller. Ne t it clears 
various arrays and checks a few variables for the correct range. Loop 10 calls broutines 
CLCMTF and PLTPAT, if requested. CLCMTF calculates the horizontal intensity p ttern, and 
PLTPAT outputs the pattern on the line printer. CLCMTF is called for each of the i five possi- 
ble wavelengths. If a OTF lineprinter plot is requested, subroutine IMAGE calls on bubroutine 
PLTOTF. IMAGE then returns control to the Controller. 

IMAGE 

CL CMTF 
Subroutine CLCMTF (calculate MTF) calculates the value of the OTF for incoHerent light 

or the CTF for coherent light. For partially coherent light, CLCMTF calls on the pa tial coher- 
ence routines. The passed parameter, ILMBD, is the wavelength for the current im 4 e pattern. 
A diagram of CLCMTF is shown in figure 3.1-1. The projection system section com#Jrises most 
of the routine. Sharad Nandgaonkar' is responsible for the code of the contact printigg section. 

The projection section begins by calculating the variable VMAX. VMAX c ntains the 
cutoff frequency for coherent or incoherent illumination. For partially coherent ill 1 mination, 
VMAX contains the highest spatial frequency intercepted by the objective lens, or 

(NAJ  ,m (1 +VI 
h 

~ where u is the partial coherence parameter. 
After VMAX is determined, the routine branches according to the type of mask pattern 

requested. In each pattern section, the spacing between horizontal points, DELTx, is calcu- 
lated via 

WINDOW 
FLOAT(NMHPTS-1) DELTX = 

The variable WINDOW specifies the width in microns of the linepribter plot. 

T h e  Standard Routines  have been released to the general public as of April 1979 
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WNDORG(window origin) specifies the x value of the left side of the window and i calculated 
by CLCMTF. The x-0 position for the Fourier analysis' is in the middle of the line space) for 
the line(space1 pattern. Next the Fourier component weightings are calculated for t e pattern. 
The maximum number of frequency components, MXNMFR, is used to construct he pattern 
for a line(or space), in order to place the next nearest line(or space) as far away as ossible. A 
system message prints the distance to the next nearest line(or space). For a linesp e pattern, 
only the needed frequency components are calculated. A system message is pri ted if the 

tern are either 0 or multiples of the fundamental, only the fundamental frequency lof the pat- 
tern, V1, is calculated and stored. The frequency component weightings are stored i the array 
FSAMSK (Fourier series at mask). FSAMSK(1) contains the dc weighting. FSAM 1 K(i) con- 
tains the weighting of the i th frequency component, Y ,  = (i-l)*Vl. 

With the frequency weightings of the requested pattern calculated and stored, he routine 
branches according to the type of illumination coherence. The focus error in micr ns is indi- 
cated by the value of DFDIST; DFDIST=O indicates perfect focus. Coherent li ht without 
defocus is handled by copying the frequency weightings in FSAMSK to the array 
FSAIMG (f'ourrer series at image). Subroutine OUTPAT (out-pattern) is called to co struct the 
image intensity pattern. Coherent light with defocus is handled by subroutine PAR OH. Par- 
tially coherent light is handled by subroutine PARCOH (partial coherence) for the d focus case 
and by the routine FASTPCCfast parrral coherence) for the in-focus case. Both ro tines con- 
struct the image intensity pattern internally; OUTPAT is not called for partially cohe ent illumi- 
nation. Incoherent light is handled similarly to coherent light. The image frequency weightings 
FSAIMG are weighted by the OTF. The OTF is calculated in CLCMTF for the in ~ focus case 
and in subroutine DFCOTF for the defocus case. OUTPAT is called in both cases. After cal- 
culating the image pattern, CLCMTF returns control to subroutine IMAGE. 

number of frequencies needed exceeds MXNMFR. Since all frequency components i of the pat- 

DFCOTF 
Subroutine DFCOTF(defocus OTF) calculates the incoherent OTF for a focud error dis- 

tance given by DFDIST. The wavelength of the current calculation is passed in thd parameter 
list. DFCOTF is the code for the integral equation given by Levi2 and discussed in1 the theory 
section. Twenty iterations give about three decimal places of accuracy for all po$ible input 
values; the routine's results were checked against Levi's results. The OTF calculaded for fre- 
quency v ,  is multiplied by FSAMSK(i). The result is stored in FSAIMG(i1. Conllrol is then 
returned to routine CLCMTF. 

OUTPA T 
Subroutine OUTPAT calculates the image intensity pattern for each of the' horizontal 

points. The current wavelength is passed through the parameter list. The horizontal /pattern for 
the current wavelength is stored in the array THORIN. The composite horizontal intensity pat- 
tern for of the all wavelengths is stored in array HORINT(horizontul intensity). HORINT 
weights the pattern generated by each wavelength by the relative intensity of that qavelength. 
The sum of the relative intensities for all the wavelengths is 1. OUTPAT is calledlby routine 
CLCMTF. 

PL TPA T 
Subroutine PLTPAT gives a lineprinter plot of the normalized horizontal imaqe intensity 

for each of the wavelengths. It also plots the composite(weighted) image intensityifor all the 
wavelengths. Setting the appropriate flag in common block IMGFLG punches cards containing 
the ( x , l )  coordinates of the image plot-for ease of transport to a plotter. For the HP plotter 
routine used at UCB, the first punched card contains four numbers. The second card contains 
one number, the number of sets of points to come--# of wavelengths + composit (if #>1). 
The third card contains one number, the number of (x,Z) pairs to come. The foll 4 wing cards 
contain the (<v,Z) pairs sequentially, eleven per card. Card three and "point pair" carqs follow in 

?he orrgm(X=o) for the printout IS defined at the mask line edge. 
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i t groups, where t is the number on the second card. 

routines requiring less memory, only the highlights of the routine will be discus 
information is contained in the array IPLT(123,99), where plot points ( x , I )  a 
holerith in the appropriate cell in the array. Curves for different wavelengths 
different letters in the array. On the CDC6400 printers at UC Berkeley, 123 by 
square plot. IPLT is stored in blank common(a1ong with other arrays) in order t 
during compilation. The vertical axis pertains to the intensity and the horizonta 
to the x dimension. The extremes of the array IPLT contain the character "*". 
cell IPLT(2,2) contains the intensity 1.3 . The center of IPLT(2,98) contains 
and 1.3 are printed on the plot to indicate these points. A horizontal line of 
the intensity of 1.0 . Note that the center of the cells just within the *'s contain 
of the problem. HORINT(NMHPTS) is contained in the center of IPLT(122,2). 
contain the indices of IPLT for the horizontal point IHPT being calculat 
Numbers such as 2.0001 have the .0001 in order to avoid roundoff errors. 

Since the plotting routines in IMAGE and in DVELOP may soon be 

I , 
PL TOTF 

Subroutine PLTOTF plots the OTF for the incoherent defocus case, the incdherent in- 
focus case, and the coherent in-focus case. A request for an OTF plot for partial I coherence 
results in a system error message. PLTOTF can take significant time because va ious other 

PLTPAT, punched cards may be requested for the optical transfer function(0TF) fbr both in- 
focus and defocus cases. The plot is - the area of the image plot, although it use$ the same 
blank common array IPLT. 

IMGMSG 

subroutines, such as DFCOTF, are called for 31 spatial frequencies. As in 1 ubroutine 

1 
4 

Subroutine IMGMSG (image messages) contains the system message, warning, and error 
statements. There is an obvious order to the message routines of all machines. The common 
block variables used by IMAGE are echoed by IMGMSG at the start of each run Of machine 
IMAGE. Most of the messages used by IMAGE are printed out by IMGMSG, with /the excep- 
tion of the partial coherence routines. 

3.2 Partial Coherence Routines 
The algorithms for partial coherence can accept four different cases: partial 1 coherence 

without defocus, partial coherence with defocus, complete coherence without de ocus, and 
complete coherence with defocus('). Subroutine PARCOH is the code correspon d 'ng to the 
partial coherence formulation discussed in previous pages. However, shortcuts in the algo- 
rithm, resulting in substantial savings in run time, can be made under the condition! of perfect 
focus. Subroutine FASTPC takes advantage of these shortcuts. Comparison of the1 run times 
for the various routines is discussed. 

PARCOH 
Subroutine PARCOH calculates the intensity pattern on the resist for partially and fully 

coherent light under various degrees of defocus. The common blocks CBWIND, FOUSER, 
HORIMG, IMGZPR, IMG3PR, IMGFLG, 101, SPECTR, OPTIC, and PCTERM are needed by 
PARCOH. The array TERM(82,3) in block PCTERM is shared by FASTPC in order to save 
memory space. Documentation on all of the blocks' variables is contained in thel Common 

("The  case of complete coherence without defocus can be handled in d more  efficient manner  than in )he 
partial coherence formulation. T h e  capability of complete coherence without defocus is included for the dur- 
pose of checking the partial coherence algorithm. 
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Block Documentation, Appendix C. The statement 

may or may not be included, depending on the particular image intensity calculation used. The 
number 82 reserves memory for the maximum number of mask spatial frequencies hat can be 
intercepted per source wave by the objective lens: CLCMTF allows 41 frequencies and PAR- 
COH processes the A components of the 41 frequencies. In addition to the blocks PARCOX 
is passed the parameter ILMBD, which gives the index of the current avelength 
RLAMBDhdex). The current wavelength is used to find the coherent cutoff frequ ncy of the 
objective lens, VCOBJ, in the first executable statement of the routine. 

he routine 
divides the source into assumed "coherence areas", corresponding to the bars in the figure. 
Each coherence area is responsible for an intensity pattern on the resist. The summ tion of the 
intensity patterns from all of the coherence areas on the source are added to for the total 
intensity pattern. For perfect focus(DFD1ST =O.) , symmetric coherence areas can b calculated 
at the same time, since the intensity patterns produced by coherence areas equidista B t from the 
optic axis of a line source are identical in the plane of focus.. Symmetric coheience areas- 
correspond to illuminating plane waves(source waves) of f vs. The in-focus c&pability is 
included in PARCOH for comparison with the faster algorithm in routine FASTPC. The spatial 
frequencies of the illuminating source beams are separated by DSFRQ(the discretd frequency 
separation), which is determined by the number of coherence areas in the top alf of the 
source(NC0HAR). NCOHAR is determined by the number of coherence areas in e top half 
of the source for u = l ,  given by the variable AREAS, times the current u, given y the vari- 
able SIGMA. The added .0001 is to make sure that NCOHAR=AREAS if u = l .  NCOHAR 
has a minimum value of 8. SIGMA is the ratio of the numerical aperture of the con b enser lens 
to the numerical aperture of the objective lens. The size of the source, the condensdr lens size, 
and the focal length of the condenser lens determine the number of coherence ardas needed. 
These numbers are not usually readily available or meaningful for many condensers. In any  
case, the image intensity converges to a pattern after ten coherence areas or so. The run time of 
the routine is approximately proportional to the number of coherence areas chosen. Run time 
becomes excessive for SIGMA > 3.  Presently NCOHAR=15 for SIGMA=l nd can be 
changed by altering statement 1 in the routine. A comparison study of an efficient 1 number of 
coherence areas to be taken will be done later. NI sets the number of iterations fbr loop 75. 
DSFRQ>O and NI-2 indicates perfect focus and that only the positive source waqe intensity 
patterns are calculated. DSFRQ-0 and NI= 1 indicates the coherent formulation. 

Closely related to the number of coherence areas is the normalization constant kNORML. 
The normalization constant is equal to the fraction of the acceptance angle of the objective lens 
that the source wave incremental frequency (DSFRQ) occupies. RNORML contains Ihe weight- 
ing to be given to each coherence area. When all 2.NCOHAR source coherence arda contribu- 
tions are calculated for the final image(partial1y coherent light with defocus) . 

COMPLEX ALL(82) 

At present, the routine assumes the source of figure 2.5-7(Chapter 2). 

I 

DSFRQ 
2.AMIN 1 (VCOBJ, VCCOND) RNORML = 

For partial coherence without defocus, 

Only half of the source coherence areas need be calculated. since the other symmettic half just 
adds a factor of two. Note that the normalization factor divides the accumulated intensity pat- 
tern by the intensity incident on the resist given a clear mask. 

The variable FACTOR is used to save multiplications in the intensity section. 
FACTOR = .SdRNORML , 

See Cases I1 and I11 in section 2.5.3(Chapter 2) 
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An incoming source wave with field E is defined to have an intensity weighting of 1. 
1 lay = -Real(E.E?=l 

Then 

1 +127rumx 1 -2Hu,X + -e 2 C O S ~ T V , ~  = -e  2 
Each diffracted beam has a weight factor of .5 times the mask weighting. 

to partial or full coherence with or without defocus, 
Statement 25 defines the variable DFOCPH, or "defocus phase". 

After NCOHAR, RNORML, DSFRQ, FACTOR, 

DFOCPH is the 

x 6 d ,  
a = -  

2 '  
defined in section 2.3.3 . Several do-loops are included in the major 
100, is responsible for iterating the intensity pattern effects due to the 
vs, FORTRAN variable VS. Loop 100's index ICOHAR refers to a 
coherence areas. Note that the first coherence area corresponds to a 
quency VS= 
The next loop, 75, is responsible for iterating the intensity pattern effects due to thelsymmetric 
source waves +v,. The index I equals one for perfect focus and for full coherencd. I equals 
two for partial coherence with defocus, since the effect on the image due to each area of the 
symmetric pair of source areas is not the same. 

Loop 50 stores information about the spatial frequencies of the image intendity pattern 
due to the current source wave of spatial frequency v,. Source frequency v,=VS i pinges on 
the mask frequency v,=VM causing diffracted spatial frequencies of vs+v ,  and v jv,,,. which 
are stored in the variable SHFREQ. If the diffracted beams(frequencies1 are within/ the accep- 
tance angle of the objective lens and if the diffracted beams are bright enough to include in the 
calculation(Fourier weighting 2.0001), the beam frequency weighting, the mask /frequency, 
and the defocus phase are stored in TERM(KOUNT, 1-2-3 respectively). KOUNT ipdexes the 
values due to one diffracted beam and can be incremented twice, corresponding to/ the +v,,,, 
for each of the IFRCP of loop 50. Note that the Fourier series at the mask(FSAMS$ is multi- 
plied by FACTOR and stored in TERM(KOUNT,l). Loop 50 is repeated for the humber of 
mask frequency components NMFRCP. 

DsFRQ and not VS=O(dc). Fully coherent light is 
2 

After the frequency information due to a source wave is stored, the intensity 

will be discussed now. The following intensity algorithm relies on the paraxial ray 

field consists of all the diffracted beams formed into fields, as in Case IV of section Q.5.2. The 
normalized intensity pattern for the present source area is calculated via the equation 

lay = .S.RNORML.Reul(EE? 

The intensity pattern is then added to the accumulated intensity pattern due to the 1 previously 
calculated source areas. 

A "high-d' intensity dlgorithm, which departs somewhat from the small angle 
tion, is also available(but not used in the current version). For a22 the beam 
become large. The energy flow of the beat patterns are no longer perpendicular t(i the resist 
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surface. A weighted average of the two beating beams is then taken. The energy in each beam 
is assumed to flow independently. 

stored in HORINT and the routine returns control to CLCMTF. 

~ 

After all source area intensity contributions are calculated, the accumulated 

Since the optical transfer function(0TF) formulation is used by IMAGE to 
illuminated with incoherent light, a theoretical link is needed between the OTF 
the partial coherence formulation. The results of the two formulations are 
if the normalization methods are the same. As discussed previously, the 
mulation normalizes the intensity by dividing by the intensity at the resist 
present--or a perfectly clear mask present. The OTF is normalized by 
weightings by 

sp( present3. 
The quantity represents the dc intensity incident on the resist surface with no ma 
Thus the normalization for the two formulations is the same. 

Subroutine FASTPC calculates the intensity pattern incident on the resist f r partially 
coherent light without defocus. The common blocks CBWIND, FOUSER, HORIMG, 
IMG2PR, IMG3PR, IMGFLG, 101, OPTIC, SPECTR, and PCTERM are needed b FASTPC. 
The current wavelength ILMBD is passed as a parameter from routine CLCMTF ~ to routine 
FASTPC. The variables VCCOND and VCOBJ contain the coherent cutoff freque cies of the 
condenser lens and of the objective lens, respectively. FASTPC runs about four t mes faster 
than PARCOH with NCOHAR- 15. 

As discussed in the Chapter 2, many coherence areas produce the same inten ity pattern 
in the in-focus image plane. A particular "coherence area" A gives rise to a set o diffracted 
beams within the acceptance angle of the objective lens. An adjacent "coherence i ea" B that 
neither shifts new beams into nor present beams out of the acceptance angle produc s the same 
intensity pattern as A. Thus it is pointless to calculate B's pattern. It should Cin oted that, 
although A and B give rise to the same pattern in the image plane, the patterns add rn /nrensrty 
and are not coherent with each other. Therefore, diffraction rings from dust and dirt' In the opti- 
cal system is lessened by many coherence areas, regardless of whether or not they give rise to 
the same intensity patterns in the image plane. 

The routine begins by calculating the variables VCCOND and VCOBJ, which contain the 
coherent cutoff frequencies of the condenser lens and of the objective lens, respectiqely. Three 
variables, VADSKP("v add skip"), IENDFL ("end flag"), and IFCINC ("frequency omponent 

dant calculations. Do loop 10 searches for the largest positive mask spatial frequenly included 
within the acceptance angle of the objective v;'. V1 is the fundamental frequency df the mask 
pattern, and thus the mask frequencies are multiples of V1. The difference between the objec- 
tive lens cutoff frequency and the largest mask frequency is stored in VTMP1. VTMP2 stores 
the difference between V1 and VTMP1. Figure 3.2-la shows the diffracted beams' for the dc 
source wave along with the acceptance angle of the objective lens. the angle between the 
zkVCOBJ lines. The minimum of (VTMPl,VTMP2) represents the angular distanice one can 
shift the diffracted mask frequencies without affecting beams within the acceptance angle; that 
is, no new beams are shifted into the angle and no old beams are shifted out of the angle. 
Source waves smaller than vs, = VS1 contribute to the same intensity pattern in the in-focus 
image plane, where 

VSl = AMIN1 (VTMPl,VTMP2) 
In loop 10, IFCPSV("index-frequency-component-save") saves the index of array FPAMSK of 

Diffraction rings become 

FASTPC 

1 

increment") are also initialized. VADSKP, IENDFL, and IFCINC are used to pre 1 ent redun- 

problem ior r <  .1 - - 
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the highest frequency component that is included in the acceptance angle of the obj ctive lens. 
Before the routine reaches do-loop 100, IFCPSV contains the index of the freq ncy com- 
ponent that will either be shifted out of the acceptance angle or be shifted into the acceptance 
angle during the second coherence area calculation. INCFAC ("increment factor") etermines 
whether IFCPSV is decremented or incremented after the first pass through t e routine. 

Depending on whether VTMP2>VTMPl or whether VTMP1 >VTMP2, th block of 
statements beginning with 15 or with 13 is executed. VS1, VS2, and VS3 are the first three 
source wave spatial frequency increments used by the routine. They are multiplie by .99999 
to take care of computer roundoff error in the comparison statements of loop 50. Fi ures 3.2-1 
demonstrate how VS1,2,3 are chosen. Figure 3.2-la shows the diffracted mask bea s in their 
relation to the acceptance angle for the case VTMPl<VTMP2 and vg=O. For sour ~ e waves us 

IFCPSV and INCFAC are used to prevent redundant calculations. 

in the range 

the spatial frequencies accepted by the objective remain the same. Thus the first inlensity cal- 
culation takes place with VSl=VTMPl, figure 3.2-lb. v;' is considered to be justlwithin the 
acceptance angle; and v G l  is still outside of the acceptance angle. The source wavd frequency 
is then incremented by VS2, figure 3.2-lc, such that v;' is shifted outside the angle and that 

I v, I < VTMP1 , 

v,Y1 is outside the angle. For the case depicted in figure 3.2-la, I 
I VS2 = VTMP2 - VTMP1 

The intensity pattern contribution is calculated for the set of beams within the angle1 and added 
to the previous pattern. For the next intensity pattern calculation, beam frequebcy v A 1  is 
shifted inside the acceptance angle, figure 3.2-ld. Thus the third shift is VS3=V -(VTMP2- 
VTMPI) =Vl-VS2 and is shown in figure 3.2-ld. All future shift increments togg e between 
VS3 and VS2. For example, VS4 = Vl-VS3-VS2. The routine continues to inc ement the 

lens. Note that, if VTMP1 is greater than VTMP2, IFCPSV is incremented by 1 forithe reason 
explained above. 

Although the central part of the routine is nearly identical to that discussed in /subroutine 
PARCOH, several important differences should be noted. The normalization in PASTPC is 
based on the magnitude of the shift increments, VSADD(present increment) + VA SKP(past 
increments producing the same pattern), The normalization constant RNORMAL I) is equal to 
the fraction of the acceptance angle of the objective lens that the source wave incretfiental area 
occupies. If the mask were completely transparent, the normalization constant rep esents the 
fraction of the intensity incident on the resist surface due to the present source wave f incremen- 
tal area. 

source wave frequency u,=VS until it exceeds the angle of rays produced by the 1 condenser 

VSADD + VADSKP 
(VCOBJ*AMINl(SIGMA, 1.)) 

RNORML = 

VADSKP adds the weighting from a previous calculation that was skipped; see uext below. 
Note only the positive frequency increments are considered, since VCOBJ is the pbsitive fre- 
quency cutoff. As in PARCOH, a variable FACTOR is defined as 

FACTOR = .5.-A.J.5.RNORhfL 
The . 5 . d  refers to a field of weighting 4 incident on a mask spatial frequenct with two 
beams, each with weight .5. The added factor J.5.RNORML refers to the intensity &alculation, 

where the .5 comes from the -Rea E.E and RNORML is the normalization constant. 
2 11 *I 

Before the normalization constant is calculated, a check for redundant caldulations is 
made. If the mask frequency that is on the verge of being shifted out of(or intobthe accep- 
tance angle of the objective has a zero(or close to zero) weighting. the present coh rence area 
effect is identical to the next coherence area effect. Therefore, the program proc eds to the 
next coherence area without calculating the effect of the present coherence area. he present 
area's weighting, VSADD, is simply added to the next area's weighting. VADSKP, i stores the 
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present area's weighting. However, if the present area is the final area calculated, e routine 
may not delay calculation of the present area intensity contribution. IENDFL che ks for the 
final area calculation. When the index IFCPSV < 0, ICHECK maintains the prope index for 

Perhaps another difference between PARCOH and FASTPC worthy of men ion is the 
importance of the IF statements in loop 50. As in PARCOH, mask frequencies o less than 
.001 are simply ignored. The shifted positive mask frequencies are checked to insur that they 
are included in the acceptance angle. The shift frequency increments VSi were m ltiplied by 
.99999 in order to compensate for computer roundoff error. A problem can evelop if 

array FSAMSK. 

VTMP2=VTMP1, as in figure 3.2-2 . During the first intensity calculation, beam v ,  should be 
included and beam v; should not be included. Because of roundoff error, bo h may be 
included. Multiplying the shift increments VS1,2,3 by .99999 alleviates the pro t! lem. The 
same comparison principle is used for the shifted negative mask frequencies. Negadve shifted 
frequencies(SHFREQ) are kept if they are greater than -VCOBJ. Positive shifted equencies 
are kept if they are less than VCOBJ. If the cutoff frequency of the objective ha '$ the same 
value as a multiple of the mask fundamental, it will be included in the first intensity alculation. 
Because of the assumption of a small mask, the multiple of the mask fundamental s 1 ould only 
be included for patterns near the center of the mask. 

The shift increments are toggled between VS2 and VS3 in loop 100 with the use of 
MOD(I,2) as a toggle. The variable IFCPSV is decremented or incremented, depenqng on the 
value of INCFAC*IFCINC. Note that if VTMP1 >VTMP2, ICHECK(=IFCPSV for 1 1  2 1) goes 
as i, i + l ,  i-2, i+3, i-4, ..., where i is the index of the last beam inside the acceptanck angle. If 
VTMP2>VTMP1, i represents the index of the first beam outside the acceptance angle. For 
IFCPSV GO, ICHECK is equal to 2-IFCPSV. Statements 65 through 99 determihe the last 
shift increment. If the temporary shifted frequency VSTEMP=v, is less than or equal to the 
condenser lens cutoff frequency VCCOND, the routine continues as planned. If the shifted 
frequency is greater than VCCOND, the routine calculates the final shift increment 
VSADD=VCCOND-VS and sets the present source frequency to VCCOND. Alsc/, the vari- 
able IENDFL is set equal to 1, in order to indicate the final coherence area calcblation. If 

i 
VSADD is less than .001, the routine doesn't bother to calculate the the intensity c 
A negative VSADD means that the routine should jump out of loop 100 and is 
"less than ,001 I F  statement. The factor of ,99999 in the shift increments 
roundoff error. 

The final intensity is stored in HORINT as before. 
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Chapter 4 

The EXPOSE Machine 

EXPOSE provides an array of M values as a function of position (x,z) in the 
particular exposure energy incident on the resist surface. Since the method of ex1 
by the EXPOSE machine is identical to the method used by Neureuther and Dill's2, 
description of the theory will be given here. Several wrinkles in the code mal 
description of the code appropriate. 

4.1 Theory 
Although the exposure of the resist is a two dimensional problem, it has artil 

separated into two one dimensional problems. The one dimensional problem in z a: 
the exposure energy is perpendicularly incident on the surface of the resist, figure 
resist is divided into layers, each with a complex index of refraction N,, which depc 
resist properties and the relative inhibitor concentration MJ of the layer. Initially 
start with MJ=l and with the same value of NJ.  The resist is then exposed with incil 
E l .  Each layer receives a different amount of exposure energy, (E l )J ,  due to sta 
effects and due to attenuation of the fields in the resist. A new NJ and MJ for the 12 
culated as a function of (El),. A second energy increment E2 is used to expos1 
further, and new MJ's and iVJ's are calculated for each layer. The process contir 
heavy exposure energy, or dose is reached; and a exposure table of A4 versus inch 
and z, layer values, 1M(zJ, Ek), is created. The energy increments Ek+l-Ek are pickc 
the resulting incremental changes in M a r e  roughly the same. The one dimension2 
used to determine the energy absorbed for each layer is described by Berning 
wavelengths are handled by sharing each incremental exposure of the resist b 
different wavelengths in proportion to their relative intensities. The dose is the ene 

of all of the wavelengths incident on the surface of the resist, Le., the energy me 
perfectly absorbing light meter. 

If we assume that the intensity distribution produced by IMAGE does not s 
propagating through the resist, the distribution can be broken up into vertical colun 
of cells in z. The exposure, or MJ value, of each cell in a particular column is det 
the exposure energy E, incident on the top cell in the column. A two dimensional 
versus resist position (x,,zJ) is created by using the one dimensional energy profile 
by IMAGE in conjunction with the energy table of EXPOSE, which is one dimer 
The dashed vertical line in figure 4.1-2 indicates the incident exposure energy that 
of resist has received. The actual MI values in the column of resist due to expo 
interpolated from the columns E k  and E k + l  in the exposure table M ( z J , E k ) ,  \ 
between Ex and Ek+, .  The maximum dimensions of the array A4(x,,zj) corresr 
depth of the resist and the width of the intensity image plus a linearly extrapolate 
layer. 

M(x , z )  can be massaged to model various post-exposure processes. A diffus 
simulating post exposure bake has been written' and plans for further additions 
made. The M ( x , z )  values are easily translated into the development rates nee 
developing routines, DVELOP. 

written at U.C. Berkeley by W.G. Oldham and S. Nandgaonkar.  
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4.2 Code 
The code for the EXPOSE machine is contained 

figure 4.2-1. The code is written in standard FORTRAN 
ers. The following text, the comments in the code, the 

i 

in four subroutines, 
and is portable 
Common Block 

reference 1 should enable one to understand the code in enough detail to permit mo 'fications. I EXPOSE 
Subroutine EXPOSE is the sub-controller for the EXPOSE machine. T variable 

IRUMZD(re-use M of z and dose) in block RUCOMP(re-use computatron) decid s whether 
routine CLCMZD(cu/cufure M vs. z and dose) or routine CLCMXZ(cufcufute M vs. and z) is 
called. CLCMZD calculates the exposure table M(z,, Ek). Using the exposure ta e and the 
intensity distribution from IMAGE, CLCMXZ calculates the array M(x, ,z , ) .  The ro tines were 
separated in order to save computer time; and sub-controller EXPOSE attempts o use the 
existing exposure table for subsequent problems given to it by the Controller. If the doses 
required by CLCMXZ are outside of the exposure table calculated by CLCMZD, C CMZD is 
recalled by sub-controller EXPOSE to expand the exposurebdose) table. The exp sure table 
has a maximum recalculation limit. Beyond the limit, an error message, suggesti g that the 
user used a ridiculously high dose, is printed out. Control is then returned to the ontroller. 
The expanded table is used until the Controller asks for subroutine CLCMZD to be run again, 
which occurs the first time EXPOSE is run during a batch. 

Subroutine CLCMZD produces a two dimensional array of M versus z and dose, 
RMZDOS(J,IENDIV). Variables passed to and from subroutine CLCMZD are expla ned in the 
Common Block Documentation, appendix C. The first section of CLCMZD ini i ializes the 
matrices SLBNDX and THIC. DELTZ is the thickness in microns of each resist la er; all the 
layer thicknesses are stored in THIC() except for the substrate. THIC(1) is the air and is left 
uninitialized. Initially, SLBNDX(ILMBD,IZPOS) holds the comp!ex index of each 4 avelength, 
calculated on the basis of M ( x , z ) = l ,  for each resist layer. 

The next section initializes CUENAB(J,IENDIV) and parts of RMZDOS. The umulative 
energy absorbed(CUENAB) is really an "effective" cumulative energy. It represent s the sum- 
mation over all wavelengths of the (relative intensity at that wavelength)* (actual indensity)* ( C  
at that wavelength). The sum of the relative intensities is equal to 1. 

The bulk of the remainder of the routine encodes the equations found in reference 3.  
RMZDOS gives M a t  the position J for the energy division IENDIV. The actual inc/d#ent energy 
on the resist surface, without subtracting reflected energy, is contained in I the array 
EXPOS (IENDIV) . The successive energy increments EXPOS (IENDIV) -EXPOS ( NDIV- 1) 
are picked such that the resulting Mincrements are roughly the same. The array E P POS con- 
tains the total relative intensity of the various wavelengths in millijoules per cm-squired. Phy- 
sical conventions, shown in figure 4.2-2, are as follows: J =  1 is the air "layer"; J=56 iiS the max- 
imum value of the substrate "layer"; J=55,54,53,52 are the maximum values of the our possi- 
ble intermediate layers; currently there is a maximum of 50 photoresist layers; t s e variable 
IZPOS or J equal to j for an interface refers to the j J + l  interface. 

The algorithm for the successive bleaching divides the resist into layers, each 4ith a com- 
plex index N=n-ik stored as a function of wavelength in SLBNDX(ILMBD,J), whdre ILMBD 
is the wavelength number. and J is the z position number. SLBNDX is calculate@ for each 
energy increment. The krh energy increment is stored in EXPOS(k). EXPOS 1>=0 and 
corresponds to no exposure. For example, if there were two wavelengths and the i fth energy 
increment update of SLBNDX had just been completed, the program would calculate the 
energy absorbed in each layer for the first wavelength using the fifth energy incre*nt update 
for SLBNDX for that wavelength and then repeat the calculation for the second wavdlength and 

CL CMZD 

I 

A maximum of ten wavelengths are  allowed 
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The section of code containing the linearization of M with exposure energy is located in 
two parts in CLCMZD. The linearization section attempts to set the exposure en rgy incre- 
ments of the exposure table such that Mchanges roughly the same with each energy ncrement. 

its fifth update for SLBNDX. 

The equations used are as follows: I 
-(A,+BJ d where Kd = - Z,;C,e 

I 

i I (4.2-la) 

! (4.2-lb) 

d the thickness of the resist. is the value of M at the end of the k-lth energ exposure 

the A,B,C's at the lth wavelength. ZreI/ refers to the relative intensity at the lth avelength. 
increment. 6Mk is the change in M that the kth energy increment 6Ek produces. Ali  P BI,  CI are 

Solving equations (4.2-1) gives 7 ~ 

I 
(4.2-2) 

In the actual algorithm Ek-[ is divided by the variable PWRAT1, in order to re gnize the 
reflection loss at the resist-air interface. PWRAT1 is the fraction of the incident en rgy passed 

WLABC(1 ,n,o,p) . The correspondence between the FORTRAN variables and thk variables 
used here are: 

Mk-1 - RM (4.2-3a) 

6Mk DELTM (b) 

into the resist from the air for the wavelength located in the first dimension of 7 WLABC-- 

Kd - TEMPEX (C) 

E,-1 - EXPOSOENDIV-1) (d) 

Ek - EXINC(IEND1V) (e) 

d - THICK(1) (g) 
A/-B/-C, -L WLABC(ILMBD,2-3-4) (h) 

The linearization algorithm solves for the incremental amount of kth incident energ needed to 
expose a resist of thickness d to an M of Mk--l+bMk. The algorithm is approxi 4 ate--as the 
assumed attenuation of the resist is A f B ,  the reflection from the front surface is determined 
from the primary wavelength only, and the standing wave effects are ignored. The :"complete- 
ness" of exposure of the resist-as reflected in the exposure table RMZDOS--is contr lled in the 
Controller through the constant picked in the DELTM assignment statement. he default 
value for the constant is .7/(NENDIV-l) --giving an approximate resist exposure at he bottom 
of the resist of .7 . NENDIV refers to the number of energy divisions the table is d :: vided into. 
A large value for NENDIV results in a fine exposure table, and a small value fo NENDIV 
results in a coarse exposure table. The Controller sets the original value of NEN L IV. Sub- 
controller EXPOSE increases these values as necessary. 

The rest of the routine runs the multiple wavelength exposure for the pre$nt energy 
increment IENDIV. Figure 4.2-3 depicts the loops of this section. 

The basic equations that were programmed from Berning3 are 

Ire!, - RELINT(1LMBD) (f) 

l (4.2-4a) 
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where no = 1. = the real index of refraction of the medium(air) above the phot resist and 
NmT1 is the complex index of refraction of the layer m+l.  P 

where /, is the thickness of the jrh layer. 

0- NJ F , = -  no+Nj 
Layer m+l  is the substrate. The ratio of the power absorbed in the j th layer toithe power 
absorbed in the j-1 fh  layer is given by 

The power absorbed in the jrh layer is A, 

where PfL) is the incident power. The relations between the variables in the abovd equations 
and the FORTRAN variables in the program are as follows: I 

rJ = RJ t, = TJ 

rj-1 = RJMl f j -1  = TJMl 

lr,(’ = RJS 

lrj-l/2 = RJMlS 

ltJ12 = TJS 

l f j - 1 1 2  = TJMlS 

FJ = FJ no = (1.,0.> (4.2-5) 

1-SLBNDXhbs index) 
l+SLBNDX(subs index) 

-= pJ PJDJMl(J) rm = 
‘J-1 

aJ = PHIJ l.-/ro12 = PWRATl 

CL CIWXZ 
Subroutine CLCMXZ creates a two dimensional array RMXZ that contains as a func- 

tion of x and z. The maximum dimension of RMXZ is (52,521 corresponding to the/ maximum 
dimension (50,501 of resist points plus a linearly extrapolated boundary layer. The besist point 
(x,z)=(O.,O.) is the middle of the upper boundary of cell RMXZ(2,2). The desist point 
(x,z>=(XMAX,ZMAX) is the middle of the lower boundary of cell 
RMXZ(NMHPTS + 1 ,NPRPTS). RMXZ is calculated using the horizontal e rgy array 

tion of energy and z position. The section that degrades M simply subtracts thk value of 
DGRADM from every cell in the matrix. The energy in HOREN and EXPOS is the summa- 
tion of (relative intensity) . intensity. time for all of the wavelengths. 

HOREN, the exposure energy array EXPOS, and the array RMZDOS containing 3 as a func- 

EXPMSG 
Subroutine EXPMSG is the message subroutine for machine EXPOSE. It  iq similar in 

format to IMGMSG. I 

i 
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Chapter 5 

The DEVELOP Machine 

Machine DEVELOP dvelops the resist exposed by machine EXPOSE. The 
rithms were originally conceived and written by Bob Jewett'. Enough changes have 
in the code to warrant fairly complete documentation of the present machine. 

5.1 Theory 

position of the points on the developing string. At time = 0, the developing strin 
evenly spaced and situated at the top of the resist, as in figure 5.1-1. z equal to zf 
the top of the resist; the particular zero time x values of the string points depend o 
DOW and EDGE parameters chosen by the user. As development progresses. 
proceeds to define the resist-developer boundary. The rate that a string point trav 
mined by the Mvalue at the string point's position via the equation 

The present version of DEVELOP follows a developing contour by keeping 

E ,  - E 2M+ E ,  t I . I  2 rate = R (iW) = a - e  

basic algo- 
been made 

,ack of the 
points are 
'0 specifies 
the WIN- 
the string 

Is is deter- 

(5.1-1) 

The constant a serves to give the rate in microns/second. E l ,  E 2 ,  and E3 are pre etermined 
constants of the resist, the developer, the temperature, and the processing conditio ," s that one 
wishes to include. The direction of a string point is determined by averaging the d rections of 

points of the string maintain the direction initialized at the start of the routine. 
Several problems occur using the string point approach. Loops may develop id the string, 

as in figure 5.1-3a. A point is added at the intersection of the intersecting string seg ents; and 
the loop is removed, as in figure 5.1-3b. Part of the string may develop outside o r the resist 
boundary, as in figure 5.1-4a. In order to maintain string boundary integrity, pdints in the 
boundary area develop at the same rate as the boundary point. Points beyond th boundary 

the resist. Periodically, the points outside of the boundary are deleted, as in figu 5.1-4b; a 
new boundary point is defined where the string crosses the boundary; the new end s oint direc- 
tion is the same as the previously defined direction for the boundary point. The 16wer boun- 
dary also has a boundary area, figures 5.1-5. Strings in the lower boundary area ha3.e develop- 
ment rates equal to their resist counterparts; in other words, the lower boundary 
reflective. If the boundary point develops into the lower boundary area, much of 
the lower boundary area is deleted in order to save computer time. 
ditions are an attempt to give reasonable results for the majority of patterns. 

the perpendicular bisectors of the two adjacent string segments, as in figure 5.1-2. I The end- 

area are slowed to a low rate in order to prevent the string from curving around and P re-entering 

The various 

5.2 Code 
Written in standard FORTRAN, the code for the DEVELOP machine is portable to most 

minicomputers. Figure 5.2- 1 diagrams the relations between the routines. DEVELOP requires 
a large set of internal parameters, which it  attempts to set itself. User-request 
options include continuation of development, punched cards for the string points, 
and a higher accuracy run (additional points on the starting string). l 
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The following text should read in conjunction with a copy of the code a 
Block Documentation, appendices C and D. 

D VEL OP 
Subroutine DVELOP is the sub-controller for 

claim to a modicum of intelligence, although impro 
ments would be desirable. Machine DEVELOP advances the points on a 
their current position. During advances, the string segments may become to 
poor accuracy, or too short, resulting in wasted computer time. Subroutine 
periodically to review and to correct string segment length. The number 
between calls to subroutine CHKR is given by the variable TU'ADCHK( 
bemeen checks). The variable NCKOUT stores th 
between outputs. The development time of the first output, the development t 
output, and the time between intermediate developments are user designated an 
variables DEVSRT, DEVEND, and DEVINC, respectively. The number of ad 
put can be calculated by multiplying NCKOUT-NADCHK. Both the vari 
NADCHK are important internally set parameters. Initially they are set 
through section of the sub-controller for the initial development time. T 
intermediate development times. They are reset again after resist breakthrough to 
development rates. The two intermediate values for NCKOUT are saved in N 
NCKSVZ for optional printout. The intermediate(origina1) value for N 
NADSAV for optioqal printout. The breakthrough estimation section of 
to estimate the time between string advances necessary to achieve accuracy for (he highest 
exposure intensity in the pattern(worst case). The time between advances and not (he number 
of advances per micron is the important parameter. 

The first statements in DVELOP output the user specifications and set the maximum 
boundaries of the resist. Next, the breakthrough estimation section estimates the ti e taken by 
the developer to clear an opening in the resist. First, it finds the column of the RM + Z matrix, 
excluding the boundary cells, with the minimum M value in the z=O cell(the first 1 yer of the 
resist). Then it develops the column based on time increments of 4.*FACTOR sec ds, where 
FACTOR is an internal parameter of the breakthrough estimation section. The esti ated time 
until breakthrough, TBREAK, is calculated. The development of the column is rep ! ated with a 
time increment that is FACTOR of the previous increment. If TBREAK is within 3 percent of 
the previously calculated TBREAK, saved in TBS AVE, then NCNVRG (number of cdnvergences) 
is incremented. The process is repeated until NCNVRG equals four, until four consbcutive cal- 
culations tor TBREAK are within 5 percent of the previous calculation. The ti4e between 
string advances in the estimation section(DELTTM1 is set to the value used for N RG-1. 
NCNVRG=4 insures that TBREAK has converged to the correct time until breakth ough. It is 
necessary to check for convergence thoroughly, since an incorrect estimation for T T REAK will 
still cause breakthrough in about TBREAK seconds, due to "self-fulfilling prophecy". FACTOR 
is initially set to .6 . In order to insure against a false convergence for high doses, ACTOR is 
set to .4 if the second estimate for TBREAK is less than 15 seconds. NADVAN is i he number 
of advances needed per output, as calculated by the breakthrough estimation section! The time 
between string advances used in the program (TADV) will be recalculated using INCKOUT. 
NCKOUT is an unnecessary intermediate variable; it has been retained in the program for his- 
torical reasons and for flexibility. The number of advances between checks, NADQHK, is set 
equal to 3 and NCKOUT is set via the equation 

I 

NCKOUT = NADVAN/NADCHK + 1 

NCKOUT is set liberally, in order to insure accuracy. 
The next section of the program initializes various internal parameters. The number of 

string points, NPTS, is set according to the number of horizontal points, NMHPTS requested 
by the Controller(current1y SO). NPTS is increased if the journal paper flag, IDEVF 1 (31, is set. 
The variable MAXPTS is set; the delooping routine is called when NPTS exceeds/ MAXPTS. 
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MAXPTS lets the string get approximately 1.5 times as long as a linear string fro (O.,O.) to 
(XMAX,ZMAX). The direction(CXZL and CXZR) and position(XZ(1) and XZ( PTS)) are 
set for the string endpoints. Presently the direction for both points is set pointing d rectly into 
the resist. The endpoint directions are then normalized. Note that the position of t e left end- 
point is always (O.,O.), and position of the right endpoint is always (XMAX,O.). he real x 
positions of the string points bear no relation to either the Fourier series coordinat system in 
IMAGE or to the printout coordinate system with x = O  corresponding to the edge. ubroutine 
LINEAR is called to initialize the middle string points along the surface of the sist. The 
minimum and maximum string segment lengths are set for the x direction(SM1NX SMAXX) , 
and the maximum segment length is set for the z direction(SMAXZ). SMINX, S AXX, and 
SMAXZ are used by subroutine CHKR. If the journal paper flag is set, the maximu distances 
are reduced. TCHK and TADV are the time between "checks"(cal1s to CHKR) a the time 
between advances, respectively. Checks are made on some of the parameters befor i the main 
part of subroutine DVELOP is executed. 

Loop 5 is the main controlling section of DVELOP. Loop 5 processes eac output in 
sequence. NZFLG is a flag common to DVELOP and CYCLE that detects when th resist has 
developed through to the substrate(or oxide). After resist breakthrough, the NA 1 CHK and 
NCKOUT are reset to lower values, reflecting the slower string development ptogression. 
TTOTSV(tota1 time. save) records the exact breakthrough time. NFLG simply1 skips the 
present section for the remainder of the run. MAXPTS is set to 1.8 times the pumber of 
points in the present "delooped string. Loop 3 cycles through the number of chec s between 
outputs. Subroutine CYCLE advances the string NADCHK times. Subroutine CH It R is called 
if improper string segment lengths were detected in CYCLE. The short version(1) o DELOOP 
is used if NPTS exceeds MAXPTS. The long version(2) of DELOOP is called just b fore every 
output. The line printer plotting subroutine, PLTOUT, is called to record the pr sent string 
point locations. Cards are punched by subroutine PLOTHP, if requested. After the i number of 
outputs requested by the user is completed, control is returned to the Controller. 

A temporary feature that allows for a continuation of development or for a des urn opera- 
tion has been included. If the last flag(#5) in the develop machine is 0, the norm 1 run takes 
place(comp1ete with initialization). It is assumed that the normal is run .t, efore the 
intermediateho initialization) runs are made. If the last flag is 1, the development ig continued 
with the current string point positions. It is assumed that the user will respecify Eh, E2, E3,  
and possibly(probab1y) the initial development time(zero time is now the beginning D f  the con- 
tinuation of development), the final development time, and the development time increment. 
A warning: the time between string advances is set by the initialization run(the n rmal run) 
and may be either too small or too large for the new Es. The time between stri advances 

it may be too large for a continuation of development run, if the development rate with the 
new E's is substantially greater than the rate with the old Es. If the time bet+een string 
advances is too small, the program burns up computer time unnecessarily (but no ibaccuracies 
result). In order to save computer time for descum, make sure that the developer bas broken 
through the resist before calling the develop machine with flag#5 set = 1 (Le., befo e descum- 
ming). This insures that the string advance time is reduced. 

* 

will probably not be too large for the descumming operation with uniform etch ratei 4 However, 

t 
LINEAR 

Subroutine LINEAR initializes the string at time equal zero. The initialized lstring con- 
sists of a straight line between the endpoints set in subroutine DVELOP. 

CYCLE 
Subroutine CYCLE advances the string NADCHK times. Since the routine isl very close 

to the code created by Bob Jewett, and since the current code contains many comment state- 
ments, only a brief discussion of CYCLE will appear here. The directions of the left and right 
endpoint advances are determined by the values of CXZL and CXZR, set in su -controller 
DVELOP. The direction of a middle string point advance is determined by the av f rage of the 
directions of the adjacent segments. The normalized direction of the point M. /with (s , : )  
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Note: A change in the number of cells in the reflective boundary in function RATE necessitares a sim 
change in subroutine CHKR. 

lar 
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accordingly. If a segment is too long, as in figures 5.2-5, a point is added between and M-1. 
The exact position of the added point is determined by a curve fit described in a pendix E. 
The old point M becomes index M + l ,  the new point becomes index M, the old oint M+1 

If the segment is too short, as in figure 5.2-6a, the left and right points of th segment, 
designated by M-1 and M, are replaced by one point in the middle of the segment The new 
point, newly designated as M-1, is half way between the old points M-1,M. MLA T contains 
the right endpoint index of the previously lengthened segment. If the index M f the right 
endpoint of the present segment to be lengthened is equal to MLAST, the present egment is 
not lengthened since it was lengthened by previous action. In other words, if bot segments 
M-l,M and M,M+1 in figure 5.2-6a require lengthening, the lengthening of segm i nt M-1,M 

becomes index M + 2, etc. 

also lengthens segment M,M+ 1. 

Subroutine DELOOP removes loops that develop in the string. DELOOP is passed the 
parameter ITYPE. ITYPE equal to 2 removes &l loops and called just before n output.' 
ITYPE equal to 1 is an attempt to save computer time and is called between outpu s to delete 
intermediate loops. Intermediate loops contain many points, which increase the r n time of 
subroutines CHKR and CYCLE. The present frequency of intermediate calls to D LOOP was 
found to be a good compromise between saving time in CHKR and CYCLE and 10s ng time in 
DELOOP. Subroutine CHKR is called at the beginning of every call to DELOOP n order to 
increase accuracy. Although calling CHKR before delooping usually results in an ncrease in 
string points and therefore a significant increase in computer time spent in delooping the shape 

Figures 5.2-7 show a typicai loop intersection at segment N,N+ 1 and segme t M,M+ 1. 
The base point of the loop deletion routine is designated by N. The point M be ins L2+1 
points from the point N. The routine checks to see if the points N and M are wit in the dis- 
tance SX in x or SZ in z. If they are within both the x and z distances, the segme ts N,N+ 1 
and M, M + l  are checked for intersection. The code for segment intersection is traightfor- 
ward real algebra. If the segments intersect, a point is added at the intersection and the loop is 
deleted. It is very possible, especially when ITYPE=2, that the close proximity of I and N do 
not indicate intersection. M is then incremented, and the detection process contin ~ es until M 
reaches the end of the string. N is then incremented, a new M is defined, and the loop detec- 
tion sequence is repeated. 

The variables L1, L2, SZ, SX, and NJUMP play an important part in saving cbmputation 
time. NJUMP+2 specifies the number of points N jumps when it is incrementdd after an 
intermediate loop is deleted. NJUMP must not be set too high, lest N be incrementkd past the 
origin of the next loop, which then will not be detected. NJUMP is normally set eqCal to 2 for 
normal runs; NJUMP is set equal to 4 for journal paper(IDEVFL(3) -1) runs, sincb there are 
more points on the string. The variable L1 stops loop searches when N is L1 poinds from the 
end of the string. L1 is not as critical a variable as NJUMP. The 2 determines th minimum 
loop size that is searched for by DELOOP. After N is incremented, M is initialize $ to L2 + 1 
points beyond N. If the loop contains L2 points or fewer, the routine never detecjs the loop. 
For output calls to DELOOP (ITYPE=2), L2 is set equal to 1. If L2 is set too largp for inter- 
mediate calls to DELOOP(ITYPE=l), large loops will be left upon leaving the $ubroutine. 
These loops generally enter regions of low M values and expand rapidly; they can cabse serious 
problems. SX and SZ are the loop detection distances. If point M is within SX of pbint N in x 
and within SZ of N in z, then the segments N,N+1 and M,M+1 will be checked fbr intersec- 
tion. The intermediate call to DELOOP sets SX and SZ to SMAXX and SMAXZh the max- 
imum string length tolerances for x and z. The output call to DELOOP s ts SX to 
1.75*SMAXX and SZ to 1.75*SMAXZ, in order to decrease the possibility of mis t 'ng a loop. 

Very occasionally a loop is missed. 

~ 

DELOOP I 

of the string is significantly improved2. i 

I 
I 
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Note that larger values for SX and SZ may cause nearby segments to be checked for 
tion. Tightening the values of NJUMP, L1, L2, SZ, and SX causes DELOOP to 

5.3 Problems with the DEVELOP Machine 
A number of problems have appeared in the develop routines. Although th problems 

seem to be solved, a brief review will serve to alert one to some of the difficulti d s. Double 
loops form frequently during development, as in figure 5.3-la. Normally the call t i  DELOOP 
deloops them correctly. If DELOOP misses the first intersection q due to the fact t at SX and 
SZ in DELOOP were not great enough to detect the intersection, and if the inter ection r is 
detected, an incorrect deloop occurs and causes the pattern shown in figure 5.3-lb. E the prob- 
lem occurs during an intermediate call to DELOOP, it probably will not be detedted by the 
user. Fortunately, the error has a tendency to be self-correcting. Outputs like 5.3-IC are an 
indication that incorrect delooping has occurred. Increasing SX and SZ in subroutin DELOOP 
will insure that the problem doesn’t occur. However, a small increase in SX and SZ esults in a 
significant increase in computer run time. The present values of SX(Z) are 1.5*SM XX(Z) for 
intermediate calls to DELOOP and 1.75*SMAXX(Z) for output calls to DELOOP. .i X and SZ 
have been set conservatively(1 hope). If, after exhaustive runs of the develod machine, 
incorrect delooping does not seem to be a problem, then one should reset them to 1.4 and 1.6 
for intermediate calls and output calls, respectively. As with all of the internal pardmeters, be 
careful about resetting them to save computer time. Make sure that the 
many times first. My experience has shown me that one should set the internal 
conservafwely and loosen after many runs rather than set the internal parameters 
puter time and tighten them when problems arise (because that improbable run 
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intersec- 
detect loops 

assigned to these parameters appear to be a reasonable compromise between accura:y 
time. Missing a large loop during an intermediate call to DELOOP can be disastroiis 
cases, although most of the time the string has a tendency to correct itself. 

and run 
in some 
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Another potentially fatal problem can be described as "boundary area excursio s". Figure 
5.3-2 shows a string that has developed into the boundary and back out into a hig develop- 
ment region. Subroutine BNDARY will not correct this problem once the string ha reentered 
the resist. Currently the number of advances between checks(NADCHK1 is 3,  w ich means 
that points outside of the boundary are searched for every third advance. If very third 
advance does not seem to be enough, or if NADCHK is raised to save computer ~ time, one 
might consider calling BNDARY more often. 

The slope of the intensity curve should be near zero at the x boundaries. Fi ures 5.3-3 
depict what happens if the slope is significant at the x boundaries. The intensity in fi ure 5.3-3a 
causes inaccuracies due to the fact that the higher intensity tends to pull the endp int to the 
left. The window gives a downward direction to the endpoint. Figure 5.3-3b shows n intensity 
pattern that causes the standing waves to develop outside of the boundary, figure 5.3 I 3c. Even- 
tually the string sections will reenter the resist and cause the program to dump. 

NADCHK and NCKOUT are reset in the output after resist breakthrough. Wiih very low 
contrast intensity patterns, they might be set too low for good accuracy. Furthermbre, a high 
contrast pattern results in wasted computer time due to NCKOUT being set overly hjigh for the 
slow development rate. Subcontroller DVELOP isn't very smart here. 

Problems can occur if the standing wave peaks develop outside of the side 
The string may reflect off of the boundary and reenter the resist. The window shoul 
to insure that this condition does not occur. 

References for Chapter 5 :  I 
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Chapter 6 

The Influence of Partial Coherence on Projection Printing 

One of the important controllable parameters in projection printing is the degre 
nation coherence'-'. Partially coherent mask illumination affects both the imag 
incident on the r e ~ i s t ~ , ' , ~ ~  and the resulting developed profiles in the resist3. T 
discusses the effects of partial coherence on projection printing with and without tl 
of focus error. Section 6.1 explores the effects of partial coherence on the image. 
of a typical mask pattern under perfect focus conditions is discussed. The effect foc 
major cause of degradation of the resist image8, is also discussed in section 6.1. 
features of edge slope and toe intensity are defined and incorporated into a piece 
model of the image intensity. Section 6.2 uses the piecewise linear intensity disl 
determine the relative importance of edge slope and toe intensity in resist linewic 
Developed resist profiles9-" of a typical mask pattern are used to indicate a reason; 
ing value for the partial coherence parameter u--the ratio of the numerical aperture 
denser system to the numerical aperture of the objective lens[(NA,),,,,], figure 6-1. 
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The masks considered in the following analysis consist of periodic opaque line$ in x with 
no variation in y. The source is a line source along x. For simplicity, the objective/ lens aper- 
ture is assumed square and the illumination light is assumed quasi-monochromatic. 

6.1 The Effects of Partial Coherence on the Image 
The basic effects of imaging with partially coherent light are seen in figure 6.b-1, which 

shows the image intensity near the edge of a mask pattern consisting of 10 micron opaque bars 
interspersed with 10 micron clear spaces. The mask pattern was imaged at .436p thr ugh a lens 
with a numerical aperture of .28 . Figure 6.1-1 closely resembles the pattern produc d by a iso- 
lated edge6. The position of the mask edge occurs at x = O ;  u = M indicates incohe 1 nt illumi- 
nation. Three significant variations occur in the image as a function of partial cohere ce. First, 
the edge intensity is approximately .25 for u 6 .8 . The edge intensity increases o approxi- 
mately .5 with increasing u, denoting a shift towards the mask edge for u > .8 . Se ond, ring- 

increases with increasing u. Although figure 6.1-1 only shows image intensity distributions for 
the case of perfect focus, similar variations hold for images with focus error. 

Figures 6.1-2 show the effect of focus error on the image of a typical mask piptern con- 
sisting of 2p lines interspersed with 6p spaces for u equal to .3 ,  .5, .7, .9, 1.2, and 11.5 . Since 
the mask is periodic, figures 6.1-2 are reflexive around both the x = -1p and x = 34 axes. As 
in the previous figure, the numerical aperture of the imaging lens is .28 and the wa elength is 
.436p. The focus error for the curves is taken in increments of .4 Rayleigh nits: one 
Rayleigh(incoherent1 depth of field is equal to 2.78p---h/[2(NA,)21. The focus error d is 
defined as the distance in microns between the surface of the resist and the plane of perfect 
focus. Increasing focus error causes a decrease in the edge slope and an increase in the low 
intensity portion of the image. The low intensity portion of the image also increases ~ with u for 
all values of focus error. Figures 6.1-1 and 6.1-2 suggest that the image features of edge slope 
and the low portion of the image intensity may be useful in discussing how trends i d , the image 

In order to quantitatively discuss trends in the image intensity distributi n, precise 
definitions for edge slope and low intensity value are needed. Edge slope S may I simply be 

affect the resist profiles. 

defined as the slope of the image at the mask edge, or 

ing occurs at the edge for u < .7 . Third, the intensity of the low portion of i the curve 
== 

I 
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Generally, the slope of the image near the edge does not vary significantly from the ope at the 
edge. Figure 6.1-3 shows the edge slope of the typical pattern as a function of focus error for a 
variety of u’s. The broken vertical lines represent 2.78p, 5 . 5 6 ~ ~  and 8 . 3 4 ~  of focus rror(or 1, 
2, and 3 incoherent depth of fields). Although the edge slope varies significantly ith focus 
error, it is fairly constant as a function of u. Most mask patterns of interest in proje t tion print- 
ing generate similar sets of curves to those of figure 6.1-3, indicating that the edge slope of the 
image is not significantly improved with the use of partial coherence. 

Unlike the edge slope, the low portion of the image intensity distribution 
significant variation with u. Unfortunately the low portion of the image is not 
defined as edge slope, for a severely defocused image may not have a 
However, a working definition can be adopted for the low portion of 
hereafter referred to as the roe intensity. Let the toe intensity T be 
the image at a distance from the mask edge of Ax, or 

I 

T = 11 
x- 4x 

where 

I (6.1-2a) 

I 1 (6.1-2b) 
j 

and where k refers to the low intensity side of the mask edge(towards the resist like). A x  is 

Figure 6.1-4 shows the toe intensity of the typical pattern as a function of foc s error for 
a variety of u* and for a Ax of -Sp, as defined above. The toe intensity rises r pidly with 
focus error and is strongly affected by u. Toe intensities for u 2 . 9  are significa tly greater 
than those for smaller u for all cases of focus error. Toe intensities for u < . 7  and < - 4~ are 

chosen as half the Rayleigh resolution limit for incoherent light. 

very close, indicating that little is gained by reducing u below .7 for focus errors iess than 4 
microns. Reduction of u results in less light output from the condenser system and,l therefore, 
increases exposure time. 

The effects of edge slope and toe intensity can be artificially separated using tht  piecewise 
linear approximation of the image intensity distribution shown in figure 6.1-5. Th three line 
segments of the approximation represent the toe, the edge slope, and the high inte f sity(taken 
= 1.0) portion of the image intensity distribution. The effect of overshoot is ign red in the 
approximation, since the development rate usually has saturated for the normalized i n  tensity of 
1.0 . A comparison of the simple piecewise linear approximation of figure 6.1-5 dith figures 
6.1-2 shows that the approximation only holds for d<4.25p. The piecewise linedr image is 
used in the next section to separate the effects of edge slope and toe intensity on the resist 
profiles. 

1 - - - 

== 

I 

6.2 The Effects of Partial Coherence on the Resist Line Edge Profiles 
The effect of partial coherence on the image intensity distribution results in a cwrespond- 

ing effect on the developed resist profiles. A typical resist profile generated by ShMPLE is 
showr, in figure 6.2-1. The image of the standard pattern for u = .6 and 2 . 2 2 ~  focub error was 
used to expose .94 microns of resist on .068 microns of oxide on a silicon substrate at an 

, 

i h cr of 1 5 gives results close to the incoherent result$. 
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exposure wavelength of .436p. The physical configuration results in a near standing ave max- 
imum at the oxide-resist interface. The development model parameters of A( 551cm-'), 
B(.058cm-'), C(.01cm2) and E1(5.63), E2(7.43), Ej(-12.6) were taken from refere ce 10 and 
from measurements made at UC Berkeley. The linewidth is defined as the width of the line at 
the resist-oxide interface. Figure 6.2-1 shows the 60 second development curves f r exposure 
energies of 1 2 0 7  and 1 8 0 7 .  120% is the energy needed at .436p to clear large areas 

of .94p of resist in about 30 seconds, a typical development method. The heavy posure of 
180- was chosen to represent process variations. The linewidth and linewidth ontrol stu- 

dies that follow use the physical configuration and model parameters described above1 
The ability to produce lines of a fixed width under a wide range of processing c nditions is 

referred to as good linewidth control. Small variations in resist or oxide thickness ca i cause the 
exposure energy coupled into the resist to vary by about a factor of two'. Illumi ation non- 
uniformity can cause an additional 5-10 percent exposure variation over the optical F1 eld. Obvi- 
ously, large exposure variations can cause substantial changes in the resist linewidth. 

The relative effects of edge slope and toe intensity on linewidth control can b somewhat 
separated using the piecewise linear model for the image discussed in section 6.1 an shown in 
figure 6.1-5. The half-linewidth variation 6 as a function of toe intensity(60 seco d develop- 
ment) is shown in figure 6.2-2 for edge slopes of (a> 1.3p-', (b) l.Op-', and (c> .8 t -'. From 
figure 6.1-3, the smallest edge slope of .8p-' corresponds to a focus error bf 4.25p-- 
approximately the largest focus error for which the piecewise linear model is a Ireasonable 
approximation. The roughness of the curves in figure 6.2-2 is due to the fact that 6 ' is  taken at 
intervals of approximately .15 in toe intensity and to anomalies in the development imulation. 
The half-linewidth variation is due to an exposure factor of 1- . For toe intensiti s less than 
.08, the linewidth variation is independent of toe value and increases inversely with slope. For 
toe intensities greater than . l ,  linewidth variation increases rapidly with toe v ue and is 
independent of slope. Since partial coherence generally doesn't have a great effe t on edge 
slope, the linewidth variation for images with toe intensities <.08(zero or small foc s error) is 
not controllable with the use of partial coherence. However, the linewidth variatiod of images 
with high toe intensities may be significantly reduced with partial coherence. 

In order to verify the above ideas, a study of linewidth variation and linewidtq as a func- 
tion of u was carried out for the typical pattern of 2 p  lines interspersed with 6p paces; the 
image intensity distributions and resist profiles were calculated by SAMPLE. F gure 6.2-3 
shows the half-linewidth variation 6 as a function of u for the cases of a) perfec focus, b) 
2 . 7 8 ~  focus error, and c) 4 . 1 7 ~  focus error. For the perfect focus case reasonabl linewidth 
control is obtained for all values of cr, corresponding to the fact that the toe intensit is smaller 
than .08 for all u(figure 6.1-4). For 2 . 7 8 ~  of focus error, curve 6.2-3b shows a signi cant jump 
in 6 for cr 3 . 9  . Correspondingly, figure 6.1-4 shows a toe intensity greater than .1 for u >.9 
and 2 . 7 8 ~  focus error. For 4 . 1 7 ~  of focus error, figure 6.1-4 shows a toe intensi y equal to 
approximately .1 for u between .3 and .7 . For u> .7  the toe intensity increas abruptly, 

reflected in figure 6.2-3c by the jump in 6 at c=.8 . Figure 6.2-3 demonstrates thatlchanges in 
linewidth control are highly correlated with the toe intensity of the image pattern. 

In addition to indicating changes in linewidth control, the toe intensity of the/ image can 
also be used to predict the behavior of the resist linewidth. A low toe intensity id the image 
indicates a low development rate in the corresponding position in the resist, wheread a high toe 
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cm em em 

ml 
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~ 
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== 

intensity indicates a somewhat higher development rate. Once the 
region of the toe, the loss of linewidth with further development 
the image in the toe region. Figure 6.2-4 shows the 
versus cr for the cases of a) perfect focus with an exposure energy of 
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at 120ml, c) perfect focus at 180&, d) 2 . 7 8 ~  focus error at 180ml, 

error at 180mJ. The heavy e x p o s u r e ( l 8 0 7 )  curves show severe 
cm2 cm2 

mJ 
cm2 cm 

cm2 
error 

focus 

tion for u greater than .75 . From figure 6.1-4, a u of .75 corresponds to a toe int nsity near 
.08 for 2 . 7 8 ~  of focus e r n  and a toe intensity of .12 for 4 . 1 7 ~  of focus error. The ehavior of 
the linewidth curves in figure 6.2-4 roughly follow the predictions of figure 6.1-4 us ng the toe 
intensity criterion discussed previously. The relatively stable linewidth for u < .75 indicates a 

Figures 6.2-5 demonstrate the increased linewidth control under extreme expo ure varia- 
tion for a u of .6 versus a u of 1.5. Note that the resist linewidth is closer t the mask 
linewidth for u = .6. Figures 6.2-6 demonstrate the increased tolerance to focus 1 error with 
lower u values. A u of .6 with 4 . 2 5 ~  of focus error gives approximately the same fesults as a 
u of 1.5 with 2p of focus error. 

greater tolerance to focus error with low u values than with high u values. 1 
I 

6.3 Further Considerations I 

The result that u values less than .7 offer little advantage with respect to linewibth control 
holds for mask linewidths larger than about 1-p (for A = . 4 3 6 ~  and NA = 1.28). For 
linewidths around 1 micron, increased linewidth control” can be achieved with a u between .2 
and .3*. The increased linewidth control is due to two factors. First, for linewidths lose to the 
resolution limit of the objective lens, the toe values will not be zero--even for low . Second, 
the edge ringing concurrent with very low u increases the contrast of the image int nsity. Fig- 
ures 6.3-1 show the intensity distribution for a 1 micron line and space for u = .6 a d .3 . The 
increased contrast at u = .3 is evident. Note, however, that the tolerance to focus rror is less 
for u = .3 than for u = .6. 

Multiple wavelength exposure also changes the results somewhat. First, f o r p t  oxide 
and resist thicknesses, the change of energy coupled into the resist is not as great it is with 
single wavelength exposure. Frequently, the coupling-out of one wavelength with rbsist thick- 
ness variation offset by the coupling-in of another wavelength. Second, the lindwidths are 
closer to the mask linewidths with multiple wavelength exposure. A u of .7 is still alreasonable 
operating point, however. 

1 
4 I 

I 

i 
I 

I 
I 

6.4 Conclusions 
Partially coherent mask illumination reduces the sensitivity of resist linewidth t exposure 

variations, primarily by suppressing the toe value of the image intensity distributio . The low 
toe intensities concurrent with smaller u result in a resist linewidth closer to the mas linewidth 
than with larger u (i.e., increased tolerance to focus error). A u of .7 has been sho n to main- 
tain reasonably low toe intensities under focus error. A u less than . 7  reduces the :. I ght output 
from the condenser system without a significant increase in linewidth control for m st patterns 
of interest. 4 

I 
- 

U values below 15 cause diffraction rings in the image due  to dust particles on the mask or optics. 
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A.1 Review of Partial Coherence Theory 
Imaging with partially coherent light was investigated by Hopkins'-" in the 1 

Appendix A 

Conventional Partial Coherence Theory 

50's. The 

The normalized mutual coherence function y12(7) is defined as 
I 

(A-3) 

and is known as the complex degree of coherence. 

y 1 2 ( ~ )  represents the correlation between the electric field component at point x1 a 
component at point x 2  a time T later. The mutual coherence function follows a 
equations 

The intensity can be found from T 1 2 ( ~ )  via 

z(x )  = r(x,,x,,o) 1 (A-5) 

The mutual coherence function can be further simplified under the conditions! for quasi- 
monochromatic light 

Av << V (A-6a) 

(-4-6 b) 1 

(A-7) 

I 
Av << - 

IT1 

where Av is the spectral width and V is the mean frequency. The second condi ion simply 
states that the loss of correlation of a field with itself in time T ,  r l l ( T ) ,  due to di erences in 
the component temporal frequencies(co1or) of the field is not an important consider tion in the 
present problem. Under quasi-monochromatic conditions, r 1 2 ( ~ )  can be written as 

r l 2 ( ~ )  J12e-i2n'- 

where J12 = r12(0) and where J12 is known as the mutual /ntens/@ of points x l  a 
mutudl intensity also follows a pair of wave equations. 
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where Zl and Z2 are the intensities at pinholes P1 and P2. 
If the mutual intensity is known in one plane, El, then it is known in any other 

1 The normalized mutual intensity is known as the complex coherence facror p12 

plane, Zz. 

J 1 2  

p 1 2 =  .\/J;;JII (A-9) 

The complex coherence factor is equal to the visibility _V of the fringe pattern in 
experiment if the pinholes are illuminated with the same intensity. In general, 

(A-10) 

(A-11) 

where the Ws are the appropriate inclination factors. 

A.1.2 The van Cittert-Zernike Theorem I 

The van Cittert-Zernike Theorem relates the mutual intensity in the (x ,y )  plbne to the 
intensity of the source in the Z plane. Figure A-2 shows the physical situation. Fbr a quasi- 
monochromatic incoherent source, the mutual intensity J12 is given by 

J(Pl ,P2)  -i K I ( P 1 ) a  ( 1  P I - P ~  1 )  (A- 12) 

Using (A-12) in (A-111, and making the assumptions that the extent of the source nd obser- 
vation region are much less that the distance z separating them and that \Ir(O,)=l, t ll e complex 
coherence factor in the observation plane becomes I 

l k ( l X 5 + l Y ? )  

JJZ(tp7)e d t d 7  

JJk tl) d t d 7  

where R = -=- (x :+y : , - (x :+y?) ]  = - (p : -p : )  7T 

h z  "I hi 

(A-13) I: 
P ( X ~ , Y ~ ; X ~ , Y ~ )  = e-" 

I: 

(A- 13a) 

The integral in the numerator of equation (A-13) is the Fourier transform of the sobrce inten- 
sity with 

v x = r  Ax  v y = r  AY 
h Z  A i  

If the source is uniform in intensity, p represents the visibility(contrast) _Vof the fri ge pattern 
produced in the primed plane, z2  to the right of the observation plane, by two pin oles in the 
observation plane (Ax,  Ay) apart. H" I 

Note that, although we have started with an incoherent source, points (xl ,yl)  and (x , y l )  in the 
observation plane are correlated to each other.. The correlation(or fringe contrast) 1 varies with 

*For a uniform circular source of radius a, p12  is proportional to a first order  Bessel function. T h e  dis t ince 

in the observation plane between the first zeros of rhe Bessel function is 1.22-, the Rayleigh resolu ion 

criterion. 
! A: 

a 
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the spacing between the points in the observation region. For spacings > > 1.22--, 
lation is very near zero. A large spacing between (xl ,yl)  and (x2,yz)  allow the points 
many "coherence areas" on the source. Each coherence area produces its own fringe 

If I 
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the corre- 
to resolve 
pattern in 

~ (A-16) 

small spacing that cannot resolve the source into several units gives a high correlaticm 
the points. The source appears coherent to the pinholes, and a pattern with visib 
created in the primed plane. The size of the source determines the number of cohe:-ence 
resolved, and thus the fringe visibility due to the pinholes is affected by the size of tke 

A.1.3 Schnell's Theorem 
Schnell's Theorem relates the intensity distribution I ( x , y )  in an observation p 

mutual intensity in the Z plane, figure A-2. The Z plane is assumed to consist of 
described by P ( f ,  q), which may contain a complex valued amplitude transmittanci: 
The quasi-monochromatic light incident on the dperture is assumed to have a mutu(i1 
function of the form 

where d,,,, represents the maximum diameter of a coherence area in the aperture and where D, 
is the diameter of the aperture, then 

between 
lity =1 is 

areas 
source. 

ane to the 
2.n aperture 

function. 
intensity 

!% 1 A(+yAlI) 
.e h z  d A t d h q  

The intensity in the ( X J )  plane is the two dimensional Fourier transform of the pro uct of the 
functions P and p ,  or I is the convolution of the transform of P with the transform f I*. Note 
that, if the coherence area of the wave incident on the aperture is very small in co 1 parison to 
the area of the aperture, the intensity in the (x,y) plane is similar to the / ( x , y )  thait would be 
generated by an incoherent source filling the pupil P i n  the X plane. The requiremknt (A-16) 
can be relaxed with the appropriate use of a positive lens in the Z plane. 

The condenser system in figure A-3 demonstrates the effects of partial coherebce on the 
intensity Z(x,y) in the observation plane. The partial coherence effects originate frdm the size 
of the source, the partial coherence of the source(usua1ly considered incoherent), an the diam- 

for in equation (A-17). The diameter of the condenser lens determines the expre sion for P 
in (A-17). For large condenser lenses P may be considered unity, and the effect of partial 
coherence in the observation plane is dependent only on the source size and the z di 4 ance. For 
a Kohler condenser system(io=f), the phase contribution of the lens to the expresqion P sim- 
ply removes the requirement (A-16). 

eter of the condenser lens. The size of the source and the distance zo determine the P expression 

A.1.4 Method for Calculating the Image Intensity 
There are several methods for calculating the image intensity. A good review of the 

methods can be found in Goodman'. The analysis here follows Goodman. 
Although not the most common method, integration over the source will b~ reviewed 

here, since it bears the closest resemblance to the method used in SAMPLE. Figure A-3 shows 
the physical situation. Quasi-monochromatic conditions are assumed to prevail: and the source 
is assumed incoherent point by point. F ( f ,  v;a,  p )  and K ( u ,  v;(, 77) represent the amplitude 

"An imaging system consisting consisting of a single lens. an object of maximum dimension Lo B dis:anc Zo 
from the lens. And dn image of max imum dimension L ,  a distance Z, from the lzns must satisfy :he relati I n 
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spread functions of the illuminating and the imaging systems, respectively. Each F 
source produces an image in the (u ,v )  plane. 

The source point (a,P) emits light represented by the time-varying phasor A ,  
then illuminates an object of transmittance f o ( 5 , q )  and produces a field amplitudi 
right of the object. 

A , ( [ ,  q ; a , p ; f )  F(4,q;a,P)fo(S,q)A,(a,p;r-Sl) 

where 6, is a time delay that depends 'on ( 4 ,  q) and (a ,@) .  The field amplitude 
image point (u,v) due to the source point ( a , P )  is given by 

A , , ( u , v ; a , P ; f >  = ~ ~ K ( u , v ; S , q ) t O ( S , q ) F ( S . - r l ; a . P )  
m 

-m 

where S 2  is a time delay that depends on (u ,  v )  and (a ,  P I .  The intensity at (u, v )  d\ 
point ( a , P )  is given by 

l i m  = < I ~ m l ~ >  
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A.2 Further discussion of Imaging with Partial Coherence 
A more common method of calculating the image intensity uses the mutug1 intensity 

function to describe the illumination incident on the object. Frequently, the left 
condenser system of figure A-5a is replaced by the mutual intensity function 

, 
(A-23) 

of figure A-5b. Equation (A-23) states that the incoherent light of the source rembins essen- 
tially incoherent while travelling the distance 2;. The source and condenser lens are teplaced by 

L: L,2 - + -  << 1, 
4Z" 44 

y h e r e  1, is the coherence length of the light, for quasi-monochromatic conditions to hold. 
T h e  approximation is valid if P, is much greater than the coherence area of the light in the plane (-U,yv) 
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an effective source with mutual intensity J,  in the ( x , y )  plane. P, represents the pu 
of the condenser lens, and 8 is the Dirac delta function. 

The mutual intensity incident on the object, J,, is calculated using the van Cit 
theorem with the effective source. 

2 H  
m /=--(A*x,+Aqyl) 

.JJIpc(xI,ul)  12, hldY1 
-a 

Phase aberrations of the condenser lens can be incorporated into the pupil function i 

P c ' ( x l , y l )  = Pce-'W(x,y)  

Since J, depends on IPC'l2, the mutual intensity incident on the object is indepen 
aberrations that exist in the condenser lens. 

mutual intensity to the image plane mutual intensity, given by 
The image mutual intensity can then be determined from the relation of the 

-m --m 
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where J,' is the mutual intensity of the object after transillumination. 

Jo'(51,771;52.7)2) = ~,(51~771)~,(42~77*)J,(51~7)1;52~ 7 7 2 )  (A-27) 

where J, is the mutual intensity rncident on the object plane and to is the object transbittance. 

image intensity I, (u,  v). 
Combining equations (A-26) and (A-27) and letting ( u 1 , v 1 ) = ( u 2 ,  v2)=(u, v)i gives the 

--m -m 

A.2.1 Linear Systems Approach 
Equation (A-26) implies that the mutual intensity in the image plane and /he mutual 

intensity in the object plane can be related using a linear systems approach. The expression 
KK' in equation (A-26) is the impulse response of the four dimensional linear syst m. KK' is 
the mutual intensity observed at the image coordinates ( u l , v l ; u 2 , v 2 )  due to an obect mutual 

the variables (6, q), and the image plane is described by the variables ( u , v ) .  If the dbject coor- 
dinates have been cormalized such that the magnification between the object and i age planes 

devoid of space-variant phase factors, the linear system is termed /soplunatic or spaie /nvununt. 
Equation (A-26) can then be written as a convolution integral of the form 

intensity consisting of an impulse at coordinates (t,, q1;t2, q2) .  The object plane is d i scribed by 

is unity, if the effects of image inversion have been removed from the mathematics, ? and if K is 

I 

--m -m 1 



The four dimensional transfer function of the space invariant system is accordingly d 

H(vlr  ~ 2 ,  v3, v4) = F(K(x~,xZ)K'(X~,X~)I  

= K(vl ,  v2)K0(-v3, -vq) 

where 

--m -m 

The spectrums of the object and image mutual intensities are defined by 

J,' = F (  Ju '}  

J,  = F{JJ 
Thus, in the frequency domain, 

J,(v1, ~ 2 ,  v3, vq) = K(v1, vZ)K*(-v3, -v4)Jo'(v19 ~ 2 ,  v3, vq) 

Since the impulse response is related to the pupil function via 

K(v1, vz) = P(Kz,v1, hz,vq) 

equation (A-33) becomes - - 
J , ( v ~ , u ~ . v ~ ,  "4) = P(AZ,YI,AZ,VZ) - 

.P'(-~z,u~, - A z , u ~ ) J , ' ( ~ ~ ,  v2, v3, ~ q )  
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(A-32a) 

(A-32b) 

(A-33) 

(A-34) 

(A-35) 

Note that the transfer function of equation (A-34) drops to zero when v i r  v 2 ,  v3, od exceed 
the limits imposed by the pupil function. 

Although equation (A-35) appears simple, J,' depends both on the properties of the 
illumination and of the object. Combining equations (A-27) and (A-30,  changin variables, 
and simplifying gives 4 

, 
*To ' ( . ~ - -~3 ,q -v4)  J,(p, 1 dpdq I 

where To is the Fourier transform of the object transmittance tu. Equation (A-36) cpn be used 
with equation (A-35) to find the spectrum of the image intensity I i (vu ,  v u ) .  



A.2.2 One Dimensional Imaging 
With the following change of variables, equation (A-37) is explicitly separat 

transmission cross-coefficient and the image intensity integral. Let 

(vu, V J  - (5, 77) 
(Z1,Z2) - (5+5', q+q'> ; dz1=d5',dz*=dq' 

( p 4 )  - (-4,-$ 
J, - J = FIrnutual intensity incident on object) 

To - F = F(transmittance of object) 

Equations (A-38) are the variable changes needed to go from Goodman's to Kin1 
tions. Equation(A-37) becomes 

m 

Z ( 5 , q )  = $$ T(5+5' ,  77+77';5', rl') 
-m 

.F(5+4' ,  ??+q') F W  7') d5'dq' 

where 
m 

m,, q,;52.772) = JJ 56% ? ) K ( t l + Z ,  VI+?) 
-m 

.K'(5*+$, q2+$ d t d ?  

If the object varies in one dimension only, equation (A-39) becomes 
m 

I ( 5 )  = $ T(5+5',  5') F(5+5' )  F'(5') d5' 
-m 

where 

5 5  

I into the 

(A-38) 

:r's equa- 

(A-39a) 

(A-39b) 

(A-40a) 

Equation (A-40b) allows for a two dimensional optical system. 

- is represented by 
A further simplification is possible if the object consists of a periodic object t i t h  period 

1 

5, 
(A-4 1 ) 

in the frequency domain. Equation (A-41) can be inserted into equation (A-40a) to hive 

where 

~ [ ( n + n ' ) i ~ ; n ' < , l  + a,,-,, a:,, ~ [ ( n - n ' ) i , ; - n ' i , i ]  

Therefore the intensity in the image plane is given by I 



The coefficients c, are sometimes difficult to calculate, since equation (A-40b) is 
evaluate. If the illumination system's numerical aperture is much smaller that t t  
len's numerical aperture(i.e., a small source), equation (A-40b) can be reduced to 
sion'. Equation (A-40b) becomes 

-m 

Equation (A-40b) can be evaluated as a generalized convolution of three 
aberrations(inc1uding focus error) in the objective pupil and in the source a 
suppressed. 
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Appendix B 

Resolution and The Uncertainty Principle 

The limit of resolution is simply a restatement of the uncertainty principle. 

A x  ApX h 

where h is Planck’s constant. Figures B-la and B-lb show a one dimensional sou1 
system. A source segment of length A x  emits a photon of momentum I p ( = - .  

tainty in the position of the atom that emitted the photon is given by Ax, and the UI; 
the momentum in the x direction is given by IAp,l. From figure B-la, 

h 
A 

I APX I 
IPI 

sina = - 

But 

APX h IAp,J = - = - 
2 2 A x  

And I P I - ~ ,  giving A 
h 

A 
From figure B-lb, 

D 
2 sina = - z 

Combining equations (B-4) and (B-5) gives 
A2 AX - D 

which is the familar Rayleigh criterion for the resolution of two points. 
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Appendix C 

COMMON BLOCK DOCUMENTATION 

The following text lists the common blocks of the Lab of SAMPLE in alphabi 
In blocks common to the Controller, the variables are set in the Controller unles 
specified. 

/CBWIND/ 

---"common block window" is common to the Controller and to the IMAGE machinc 

WINDOW WINDOW---the x(horizonta1) window length in microns; it is set by thc 
with the default value of RSW for a "space", RLW for a 
min(RSW,RLW) for a "linespace". 

EDGE EDGE---the distance in microns from the left of the window that the n 
positioned; it is set by the Controller with the default value of WINDOF 

WNDORG WNDORG-the position of the left edge of the window in microns. TI 
position is determined by the Fourier series routine that analyzes 
WNDORG is set by the IMAGE machine and is an internal parameter t 
never observes. Output x positions are referenced to the line edge, 
x== 0. 

/COPYwD/ 

---"copy window" is common to the Controller and to the IMAGE and 
machines- 

xxxx xxxx---CPWIND, CPEDGE, and CPWORG correspond to WINDOW, 
WNDORG in common block CBWIND. The window specifications 
IMAGE machine are used by the DEVELOP machine. The variables a 
block COPYWD by subroutine IMAGE, in case the user errs by res 
window without re-running IMAGE. Although machine DEVELOP d 
the variables in block CBWIND(or COPYWD) directly, the variables i 
the output graphs. 
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/DEVFLG/ 

---"develop flag" is common to the Controller and to machine DEVELOP(--- 
I 
I 



IDEVFL (51-a one dimensional array containing the flags for machine 
As for the flags in all the common blocks, 1 means "yes" and 0 
IDEVFL(l)--print the no. of string pts.,etc. and CHKR point totals? 
--cards for the etch plot? IDEVFL(31-set equal to more points for 
runs(more time-consuming and slightly more accurate runs). IDEVFLC 
to 0 gives sufficient accuracy for valid conclusions. The main advantage 
tion runs is smoother HP plots. IDEVFL(4)---not used presently. 
continuation of development? 

/DEVPAR/ 

---"development parameters" is common to the resist development rout: 
the Controller--- 

E l ,  E2, E3-parameters used by function RATE. Currently they are 
Controller; eventually they will be looked up in a table as a function 

IDEVFL 

E1,2,3 

MXNDEV 

DEVSRT 

DEVEND 

DEVINC 

DOS 
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IIEVELOP. 
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IDENFL(5)--- 

nes and to 

set in the 
of prebake 

/DEVTIM/ 

---"development times" is common to the resist development routines /and to the 
Controller--- I 

MXNDEV---the maximum number of development contours that can b$ requested 
by the user--currently 20. 

DEVSRT---the development time in seconds of the first d 
contour(output) . 

DEVEND---the development time in seconds of the final development c 

DEVINC-the time in seconds between the intermediate development ( 

/DOSPAR/ 

---"dose parameters" common to EXPOSE and the Controller--- 

DOS-the total energy(al1 wavelengths) per unit area incident on tl 
mJ/cm**2. 

/DVELPl/ 

---internal to the resist develop routineshnachine DEVELOP)--- 

relopment 

ntour. 

itours. 

mask in 



xz 

XMAX 

ZMAX 

NPTS 

CXZL 

CXZR 

NADCHK 

NCKOUT 

TADV 

TCHK 

TTOT 

IFLAG 

SMAXX 

SMINX 

SMAXZ 

XZ(450)---complex array containing the x and z positions of the 4 
development string-points. 

XMAX-the realhot including the boundary) maximum value of x. 

ZMAX---the real maximum value of z. 

NPTS---the current number of development string-points. 

CXZL---the normalized left endpoint direction of development. 

CXZR---the normalized right endpoint direction. 
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0 possible 

NADCHK---the number of advances(cal1s on subroutine CYCLE/) between 
checks(cal1s on subroutine CHKR). 

NCKOUT-the number of checks between outputs; thus the number 4f advances 
between outputs is NADCHK*NCKOUT. 

/DVELP2 / 

---internal to the resist develop routines(machine DEVELOP)--- 

TADV---the current time-between-advances(for subroutine CYCLE). ~ 

i 
TCHK---the current time-between-checks. ~ 

TTOT---contains the total current development time during the execulion of the 
DEVELOP machine. 

IFLAG---flag set in cycle that tells the sub-controller(DVEL0P) that ome string 

SMAXX---the maximum x string segment length allowed by CHKR(& 4YCLE). 

segments are too long or too short. CHKR is then called from DVELO l! . 

SMINX---the minimum x string segment length allowed by CHKR. 

SMAXZ-the maximum z string segment length allowed by CHKR. 

/DVELP3/ 

---internal to the resist develop routines(machine DEVELOP) --- 
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NZFLG NZFLG-a flag used between subroutines DVELOP and CYCLE in 
when the string has broken through the resist. The number of 
outputs is then reduced. 

NADFLG NADFLG-the output number of the string that broke through the 

/DVELP4/ I 
---"develop 4" is internal to machine DEVELOP--- 

BREAK BREAK---the estimated time to resist breakthrough. Found in the 
of DEVELOP. 

MAXPTS MAXPTS---when the number of string points exceeds MAXPTS, 
called. Found in the sub-controller of DEVELOP. 

NADSAV NADSAV---contains the NADCHK before resist breakthrough. 

NCKSVl NCKSV1---contains NCKOUT before resist breakthrough for the first ddvelopment 
output. 

NCKSV2 NCKSV2-contains NCKOUT before resist breakthrough for the intermFdiate out- 
puts. 

NOUT NOUT---the number of development outputs requested; it is calbulated in 
subroutine DVELOP. 

/EXPFLG/ 

---"expose flag" is common to the Controller and to machine EXPOSE--- ' 

IEXPFL IEXPFL(S)---a one dimensional array containing the flags for EXPOSE. 
the flags in the common blocks, 1 means "yes" and 0 means "no". IE 
request for an M versus energy and z array. IEXPFL(2)--request for an versus x 
and z array. IEXPFL(3)-not used at present. IEXPFL(4)--not used Bt present. 
IEXPFL(5)--not used at present. 

/EXPINT/ 

---"expose internal" is internal to machine EXPOSE--- 

PWRBGN PWRBGN(lO)---gives the reflected power from the unexposed resist 
possible wavelengths; subroutine CLCMXZ passes PWR to subroutine 



PWREND PWREND(lO)---gives the reflected power for a resist exposed to the 
imum of EXPOS(NEND1V) mJ/cm**2. 

KFLAG---If subroutine CLCMXZ requests an energy outside of the 
RMZDOS(51,21), KFLAG is set equal to 1 in order the signal the 
for machine EXPOSE to recalculate RMZDOS(51,21) by calling on 
CLCMZD with a higher value of DELTM. 

KFLAG 

/EXPTBL/ 

EXPOS EXPOS (2 1) ---a one dimensional array containing the accumulated ormalized 
energy of the energy incident on the resist. It is the summation of e ergy times 
relative intensity for all the wavelengths. The maximum number o ! elements 
EXPOS may have is 21; normally it has NENDIVf l  ele nts-since 
EXPOS(l)=O. EXPOS is not set by the Controller; it passes inform tion from 
subroutine CLCMZD to subroutine CLCMXZ. 

RMZDOS RMZDOS(51,21)---a two dimensional array containing the M values as a function 
of layer i and energy division j. Maximum i=51 and maximum j-2 1 . Position 
i-1 refers to the air and is not used. Position j-1 refers to no1 exposure. 
RMZDOS is used to pass information from subroutine CLCMZD to isubroutine 
CLCMXZ; it is not set in the Controller. 

7 

:able max- 

exposure table 
sutl-controller 

subroutine 

/FOUSER/ 

---"fourier series" is common to the optical simulation machine (IMAG$ routines) 
and to the Controller--- 

MXNMFR MXNMFR-the maximum number of spatial frequencies used to form bhe mask- 
currently 41 and set in the Controller. 

NMFRCP NMFRCP-the number of spatial frequencies used to form the qask(set in 
subroutine CLCMTF) . i 

FSAMSK FSAMSK(41)---a one dimensional array containing the weightings of dach spatial 
frequency component of the masktset in subroutine CLCMTF). 

FSAIMG FSAIMG(41)---a one dimensional array containing the weightings of the lspatial fre- 
quency components of the imagetset in the IMAGE machine). 

/HORIMG/ 

---"horizontal image" is common to machines IMAGE, EXPOSE, and 
and to the Controller--- 

EVELOP D 
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DELTX---the distance between horizontal points x in microns(set in 

MNHPTS-the maximum number of horizontal points 
by the user--currently 50. Two boundary cells are 
machine-giving a total of 52 points in x. Each point is 
and "right-end are boundary cells. The midpoint(in x) of cell 2 is 
the physical boundary. The midpoint(in x) of the second cell 
represents the maximum x. 

machine subroutine CLCMTF) . 
DELTX 

MNHPTS 

NMHPTS 

HORINT 

IMGFL 

IMSPRO 

IMSCON 

IMSYTY 

NMHPTS-the number of horizontal points in x. I 
HORINT(SO)---a one dimensional array containing the normalized ene 
on the horizontal plane. A maximum of 50 points is allowed. The 
energy is equal to the summation of the energy*(relative intensity) 
wavelengths. 

/IMGFLG/ 

---"image flag" is common to the Controller and machine IMAGE- 

IMGFL(S)---a one dimensional array containing the flags for the 
As for the flags in all of the common blocks, 1 means "yes" 
IMGFL(l)--Request for an intensity pattern plot. IMGFL 
MTF pattern plot. IMGFL(3)--Request for punched 
punched for the plots requested. IMGFL (4) --triggers the 
coherence routines. IMGFL (S)--circular( = 1) or 
lens - not implemented yet. 

/IMGSYS/ 

---first "image system block" common to the Controller and to machine &AGE--- 
I 

IMSPRO-signals a projection system. 

IMSCON-signals a contact system. 

IMSYTY---is compared with the above to signal the system desired. 

/IMG2PR/ 

---"image system, 2nd block, pertinent to projection" is common to thc 
and to machine IMAGE--- 

Controller 



RNA 

MXNWTF 

NMWTFC 

RMTFWT 

IINCOH 

IPARCO 

IFULCO 

ICOHER 

SIGMA 

DFDIST 

SEPMTC 

c1,2 

RNA---the numerical aperture of the objective lens in image space. 

MXNWTF---maximum number of weighting frequencies-not used. 

NMWTFC-number of weighting frequencies-not used. 

RMTFWT(41)---MTF weights for the 41 possible frequencies, 40 freqi 
dc--not used. 

/IMG3PR/ 

---"image system, 3rd block, pertinent to projection" is common to thc 
and to machine IMAGE--- 

IINCOH---incoherent light. 

IPARCO---partially coherent light. 

IFULCO---fully coherent light. 
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:ncies plus 

Controller 

ICOHER---the case considered by IMAGE. ICOHER is compared witkl the previ- 
ous block variables to determine the type of light requested for projectiob printing. 

SIGMA---the partial coherence parameter( = (NA of condenser systeb)/(NA of 
objective lens) ). NA stands for "numerical aperture". I 

DFDIST-the distance in microns that the air-resist interface is 
perfect focus plane. A positive DFDIST indicates that the wafer is 
the lens than the focal plane. A negative DFDIST indicates that the 
to the lens than the focal plane. Default value is 0. Positive and 
give the same result. 

I /IMG4CO/ 1 

---"image system, 4th block, contact image" is common to IMAGE macbine and to 
the Controller--- 

SEPMTC---contact system parameter: separation of mask and resist sur@ce. 

C1,2---constants that determine image intensity I (x) via 



xxxx 

RMXZ 

MLINE 

MSPACE 

MLNSPA 

MASKTY 

RLW 

RSW 

RINDEX 

/IO1 / 

---"input-output block 1" is common to all of the machines and to the CI 

xxxx---all of the variables in the common block are assigned numbers 
to the compute' system in use. The machines access the printer wit1 
TRAN statement "WRITE(IPRINT,#) etc.". The program(Lab) on the 
at UC Berkeley only uses IPRINT and IPUNCH. 

/MVSPOS/ 

---I'M versus position" is common to machines IMAGE and DEVELOP- 

RMXZ(52,52)---a two dimensional array containing M as a function 
(x,z). Maximum dimension is (52,52) corresponding to the maximur 
position points in the resist plus a boundary layer extrapolated by 
CLCMXZ. CLCMXZ creates RMXZ from arrays RMZDOS and HORl 
in function RATE(in machine DEVELOP). RMXZ is the output of tt 
machine. 

/OBJMSK/ 

---"object mask" is common to the Controller and to rrlachine IMAGE--- 

MLINE-the code number for a line. 

MSPACE---the code number for a space. 

MLNSPA---the code number for a line-space. 

MASKTY---the mask type chosen(one of the three above). 

RLW---the line width in micronsheed not be specified for MASKTY = I  

RSW---the space width in micronsheed not be specified for MASKTY = 

/OPTCHP/ 

---"optical chip parameters" is common to machine EXPOSE and to the 
-- 
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RINDEX(10,6,2)---a three dimensional array giving the complex index 
ous layers as a function of wavelength. The first dimension refers to th 
ble exposure wavelengths. The first position of the second dimension r 
resist layer; the second, third, fourth, and fifth positions of the 



refer to the first, second, third, and fourth intermediate substrate laye-s; 
last position refers to the substrate itself. If there are fewer than four 
substrate layers, the latter array positions may remain uninitialized. Fclr 
oxide on silicon would be represented by the second position referring t 
and the third position referring to the silicon. The fourth, fifth, and 
positions remain uninitialized. The third dimension contains the real ana. 
parts of the index in the first and second positions, respectively. 
= n and RINDEX(hj,2) = -k, where the complex index N = n - i k. 

/OPTIC / 

---"optic block" is internal to machine IMAGE--- 
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and the 
ir-termediate 

example, 
3 the oxide 
sixth array 
imaginary 

RIN:IEX(hj,l) 

CURWVL CURWVL---the current wavelength IMAGE is processing(used in t e message 
subroutine). ? 

DGRADM DGRADM---M is degraded by this number(defau1t =0) throughout 
array. It is an approximate prebake since the RMZDOS table is differen 
different A, B, C after prebake and due to the different starting 
DGRADM may be deleted or corrected in the future. There is no 
card to access this feature(except TRIAL). 

v1 V1---the fundamental spatial frequency of the mask. 

1 

the M (x,z> 
due to the 

vdue of M. 
InpJt-Interface 

VMAX VMAX---the cutoff spatial frequency of the coherent or incoherebt system. 
VMAX for a partially coherent system is (1 +SIGMA)*(VMAX for a cdherent sys- 
tem); all the spatial frequencies needed for the partially coherent systenh are calcu- 
lated and stored in FSAMSK(41). 

THORIN THORIN(SO)---a one dimensional array storing the horizontal image i 
one wavelength(1ike HORINT, but for one wavelength). 

/PCTERM/ 

---"partial coherence term" is internal to the partial coherence routinds FASTPC 
and PARCOH in the IMAGE machine for the purpose of saving memo&-- 

TERM TERM(82,3)---the 82 refers to the 82 possible frequencies(the plus 
possible frequencies). The 3 refers to frequency 

frequency(positi0n 21, and phase consideration(position 
the 41 

/PREBAK/ 



/RESPAR/ 

---"resist parameters" is common to machine EXPOSE and to the Contro 

WLABC(10,4)---a two dimensional array containing resist information 
wavelengths. The first dimension refers to the ten wavelergths. The 
of the second dimension refers to the wavelength in microns; the 
and fourth positions are A, B, and C for that wavelength, respectively. 
sure linearization section in subroutine CLCMZD has the greatest 
the dominant wavelength is in the first position of the first wavelength; 
necessary unless there is a wide difference in C*(rel inten) between th: 
wavelengths. The dominant wavelength is defined as the wavelength 
greatest (relative intensity)*C . 

WLABC 
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ler- 

.?or the ten 
fi:-st position 

secmd, third, 
The expo- 

accL.racy when 
it is not 

exposure 
with the 

/RUCOMP/ 

---"reuse computation" is common to machine EXPOSE and to the Contrbller. 

IRUMZD IRUMZD-saves the computation of the M versus z and dose table i the table 
need not be recomputed. IRUMZD = 0 if the table is to be computed L nd = 1 if 
the table is not to be computed. The Controller initializes IRUMZD tQ 0; it also 
resets it to 0 whenever the relevant input parameters have been changeb since the 
last run of EXPOSE. EXPOSE sets IRUMZD to 1 just before returnind control to 
the Controller. 

/SIMP AR/ 

---"simulation parameters" is common to machines IMAGE, EXqOSE, and 
DEVELOP and to the Controller--- 

NPRLYR NPRLYR---the number of layers the resist is to be divided into. 1 
I 

NPRPTS NPRPTS---NPRLYR + 1 ~ 

NENDIV NENDIV-the number of energy divisions the exposure of the resist' is broken 
into. Currently the maximum value allowed is 21--with the first divisioh referring 
to no exposure. 

DELTM DELTM-the incremental M for the linearization of incremental energ exposure 
section in subroutine CLCMZD. The default value for D LTM is 
.7/float(NENDIV-l), where NENDIV- 15 . DELTM gives control ove the range 
of exposure of the resist and is initialized in the Controller. The value o B NENDIV 
determines the "coarseness" of the exposure table, and the value of the /numerator 
determines the energy "range" of the table. If subroutine CLCMXZ calls for a 
value outside of the exposure table, control is returned to subroutine EXPOSE, 
where subroutine CLCMZD is called to expand the exposure table. The table 
remains expanded for the remainder of this batch's runs. Machine EX OSE inter- 
nally handles the value of DELTM, except for initialization. " 



DELTZ DELTZ-the distance between the resist layers in microns. It is ca 
subroutine CLCMZD and used in routine CLCMZD and function RATE 

NMLMBD---the number of wavelengths used in exposure. 

RLAMBD(10) ---a one dimensional array containing /the ten wave 
microns. 

RELINT(lO)---a one dimensional array containing the relative intensities 
wavelengths. The relative intensities are normalized to one; thus the 
values contained in RELINT is one. 

/SPECTR/ 

engths in 

of the ten 
sum of the 

---"spectrum" is common to machines IMAGE and EXPOSE and to the ontroller- 
_ _  c I 

MXNLMD MXNLMD---the maximum number of wavelengths allowed(current1y 101 

NMLMBD 

RLAMBD 

RELINT 

MNLYRS 

NMLYRS 

THICK 

/THKNES/ 

---"thickness" is common to machine EXPOSE and to the Controller- 

MNLYRS---the maximum number of layers allowed in the problem (cqrrently 6 ) .  
The first layer is the resist layer; the last layer is the substrate. Four i termediate 
layers are allowed. I 
NMLYRS---the number of layers in the problem. 

THICK(6b-a one dimensional array containing the thicknesses of 
layers described in the RINDEX section of 
strate thickness is assumed infinity and is represented by 
not initialized; it will be used by the etching routines 
The substrate is considered a layer. If there are 
positions may remain uninitialized. 



Appendix D 

SAMPLE Code (Lab) 

SUBROUTINE IMAGE 

COMMON /CBWIND/ WINDOW,EDGE,WNDORG 
COMMON /COPYWD/ CPWIND,CPEDGE.CPWORG 
COMMON /IMGFLQ/ IMGFL(5) - -. . . . - . . . . -. - - .. . -. - . . 
COMMON /FOUSER/ MXNMFR,NMFRCP,FSAMSK(41) ,FSAIMG(41) 
COMMON /HORIMG/ DELTX.MNHP"S,NMHPTS,HORINTGO) 
COMMON /IO1 / ITERMI.IBULK,IPROUT,IRESVl.IIN,IPRINT,IPUNCH 
COMMON /OPTIC / CURWL.Vl,VMAX,THORIN(50) 
COMMON /SPECTR/ MNLMBD.NMLMBD,RLAMBD( 10) ,RELINT(10) 

C IMAGE GENERATES A HORIZONTAL IiMAGE AT THE SURFACE OF THE RESIST 

CALL IMGMSG(1) 

DO 2 IHPT=l,NMHPTS 
HORINT(1HPT) = 0. 

DO 3 IFRCP-1,MXNMFR 
FSAMSK(1FRCP) = 0. 
FSAIMG(1FRCP) - 0. 

C CLEAR THE HORIZONTAL IMAGE ARRAY 

2 CONTINUE 

3 CONTINUE 

IF(EDGE.LT. L25'WINDOW)) CALL IMGMSG( 12) 
IF(EDGE.GT. (.75*WINDOW)) CALL IMGMSG(13) 
DO 10 ILMBD = 1,NMLMBD 
DO 5 IHPT=l.NMHPTS 
THORIN(1HPT) = 0. 

IDUMMY = ILMBD 
CALL CLCMTF(1DUMMY) 
CALL IMGMSG(l1) 
IF(IMGFL(l).EQ. 1 )CALL PLTF'AT(1DUMMY) 

IF(1MGFL (21.EQ. 1)CALL PLTOTF 

5 CONTINUE 

10 CONTINUE 

WRITE( IPRINT,22222) 

CPWIND - WINDOW 
CPEDGE = EDGE 
WNDORG = CPWORG 
RETURN 

END 

22222 FORMAT(lHl1 

SUBROUTINE CLCMTFULMBD) 

COMMON /CBWIND/ WINDOW,EDGE,WNDORG 
COMMON /FOUSER/ MXNMFR,NMFRCP,FSAMSK(41) .FSAIMG(41) 
COMMON /HORIMG/ DELTX,MNHPTS.NMHPTS.HORINT(SO) 
COMMON /IMGSYS/ 1MSPRO.IMSCON.IMSYTY 
COMMON /IMGZPR/ RNA,MXNWTF,NMWTFC.RMTFWT(41) 
COMMON /IMG3PR/ IINCOH,IPARCO.IFULCO.ICOHER,SIGMA.DFDIST 
COMMON /lMG4CO/ SEPMTC.Cl.CZ 
COMMON /OBJMSK/ MLINE,MSPACE,MLNSPA..MASKTY,RLW.RSW 
COMMON /OPTIC / CURWL.Vl.VMAX.THORIN(50) 
COMMON /SPECTR/ MNLMBD.NMLMBD.RLAMBD( 10) ,RELINT(lO) 

C CLCMTF COMPUTES THE DIFFRACTION LIMITED FOURIER COMPONENTS FOR THE 
C VARIOUS CASES A .MAXIMUM OF 41 FREQUENCIES IS TAKEN FOR THE LINESPACE 
C AND 41 FREQUENCIES ARE TAKEN FOR LINE AND FOR SPACE. 
C NOTE - EACH HORIZONTAL POINT IS THE CENTER 0F.A CELL. 

CURWL = RLAMBD(1LMBD) 
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C BRANCH ACCORDING TO lMAGING SYSTEM 
IF(1MSYTY EQ 1MSPRO)GO TO 10 
IF(1MSYTY EQ 1MSCON)GO TO 100 



CALL IMGMSG(10) 
RETURN ~ 

C PROJECTION SYSTEM 
C SET MAXIMUM FREQUENCY FOR COHERENT, PARTIALLY COHERENT, 
C OR INCOHERENT CASE. 

IO IF(ICOHER.EQ.IINCOH) VMAX = 2.*RNA/RLAMBD(ILMBD) 
IF(ICOHER.EQ.IPARC0) VMAX = (RNA/RLAMBDIILMBD))*(l. +SIGMA) 
IF(ICOHEXEQ.lFULC0) VMAX = RNA/RLAMBD(ILMBD) 

IF(MASKTY.EQ.MLINE)GO TO 20 
IF(MASKTY.EQ.MSPACE)GO TO 30 
IF(MASKTY.EQ.MLNSPA)GO TO 40 
CALL IMGMSG(2) 

C MASK IS A LINE 
20 DELTX - WINDOW/FzOAT(NMHPTS-l) 

WNDORG .S*RLW-EDGE 
NMFRCP - MXNMFR 

70 IF(SIGMA.GT.3.) CALL IMGMSG(1.1) 
IF(DFDIST.NE.O.0) GO TO 76 

C P.ARTIALLY COHERENT LIGHT WITHOUT DEFOCUS. 
71 CALL FASTPC(1LMBD) 

RETURN 

71 

V 1 == VMAX/FLOAT(MXNMFR- 1) 
RSW 0 l . /Vl - RLW 
CALL IMGMSG(4) 
GO TO 42 

C MASK IS A SPACE 
30 DELTX = WINDOW/FLOAT(NMHPTS-l) 

WNDORG = 5'RSW-EDGE 

VI = VMAX/FLOAT(MXNMFR-1) 
RLW - l./Vl . RSW 

NMFRCP = MXNMFR 

CALL IMGMSG(5) 
FSAMSK(1) = RSW*VI 
ARG - RSW'V1'3.14159 
DO 35 IFRCP-2,NMFRCP 

FSAMSKOFRCP) = ( 63662/RN)'SIN(RN*ARG) 
35 CONTINUE 

GO TO 50 

RN * FLOAT(1FRCP-1) 

C MASK IS A LINESPACE 
40 DELTX = WINDOW/FLOAT(NMHPTS-l) 

WNDORG * .5'RLW - EDGE 
C FIND THE FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY FOR THE LINESPACE CASE 

C FIND THE NUMBER OF FREQUENCY COMPONENTS THAT NEED TO BE TAKEN 
V1 = l./(RLW + RSW) 

ITEMP - INT(VMAX/Vl) 
NMFRCP - ITEMP + 1 

IF(NMFRCP LT.MXNMFR) GO TO 42 
CALL lMGMSG(3) 
NMFRCP = MXNMFR 

42 ARC = RLW'V1'3 14159 
FSAMSK(1) = RSW*VI 
DO 45 IFRCP-2,NMFRCP 

IF((VMAX/VI-FLOATlITEMP)).GE..Y5) CALL IMGMSG(Y) 

RN FLOAT(1FRCP-1) 
FSAMSK(IFRCP1 = ( -  63662/RN)'SIN(RN'ARG) 

45 CONTINUE 

C GO TO THE COHERENT CASE, THE PARTIALLY COHERENT CASE, AND 
C THE INCOHERENT CASE. 

50 IF(ICOHER.EQ IFULCO) GO TO 60 
IF(ICOHER.EQ IPARCO) GO TO 70 
IF(ICOHER.EQ IMCOH) GO TO 80 
STOP 

60 IF(DFDIST.NE.O.0) GO TO 66 
C COHERENT LIGHT WITHOUT DEFOCUS. 

61 DO 62 IFRCP=l,NMFRCP 
FSAIMG(1FRCP) = FSAMSKUFRCP) 

62 CONTINUE 
CALL OUTPAT(1LMBD) 
RETURN 

C COHERENT !.IGHT WITH DEFOCUS. 
66 CALL PARCOH(1LMBD) 

RETURN 



72 

C PARTIALLY COHERENT LIGHT WITHOUT DEFOCUS 
76 CALL PARCOH(1LMBD) 

RETURN 

80 CALL IMGMSG(15) 
IF(DFDIST.NE.O.0) GO TO 86 

C INCOHERENT LIGHT WITHOUT DEFOCUS 
81 FSAIMG(1) - FSAMSK(1) 

DO 82 IFRCP=Z.NMFRCP 

TEMPI * VI*RN/VMAX 
RN - FLOAT(1FRCP-1) 

FSAIMG(1FRCP) FSAMSK(1FRCP)' 63662*( ACOS(TEMP1) - 

C INCOHERENT LIGHT WITH DEFOCUS 
86 CALL DFCOTFULMBD) 

CALL OUTPAT(ILMBD1 
RETURN 

C CONTACT SYSTEM 
C BRANCH .4CCORDING TO THE TYPE OF 

100 IF (MASKTY .EQ. MLINE) GOTO 120 
IF (MASKTY .EQ. MSPACE) GOTO 140 
IF (MASKTY .EQ. MLNSPA) GOTO 160 
CALL IMGMSG(2) 
RETURN 

THE MASK 

120 RSW = 4.0 * RLW 

140 RLW = 4.0 RSW 
GO TO 160 

160 DELTX = WINDOW/FLOAT(NMHPTS-I) 
WNDORG = RSW/2. - EDGE 
T2BYLL - 2.0 / ( SEPMTC'RLAMBD(1LMBD) ) 
S2BYLL = SQRT(T2BYLL) 
XCLIP - (RSW/2.O) t (ALOG(Cl))/(C2'S2BYLL) 

C CREATE THE OUTPUT PATTERN. 
DO 190 IHPT = I ,  NMHPTS 

XDIST = VIHWDELTX + WNDORG 
VIHPT 3 (IHPT - 1) 

HORIZI = 1.0 

THORIN(1HPT) = THORIN(1HPT) + HORIZI 
IF(XDIST.GT.XCLIP) HORIZI~CI'EXP(-C2*(XDIST-RSW/2.O)'S2BYLL) 

HORINT(1HPT) = HORINTUHPT) + HORIZI'RELINT(1LMBD) 
190 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE DFCOTF(1LMBD) 

COMMON /FOUSER/ MXNMFR.NMFRCP,FSAMSK(41).FSAIMG(41) 
COMMON /IMG2PR/ RNA,MXNWTF,NMWTFC,RMTFWT(41) 
COMMON /IMG3PR/ IMCOH,IPARCO.IFULCO,ICOHER,SIGMA,DFDIST 
COMMON /OPTIC / CURWL.VI ,VMAX.THORIN(SO) 
COMMON /SPECTR/ MNLMBD,NMLMBD.RLAMBD(lO) .RELINT( IO) 

C SUBROUTINE DFCOTF CALCULATES THE INCOHERENT OTF FOR THE DEFOCUS 
C PARAMETER DFDIST(= DISThNCE IN MICRONS OF FOCUS ERROR). 
C TWENTY ITERATIONS GIVES ABOUT 3 DECIMAL PLACES IN THE MTF CALCULATION. 

NMITER = 20 
IF(SIGMA.LT.3.01)CALL IMGMSG(7) 
DELTA - 2.'RNA*RNA*DFDIST/RLAMBD(ILMBD) 
VREDUC = .S'Vl'RLAMBD(ILMBD)/RNA 
FSAIMG(1) = FSAMSK(1) 
DO 20 IFRCP - 2.NMFRCP 
RN - FLOATUFRCP-1) 
TEMP - 0. 
VR = RN'VREDUC 
DU = (I.-VR)/FLOAT(NMITER) 
ti - VR + Dti/2. 
DO I O  ITER = 1,NMITER 
TEMP = TEMP+ I.2732'SQRT(I.-U'U)*COS(6.2832*VR*DELTA*( t i -VR) )*DU 
U = U + D U  

I O  CONTINUE 



FSAIMG(1FRCP) = TEMP'FSAMSK(1FRCP) 
20 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE PARCOHULMBD) 

COMMON /CBWIND/ WTNDOW,EDGE,WNDORG 
COMMON /FOUSER/ MXNMFR.NMFRCP.FSAMSK(41).FSAIMG(41) 
COMMON /HORIMG/ DELTX.MNHPTS.NMHPTS.HORINT(50) 
COMMON /IMGFLG/ IMGFL(9 
COMMON /IMGZPR/ RNA,MXNWF,NMWTFC,RMTFWT(41) 
COMMON /IMG3PR/ IINCOH,IPARCO,IFULCO.lCOHER.SIGMA,DFDIST 
COMMON 1101 / ITERMI,IBULK.IPROUT.IRESVI .IIN,IPRINT,IPUNCH 
COMMON /OPTIC / CURWL,VI,VMAX,THORIN(SO) 
COMMON /PCTERM/ TERM(82.3) 

COMPLEX .4L 
COMMON /SPECTR/ MNLMBD,NMLMBD.RLAMBD(IO),RELINT( IO)  

C PARCOH CALCULATES THE INTENSITY PATTERN ON THE RESIST FOR PARTIALLY 
C COHERENT LIGHT WITH VARIOUS DEGREES OF DEFOCUS AND FOR 
C COHERENT LIGHT WITH VARIOUS DEGREES OF DEFOCUS. 

IF(IMGFL(4).EQ. 1) WRITE(IPR1NT.I 11 1 ) 
11 11 FORMAT(///9X.47HDIAGNOSTICS FOR THE PARTIAL COHERENCE ROUTINES:./) 

1 AREAS = 15. 
VCOBJ - RNA/RLAMBD(ILMBD) 
VCCOND - SIGMA'VCOBJ 

IF(ICOHER.EQ.IPARC0) GO TO 20 
C FULL COHERENCE SECTION. 

10 NCOHAR = 1 
DSFRQ = 0. 
RNORML = 1. 
FACTOR - .5 
NI - 1 
GO TO 25 

C PARTIAL COHERENCE WITH DEFOCUS SECTION. 
20 NCOHAR = INT(S1GMA'AREAS + ,0001) 

IF(NCOHAR.LE.7)NCOHAR-8 
DSFRQ = VCCONDIFLOAT(NC0HAR) 
RNORML = DSFRQ/(Z.*AMINI (VCCOND.VCOBJ)) 
FACTOR = S'SQRT(RN0RML) 
NI = 2 
IF(DFDIST.NE.0.) GO TO 25 

RNORML = 2.*RNORML 
FACTOR - .S*SQRT(RNORML) 
NI = 1 

C PARTIAL COHERENCE WITH PERFECT FOCUS SECTION. 

C A POSITIVE DFDIST MEANS WAFER IS FURTHER AWAY FROM THE LENS THAN 
C THE FOCAL PLANE. 

25 DFOCPH = RLAMBD(ILMBD)*DFDIST/Z. 
DO 100 ICOHAR-1.NCOHAR 
VS == DSFRQ'~OAT(2'ICOHAR-1)/2. 

IF(1MGFL (4) .EQ. 1) WRITE(IPRINT.401) ICOHAR,RNORML,VS,FACTOR 

12H FACTOR = .F7.S) 

DO 75 I = I , N I  

401 FORMAT(/IX,7HICOHAR=.I3,/5X,9HRNORML = .F7.5,7H VS- . F 7 S  

C DO ONE SET OF SYMMETRIC COHERENCE AREAS OF THE SOURCE. 

C DETERMINE WHICH FREQUENCIES MAKE IT THRU THE LENS. 
KOUNT - 0 
FRINCR = 0. 
IFR = 1 
DO 50 J=l,NMFRCP 

VM = VI'FRINCR 
SHFREQ = VS + VM 
IF(~ABS(SHFREQ).GT.VCOBJ).OR.(ABS(FSAMSK~IFR~~.LT..OO~~~GO TO 40 
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 
TERM(KOUNT.1) = FACTOR'FSAMSK(1FR) 
TERM(KOLNT,2) = VM 
TERM(KOUNT.3) = SHFREQ'SHFREQ'DFOCPH 

C SHIFT THE POSITIVE MASK FREQUENCIES 

C SHIFT THE NEG.4TIVE MASK FREQUENCIES 
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40 SHFREQ = VS ~ VM 
IF((ABS(SHFREQ).GT.VCOBJ).OR.(ABS(FSAMSK(IFR)).LT..OOI))GO TO 45 
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 
TERM (KOUNT, 1 ) = FACTOR'FSAMSK (IFR) 
TERM(KOUNT.2) = -VM 
TERM(KOUNT,3) = SHFREQ.SHFREQ*DFOCPH 

IFR = IFR + I 
45 FRINCR = FRINCR + 1. 

50 CONTINUE 
IF(IMGFL(4) EQ 0) GO TO 51 
WRITE(IPRINT,S8) (TERM (I1,l) , I t= I .KOUNT) 
WRITE(IPRINT.SS) (TERM(II.2) , I t= 1 ,KOUNT) 
WRITE(IPRINT.58) (TERM(II,3),II= I ,KOUNT) 

58 FORMAT(IX,12(FlO 5 ) )  

C CALCULATE THE INTENSITY P A T E R N  FOR THE HORIZONTAL POINTS BY 
C MULTIPLYING ALL COMBINATIONS OF FREQUENCY TERMS PRODUCED BY THE 
C PRESENT COHERENCE AREA. 

51 DO 53 IHPT-1.NMHPTS 
X = FLOAT(1HPT-1)'DELTX + WNDORG 
AL = IO 0 )  
DO 52 K=I.KOUNT 
ARG = -TERM(K,Z)'X -L TERM(K,3) 
AL = AL t CMPLX(TERM(K,l).O )'CEXP( ( 0 . 6  2832)'CMPLX(ARG,O) 

THORIN(1HPT) = REAL(AL'CONJG(AL)) + THORINUHPT) 
52 CONTINUE 

53 CONTINUE 

vs = -vs 
75 CONTINUE 

100 CONTINUE 

C ACCUMULATE THE INTENSITY IN HORINT. 
DO 200 IHPT-1,NMHPTS 
HORINTUHPT) = HORINTUHPT) + RELINT(ILMBD)*THORIN(IHPT) 

200 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE FASTPC (ILMBD) 

COMMON /CBWIND/ WINDOW,EDGE,WNDORG 
COMMON /FOUSER/ MXNMFR.NMFRCP.FSA.MSK(41).FSAIMG(41) 
COMMON /HORIMG/ DELTX,MNHPTS,NMHPTS,HORINT(50) 
COMMON /IMGFLG/ IMGFL(5) 
COMMON /IMG2PR/ RNA.MXNWTF.NMWTFC.RMTFWT(41) 
COMMON /IMG3PR/ IINCOH,IPARCO,IFULCO.ICOHER,SIGMA.DFDIST 
COMMON /IO1 / ITERMI,IBULK.IPROUT,IRESVl.IIN,IPRINT.IPUNCH 

COMMON /PCTERM/ TERM(82,3) 
COMMON /SPECTR/ MNLMBD.NMLMBD,RLAMBD( IO) ,RELINT( IO) 

COMMON /OPTIC CURWL.VI,VMAX,THORIN(SO) 

COMPLEX AL 

C FASTPC CALCULATES THE INTENSITY PATTERN ON THE RESIST FOR PARTIALLY 
C COHERENT LIGHT WITHOUT DEFOCUS. IT RUNS MUCH FASTER THAN PARCOH. 

IF(IMGFL(4).EQ.I) WRITE(1PRINT. 11 11) 
11 11 FORMAT(///9X,47HDIAGNOSTICS FOR THE PARTIAL COHERENCE ROUTINES../) 

VCOBJ = RNA/RLAMBD(ILMBD) 
VCCOND = VCOBJ'SIGMA 
VADSKP = 0. 
IENDFL - 0 
IFCINC - I 

VCOBJ = RNA/RLAMBD(ILMBD) 
VCCOND = VCOBJ'SIGMA 
VADSKP = 0. 
IENDFL - 0 
IFCINC - I 

DO 10 I-1,NMFRCP 
IFCPSV = I 
VTMPl - FLOAT(I-l)*VI 

IF(VTMP1 LE.Vl) GO TO 11 
VTMPl = VCOBJ-VTMPI 

IO CONTINUE 
11 VTMPZ = (VI-VTMPI) 

1: VSI = (VTMP2 I *  99999 
VS2 = (VTMPI-VTMP2)' 99999 
VS3 = lV1-VS2 1' 99999 

IFlVTMP2.GT.VTMPI) GO TO 15 
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IFCPSV - IFCPSV + 1 

GO TO 17 
15 VSl = (VTMP1 )'.99999 

VS2 = (VTMP2-VTMP1)'.99999 
v s 3  = (Vl-vs2 )*.99999 
INCFAC = 1 

VSADD = VSl 
IF(IMGFL(4).EQ. 1) WRITE(1PRINT. 

INCFAC = - 1 

17 VS = VSl 

,401) VSl,VS2,VS3 JFCPSV 

DO 100 1-3.100 

C CHECK FOR REDUNDANT CALCULATIONS. 
ICHECK - IFCPSV 
IF(IENDFL.EQ.1) GO TO 30 

IF(ABS(FSAMSK(ICHECK)).GT..OOOl) GO TO 30 
VADSKP = VSADD + VADSKP 
IF(IMGFL(4).EQ. 1) WRITE(IPRINT,402) I,VS,VSADD.VADSKP. 

GO TO 60 

IF(IFCPSV.LE.0) ICHECK - 2-IFCPSV 

IFCPSV,IFCINC.INCFAC.ICHECK 

C DETERMINE WHICH FREQUENCIES MAKE IT THRU THE LENS. 
30 KOUNT = 0 

FRINCR = 0. 
RNORML = (VSADD+VADSKP)/(VCOBJ.AMINI (SIGMA.1.)) 
IF(RNORML.GT.1.) RNORML- 1. 
FACTOR = S'SQRT(RN0RML) 
IF(IMGFL(4).EQ.l) WRITE(IPRMT,403) I,RNORML.VS,VSADD.VADSKP. 

1FCPSVJFCINC.INCFAC.ICHECK 
IFR - I 
DO 50 J=l,NMFRCP 

VM = Vl'FRINCR 
SHFREQ = VS + VM 

KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 

C SHIFT THE POSITIVE .MASK FREQUENCIES 

IF( (SHFREQ.GE.VCOBJ) .OR. (ABS(FSAMSK(IFR)).LT..OO~) ) GO TO 40 

TERM(KOUNT,I) = FACTOR*FSAMSK(IFR) 
TERM(KObTT.2) = VM 

C SHIFT THE NEGATIVE MASK FREQUENCIES 
40 SHFREQ * VS - VM 
IF(ABS(FSAMSK(IFR)).LT..OOl) GO TO 45 
IF(ABS(SHFREQ).GE.VCOBJ) GO TO 45 
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 
TERM(KOUNT,l) = FACTOR'FSAMSK(1FR) 
TERM(KOUNT.2) -VM 

45 FRMCR = FRINCR + 1. 

50 CONTINUE 
IFR - IFR + 1 

IF(IMGFL(4).NE.l)GO TO 51 
wRITE(IPRINT.404) (TERM(II.1) .II= 1,KOUNT) 
WRITE(IPRINT.404) (TERM(II.2) .II- 1.KOUNT) 

C CALCULATE THE INTENSITY P A n E R N  FOR THE HORIZONTAL POINTS BY 
C MULTIPLYING ALL COMBINATIONS OF FREQUENCY TERMS PRODUCED BY THE 
C PRESENT COHERENCE AREA 

51 DO 53 IHPT-1.NMHPTS 
X = FLOATUHPT-1)'DELTX + WNDORG 
AL = (O..O.) 
DO 52 K-1,KOUNT 
ARG = -TERM(K,Z)'X 
AL = AL + CMPLX(TERM(K.l),O )*CEXP( (0.6 2832)'CMPLX(ARG.O) ) 

THORIN(1HPT) = REAL(AL'CONJG(AL)) + THORIN(1HPT) 

VADSKP - 0. 

52 CONTINUE 

53 CONTINUE 

60 IFCPSV - IFCPSV + INCFAC'IFCINC 
INCFAC = -INCFAC 
IFCINC = IFCINC + 1 
IF(MOD(I.2) NE.0) GO TO 62 

GO TO 65 
61 VSADD = VS3 

62 VSADD = VS? 

65 \.STEMP = VS VSADD 
IFWSTEMP LE VCCOND) GO TO 99 
VSADD = VCCOND - VS 
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VS = VCCOND*.99999 
IENDFL = 1 
IF(VSADD.LT..OOl) GO TO 199 
GO TO 100 

99 VS = VSTEMP 

100 CONTINUE 

C ACCUMULATE THE INTENSITY IN H O R N .  
199 DO 200 IHPT-1.NMHPTS 

200 CONTINUE 
HORlNT(1HPT) = HORINTUHPT) + RELlNT(lLMBD)*THORIN(IHPT) 

RETURN 

401 FORMAT(lX.4HVSl- ,F8.4,6H VS2-,F8.4.5H VS3=.F8.4.9H IFCPSV--.l2) 
402 FORMAT(/lX,2HI-.I3,/lOX,22HSKIP CALCULATION: VS=-,F7.5, 

'8H VSADD=,F7,5,9H VADSKP=,F7.5.11H IFCPSV = ,I2. 
'10H IFClNC -.I2,1OH INCFAC =,12.11H ICHECK = ,I2) 

'F7.5,9H VADSKP- ,F7.5,8H IFCPSV = .I2,8H IFCINC = ,13,8H INCFAC- ,12, 
'8H ICHECK-.I2) 

403 FORMAT(/lX,2HI=,I3,/5X,7HRNORML=,F7.5.5H VS-,F7.5,8H VSADD--. 

404 FORMAT(lX,lZ(FlO.S)) 

END 

SUBROUTINE OUTPATtILMBD) 

COMMON /CBWIND/ WINDOW.EDGE,WNDORG 
COMMON /FOUSER/ MXNMFR,NMFRCP,FSAMSK(41),FSAIMG(41) 
COMMON /HORIMG/ DELTX,MNHPTS,NMHPTS,HORINT(50) 
COMMON /IMG3PR/ lINCOH,lPARCO,IFULCO.ICOHER,SlGMA,DFDlST 
COMMON /OPTIC / CURWL.Vl.VMAX.THORIN(50) 
COMMON /SPECTR/ MNLMBD,NMLMBD,RLAMBD(lO) .RELINT(10) 

C STORE THE MTF IN HORINT(ALL LAMBDAS) AND IN THORIN(CURRENT LAMBDA). 

5 DO 10 IHPT-1,NMHPTS 
VALMTF = FSAIMG(1) 
X = FLOAT(1HPT-l)*DELTX + WNDORG 
DO 20 IFRCP-LNMFRCP 
RN =m FLOAT(1FRCP-1) 
TEMP - COS(6.2832'Vl'RN'X) 
VALMTF = FSAIMG(1FRCP)'TEMP + VALMTF 

IF(ICOHER.EQ.IFULC0) VALMTF - VALMTF'VALMTF 
THORINUHPT) - VALMTF 
HORINT(1HPT) - HORINT(1HlT) + RELINT(1LMBD)'VALMTF 

20 CONTINUE 

10 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE PLTPAT1ILMBD) 

COMMON /CBWIND/ WINDOW,EDGE,WNDORG 
COMMON IIMGFLGI IMGFL(5) 
COMMON /IMG3PR/ IINCOH,lPARCO,IFULCO.ICOHER.SIGMA.DFDIST 
COMMON /HORlMG/ DELTX,MNHPTS,NMHPTS.HORINT( 50) 
COMMON /IO1 / ITERMl.IBULK.IPROUT,IRESVl .IlN.IPRINT,IPUNCH 
COMMON /OPTIC / CURWL,Vl,VMAX.THORIN(SO) 

COMMON IPLT(123,99),X(450).2(450) 
DIMENSION XPT(50) 
DIMENSION IALPHA(6) 
DATA I ALPHA /IHA,lHB. IHC. lHD.lHE.lHF/ 
DATA KSTAR,KLMINUS,KPOINT,KBLANK,K0,Kl.K3 

* /IH'.lH-.lH . lH .lHO,lHI,lH3/ 

C IPLT(2.2) IS (X,INTENSlTW = (0 .1 3 )  
C IPLT(2.93) IS (XJNTENSITY) = (0  .0 ) 

COMMON ISPECTRI MNLMBD.NMLMBD.RLAMBD(~O)~RELINT(~O) 

IFLG = 0 
IF(IL,MBD NE 1)GO TO 10 
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XLTH - DELTX*FLOAT(NMHPTS-1) 
DO 2 L-2.99 
DO 2 K-1,123 
IPLT(K,L) = KBLANK 

IO - INT( (EDGE/XLTH)*120. + 2.00001 ) 
DO 3 K-1.123 
IPLT(K.1) = KSTAR 
IPLT(K.94) - KSTAR 
IPLT(K.23) - KMINUS 

DO 4 L-2,93 
IPLT(1,L) = KSTAR 
IPLT(123.L) = KSTAR 
IPLT(I0.L) - KPOINT 

IPLT(I0.93) - KO 

IPLT(IO+ I,2) = K3 
IPLT(I0.23) = K1 

2 CONTINUE 

3 CONTINUE 

4 CONTINUE 

lPLT(I0-1.2) - K1 

10 DO 12 IHPT-1.NMHPTS 
RNX = FLOAT(IHPT-l)*DELTX 

NZ 0 95-INT( (THORIN(IHPT)/1.3)*91. + 2.0001 ) 

IPLOT - (ILMBD-1)'60 + IHPT 

NX - INT( (RNX/XLTH)'lZO. + 2.0001 ) 

C STORE THE VALUES TO BE PUNCHED ON CARDS. 

XUPLOT) = RNX + WNDORG 
ZUPLOT) - THORIN(1HPT) 
IF((NZ.GE.99.OR. (NZ.LE.0)) GO TO 11 
IPLT(NX,NZ) - IALPHA(1LMBD) 
GO TO 12 

11 IFLG = 1 
12 CONTINUE 

IF(NMLMBD.EQ.1) GO TO 15 
IF(ILMBD.NE.NMLMBD1RETURN 
DO 14 IHPT-1,NMHFTS 
NX - INT( (FLOAT(IHPT-l)'DELTX/XLTH)*120. + 2.C001 ) 
NZ = 95-INT( (HORINT(IHPT)/1.3)'91. 2.0001 1 
IF((NZ.GE.95).0R. (NZ.LE.O))GO TO 13 
IPLT(NX.NZ) - IALPHA(ILMBD+ 1) 
GO TO 14 

13 IFLG - 1 
14 CONTINUE 
15 WRITE(IPRINT,16) 
16 FORMAT(/////,45X,34H---INTENSITY PATTERN FROM IMAGE---) 

WRIE(IPRINT,18) (IALPHA(ILMBD).RLAMBD(ILMBD).RELINT(ILMBD), 

18 FORMAT(/,ZOX, 44HSYMBOL WAVELENGTH RELATIVE INTENSITY, 
ILMBD- 1,NMLMBD) 

* /,(22X,A1,7X,F6.4.8H MICRONS,7X,F6.4) 1 
IF(ICOHER.EQ.IFULC0) WRlTE(1PRINT. 19) 

IF(ICOHER.EQ.IPARC0) WRITE(IPRINT,ZO) SIGMA 

IF(ICOHER.EQ.IINCOH) WRITE(IPRINT,2 1) 

WRITE(IPRINT.22) DFDIST 

IF(IFLG.EQ.1) WRITE(IPRINT.23) 

WRlTE(IPRINT.25) XLTH,EDGE,IPLT 

'1 lHTHE EDGE IS.F7.4.39H MICRONS FROM THE L E R  WINDOW BOUNDARY., 
*/ 1 HXJ. (5X. 123A1) ) 
IF(NMLMBD.EQ.1)GO TO 30 
WRITE(IPRINT.27) IALPHA(NMLMBD+ 1 )  

19 FORMAT(/20X,2lHCOHERENT ILLUMINATION) 

20 FORMAT(/20X,27HPARTIAL COHERENCE: SIGMA =,F7.2) 

21 FORMAT(/20X,23HINCOHERENT ILLUMINATION) 

22 FORMAT(/ZOX,llHDEFOCUS BY ,FS.2.8H MICRONS) 

23 FORMAT(/20X,44HINTENSITY PATTERN IS OUTSIDE PLOT AT POINTS.) 

25 FORMAT(/.20X,lOHX WINDOW - .F7.4,14H MICRONS IN X..SX, 

27 FORMAT(4SX.A1,31H IS COMPOSITE INTENSITY PATTERN) 
30 WRITE(IPRINT.31) NMHPTS 
31 FORMAT(I.32X.49HINTENSITY VS X VALUES FOR THE COMPOSITE PATTERN-- 

* ,12.7H POINTS) 
DO 32 I=l,NMHPTS 
XPT(1) = DELTX'FLOATO-1) - EDGE 

32 CONTINUE 

C OUTPUT X AND I(X)--THE CODE IS VALID FOR ANY VALUE OF MNHPTS. AS 
C LONG AS MNHPTS > = NMHPTS. 

NTIMES = NMHPTS/lX + 1 
IF((MOD(NMHPTS,lS).EQ.O).AND.(NTIMES.NE 1))  NTlMES=NTIMES-I 
JBEGIN = 1 

I 

7 1  

. - - -. . . 

JEND - 18 
DO 36 J=l,NTIMES 



IF(NT1MES.NE.J) GO TO 35 
JBEGIN - (NTIMES-I)*lS + 1 
JEND = NMHPTS 

WRITE(IPRINT,34) (HORINT(JJ) , JJ-JBEGIN.JEND) 
35 WRITE(IPRINT.33) (XPTUJ) , JJ-JBEGIN,JEND) 

33 FORMAT(/3X,3HX :,18(F6.3,1X)) 
34 FORMAT(lX,5HI(X):,18(F6.3,1X)) 

IBEGIN = JBEGIN + 18 
JEND = JEND + 18 

36 CONTINUE 

40 lF(IMGFL(3).EQ,O)RETURN 
C PUNCH OUT CARDS FOR HP PLOTTER. 

XL - WNDORG 
XR - XLTH+WNDORG 
ZT = 1.3 
ZB - 0.0 
WRITE(IPUNCH,SO) XL,XR.ZB.ZT 

50 FORMAT(/.IX,4(F8.5,1X)) 
RNPT = FLOAT(NMHPTS) 
RMLMBD = FLOAT(NMLMBD) 
WRITE(IPUNCH,SS) RMLMBD 

DO 70 IL - 1.NMLMBD 
WRITE(IPUNCH.55) RNPT 
ISTART = (IL-1)*60 + 1 

WRITE(IPUNCH.60) ( X(I),Z(I), I-ISTARTJSTOP ) 

5 5  FORMAT(lX,F8.5) 

ISTOP = ISTART + NMHPTS - 1 

60 FORMAT(ll(IX,F6.3)) 
70 CONTINUE 

CALL IMGMSG(6) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE PLTOTF 

COMMON /IMGFLC/ IWCFL(5) 
COMMON IIMG2PRI RNA..MXNWTF,NMWTFC,RMTFWT(41) 
COMMON /IMG3PR/ IINCOH.IPARCO,IFULCO,ICOHER~SIGMA.DFDIST 
COMMON /IO1 / ITERMI,IBULK,IPROUT,IRESVl,IIN,IPRINT,IPUNCH 
COMMON /OPTIC / CURWL,Vl,VMAX,THORIN(50) 

COMMON IPLT(123,99),X(450),Z (450) 
DIMENSION V M W  
DIMENSION IALPHA(6) 
DATA IALPHA /lHA,lHB,lHC,lHD,lHE,lHF/ 
DATA KSTAR,KMINUS,KPOINT,KBLANK,KO,Kl,K3 
* / lH*,lH-,lH., lH , lHO,lHl,lH3/ 

COMMON /SPECTR/ MNLMBD,NMLMBD,RLAMBD(lO) ,RELINT(lO) 

C PLTOTF PLOTS THE OTF FOR ALL THE CASES. THE ROUTINE TAKES MORE TIME 
C THAN THE REGULAR CALCULATIONS BECAUSE MORE THAN THE PASSED FREQUENCIEd 
C ARE CALCULATED. 
C NOTE (X,Z) f ( O . , l . )  IS (NX=31.5,NZ=2.) I 

I 

C STORE THE CUTOFF FREQUENCIES FOR EACH WAVELENGTH IN VMULMBD). 
VMMAX = VMAX 
DO 1 ILMBDaLNMLMBD 
VMULMBD) = VMAX*(RLAMBD(NMLMBD)/RLAMBD(ILMBD)) 
IF(ILMBD.EQ.1)GO TO 1 
VMMAX = AMAXl(VM(ILMBD),VM(ILMBD-l)) 

1 CONTINUE 
no 2 ~ = 2 . 9 9  
DO 2 Ks2.123 
IPLT(K,L) = KBLANK 

DO 3 K=1,63 
IPLT(K,l) = KSTAR 
IPLT(K.51) = KSTAR 
IPLT(K.26) = KSTAR 

3 CONTINUE 
DO 4 L=1,51 
IPLT(1.L) = KSTAR 
IPLT(63.L) = KSTAR 

2 CONTINUE 

4 CONTINUE 

C CREATE THE MTF PLOT ONE POINT(ALL WAVELENGTHS) AT A TIME. 
DO 12 VX=2,62,2 
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TMPCOM = 0. 

DO 11 ILMBD=l,NMLMBD 
TEMP = 0. 
IF(FPOS.GE.VM(ILMBD))GO TO 10 

C CHECK FOR THE TYPE OF COHERENCE. 
IF(ICOHER.EQ.IFULC0) GO TO 5 
IF(ICOHER.EQ.IPARC0) GO TO 6 
IF(ICOHER.EQ.IINCOH) GO TC 7 

5 TEMP = 1. 
GO TO 10 

6 WRITE(IPRINT.1000) 

*AL COHERENCE CASE MAKES NO SENSE.) 
RETURN 

7 IF(DFDIST.NE.O.0) GO TO 8 
ARG = FPOS/VM(ILMBD) 
TEMP = .63662* (ACOS (ARC)- (ARG) *SQRT (1.- (ARC) **2) 1 
GO TO 10 

VR = S*FPOS*RLAMBD(ILMBD)/RNA 
DU = (l.-VR)/lO. 
U = VR + DU/2. 
DO 9 ITER=1,10 
TEMP = TEMP+1.2732*SQRT(1.-U*U)*COS(6.2832*VR*DELTA81U-VR))*DU 
U = U + D U  

FPOS = FLOAT(NX-Z)*VMMAX/QO. 

1000 FORMAT(//////,lSX,78HERROR: CALLING FOR AN MTF PLOT FOR THE PART1 

8 DELTA = Z.*RNA*RNA*DFDIST/RLAMBD(ILMBD) 

9 CONTINUE 
10 IF(TEMP.GT.0.) NZ =27-INT(TEMP*t4. + 1 3  

IF(TEMP.LE.0.) NZ ~25-INT(TEMP*24.-1.5) 
IPLT(NX,NZ) = IALPHAULMBD) 

IPLOT = (ILMBD-l)*60 + NX/2 
X(1PLOT) = FPOS 
ZUPLOT) = TEMP 

C STORE THE MTF TO BE PUNCHED ON CARDS. 

11 CONTINUE 
12 CONTINUE 

IPLT(2.26) = KO 
IPLT11,Z) = K1 
IPLT(1,62) = K1 

WRITE(IPRINT,lS) 

WRITE(IPRINT.18) (IALPHA(ILMBD),(RLAMBD(ILMBD),RELINT(ILIMBD), 
ILMBD = 1,NMLMBD) 

18 FORMAT(/,tOX, 44HSYMBOL WAVELENGTH RELATIVE INTENSITY, 
/,(22X,A1,7X,F6.4,8H MICRONS,7X,F6.4) ) 

IF(ICOHER.EQ.IFULC0) WRITE(IPRINTJ9) 

IF(ICOHER.EQ.IINCOH) WRITE(IPRINT,Zl) 

WRITE(IPRINT.22) DFDIST 

WRITE(IPRINT,25) VMiMAX,((IPLT(I,J) ,1=1,63),J=1.51) 

* /lHX,/,(lOX,63Al)) 

15 FORMAT(/////,2OX,32H--THEORETICAL MTF FROM MACE---) 

19 FORMAT(/ZOX,ZlHCOHERENT ILLUMINATION) 

21 FORiMAT(/ZOX,23HINCOHERENT ILLUMINATION) 

22 FORMAT(/2OX,llHDEFOCUS BY ,FS.Z,SH MICRONS) 

25 FORMAT(/29X,17HFREQ SPAN(VMAX1 =,F6.2.8H CYC/MIC, 

40 IF(IMCFL(3).EQ.O)GO TO 100 
C PUNCH OUT CARDS FOR THE HP PLOTTER. 

XL = -.os 
XR = VMMAX 
ZT = 1.05 
ZB = -1.05 
WRITE(IPUNCH,SO) SL.XR,ZB,ZT 

RNPT = 31. 
RMLMBD = FLOAT(NMLMBD) 

50 FORMAT(/,lX,4(F8.4,1X)) 

WRITE(IPUNCH.55) RMLiMBD 
55 FORMAT(lX,FB.S) 

DO 70 IL=l,NMLMBD 
WRITE (IPUNCH.55) RNPT 
ISTART = (IL-1)*60 + 1 
ISTOP = ISTART + 30 
WRITE(IPUNCH.60) ( (X(I),Z(I)).I=ISTART,lSTOP 1 

60 FORMAT(ll(lX,F6.3)) 
70 CONTINUE 

CALL IMGMSC(6) 

100 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE IMGMSG(NUMB) 

COMMON ICEWIND/ WINDOW,EDGE,WNDORG 
COMMON /FOUSER/ MXNMFR,NMFRCP,FSAMSK(41) ,FSAIMG (41) 
COMMON /IMG2PR/ RNA.MXNWTF.NMWTFC.RMTFWT(41) 
COMMON /IMG3PR/ IINCOH,IPARCO,IFULCO.ICOHER,SIGIMA,DFDIST 
COMMON /IMGFLG/ IMGFL(5) 
COMMON /IO1 / ITERMI,IBULK,IPROUT,IRESVl,IIN,IPRINT,IPUNCH 
COMMON /OBJMSK/ MLINE,MSPACE,MLNSPA.MASKTY ,RLW,RSW 
COMMON /OPTIC / CURWL,Vl.VMAX,THORIN(50) 
COMMON /SPECTR/ MNLMBD,NMLMBD,RLAMBD(lO),RELINT(lO) 

C IMGMSG IS THE MESSAGE SUBROUTINE FOR THE IMAGE MACHINE. 

GO TO (1,2.3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11&?,13,14,15,16),NUMB 

1 WRITE(IPRINT,lOl) ( (RLAMBD(I),RELINT(I),RNA), I==l,NMLMBD ) 
IF(MASKTY.EQ.MLNSPA) WRITE(IPRINT,lOZ) RLW,RSW 
IF (MASKTY .EQ.MLINE) WRITE (IPRINT,l03) RLW 
IF(MASKTY.EQ.MSPACE) WRITE(IPRINT.104)RSW 
IF(ICOHER.EQ.IFULC0) WRITE (IPRINT,105) DFDIST 
IF(ICOHER.EQ.IPARC0) WRITE (IPRINT,lOL) SIGMA,DFDIST 
IF(ICOHER.EQ.IINCOH) WRITE(IPRINT.107) DFDIST 
WRITE(IPRINT.108) WINDOW.EDGE 
RETURN 

2 WRITE (IPRINT,2000) 
WRITE(IPRINT,ZO) 
STOP 

3 WRITE(IPRINT.3000) 
WRITE (IPRINT,301 CURWLJMFRCP 
RETURN 

WRITE(IPRINT,40) RLW,RSW 
RETURN 

WRITE (IPRINTSO) RSW,RLW 
RETURN 

6 WRITE (IPRINT.1000) 
WRITE(IPRINT.60) 
RETURN 

7 WRITE (IPRINT.3000) 
WRITE(IPRINT.70) SIGMA 
RETURN 

8 RETURN 
9 WRITE (IPRINT,3000) 

4 WRITE (IPRINT.1000) 

5 WRITE(IPRINT,lOOO) 

WRITE(IPRINT,90) NMFRCP,CURWL 
RETURN 

10 WRITE(IPRINT,tOOO) 
WRITE(IPRINT,lOO) 
STOP 

ll-k?IMGFL(4).EQ.O) RETURN 
WRITE(IPRINT,lOOO) 
IF(ICOHER.EQ.IPARCO)GO TO 113 
WRITE(IPRINT,llO) NMFRCP,CURWL 
DO 111 I=l,NMFRCP 
J-1-1 
WRITE (IPRINT.112) FSAMSK(I),FSAIMG (1) , J , V l  

111 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

113 WRITE(IPRINT.114) NMFRCP,CURWL 
DO 115 I=I,NMFRCP 
J=I-1  
WRITE(IPRINT.116) FSAMSK(I),J,Vl 

115 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

12 WRITE (IPRINT.3000) 
WRITE (IPRINT,lZO) 
RETURN 

13 WRITE(IPRINT,3000) 
WRITE(IPRINT.130) 
RETURN 

WRITE(IPRINT,ZOOO) 
WRITE(IPRINT.140) 
STOP 

15 WRITE(IPRINT,1000) 
DEPFLD = S*CURWL/(RNA*RNA) 

14 IF(IMGFL(4).EQ.O) RETURN 

WRITE(IPRINT,I5O) DEPFLD,CURWL 
RETURN 

16 RETURN 



101 FORMAT(////,SX,lS(lH*) ,/5X,15H* RUN IMAGE *,/5X,15(1HD), 
* ///,32X,23HIMAGE PARAMETER VALUES:,//,ZOX, 
*56HWAVELENGTH RELATIVE INTENSITY NUMERICAL APERTURE,/, 
* (18X,F5.4,8H MICRONS,lOX,F6.4,17X,F5.4) ) 

* 102 FORMAT(/lX,36HPATTERN IS PERIODIC WITH LINEWIDTH =,F7.4, 
8H MICRONSJ7H AND SPACEWIDTH =,F7.4,8H MICRONS) 

103 FORMAT(/lX,36HPATTERN IS PERIODIC WITH LINEWIDTH =,F7.4, 

104 FORMAT(/lX,37HPATTERN IS PERIODIC WITH SPACEWIDTH =,F7.4, 
8H MICRONS) 

* 8HMICRONS) 
105 FORMAT(lX.4OHMASK IS COHERENTLY ILLUMINATED -------- 

*,19HTHE IMAGE PLANE IS ,F5.2,32H MICRONS FROM THE IN-FOCUS PLANE) 
106 FORMAT(/lX,49HMASK IS ILLUMINATED WITH PARTIALLY COHERENT LIGHT, 

*9H--SIGMA ==,F4.2,2X,4H----,2X, 
*19HTHE IMAGE PLANE IS ,FS.2,30H MICRONS FROM THE FOCAL PLANE., 
*/lX,47HSQUARE OBJECTIVE, INFINITE(0R LINE IN X) SOURCE) 

107 FORMAT(lX,42HMASK IS INCOHERENTLY ILLUMINATED -------- 
*,19HTHE IMAGE PLANE IS ,FS.2.33H MICRONS FROM THE IN-FOCUS PLANE. 
*,/lX,35HCIRCULAR OBJECTIVE, INFINITE SOURCE) 

*21HMASK EDGE IS LOCATED ,F7.4,29H MICRONS FROM THE LEFT WINDOW, 
* 9H BOUNDARY) 

'ESPACE.) 

108 FORMAT(1XJOHINTENSITY WINDOW IS ,F7.J,19H MICRONS WIDE ---- , 

20 FORMAT(15X,59HUNRECOGNIZABLE PATTERN---lMUST BE LINE, SPA4CE, OR LIN 

30 FORMAT(15X,97HMAXIMUM NUMBER OF FREQUENCY COMPONENTS IN GENERATING 
THE MASK HAS BEEN EXCEEDED FOR WAVELENGTH =t ,FS.4,11H MICRONS---, 

*/2OX,13,24H FREQUENCIES ARE NEEDED.) 

* 

40 FORMAT(lSX.17HMASK PATTERN IS A,F8.4,6H LINE., 

50 FORMAT(lSX.17HMASK PATTERN IS A,F8.4,7H SPACE., 

60 FORMAT(tSX.38HCARDS WERE PUNCHED FOR THE H P  PLOTTER.) 
70 FORMAT(3X,8HSIGMA = ,F4.2, 113H. INDICATING SOME COHERENCE. THE 

/lSX,LSHTHE NEXT NEAREST LINE IS ,F9.4,14H MICRONS AWAY.) 

/lSX,t6HTHE NEXT NEAREST SPACE IS ,F9.4,14H MICRONS AWAY.) 

DEFOCUS ROUTINE HAS BEEN CALLED AND ASSUMES COMPLETE INCOHERENCE 
*OF THE SOURCE.) 

*54H THE EFFECT OF THE ADDITIONAL COMPONENT, ADD S PERCENT, 
*/,10X,41H TO THE NUMERICAL APERTURE AND RUN AGAIN., 
*,/,1X,41HTHE PRESENT NO. OF SPATIAL FREQ. USED IS ,IZ, 
*23H: CURRENT WAVELENGTH IS ,F6.4,8H MICRONS) 

*R CONTACT.) 
110 FORMAT(lOX, 

*AT WAVELENGTH ,FS.4, 8H MICRONS) 
112 FORMAT(5XJOHFREQ. WT. OF MASK = ,F6.4, 

* 26H FREQ. WT. OF IMAGE ,F6.4,13H : FREQ. = ,I2, 
1HD.FS.4,8H CYC/MIC) 

*STRUCTING THE IMAGE AT WAVELENGTH ,F5.4,8H MICRONS) 

lH*,FS.4,8H CYC/MIC) 

90 FORMAT(lX.52HTHE LENS IS CLOSE TO PASSING ONE MORE FREQ.---TO SEE, 

100 FORMAT(lSX,62HUNRECOGNIZABLE IMAGING SYSTEM---MUST BE PROJECTION 0 

I2,56H FREQUENCY COMPONENTS CONSTITUTE THE MASK 

114 FORMAT(SX.12, 83H FREQUENCY COMPONENTS OF THE MASK ARE USED IN CON 

116 FORMAT(ZOX,lZHFREQ. WT. = ,F6.4, 13H : FREQ. = ,It ,  

120 FORMAT(tOX.47HTHE EDGE IS IN THE FIRST QUARTER OF THE WINDOW.) 
130 FORMAT(tOX.46HTHE EDGE IS IN THE LAST QUARTER OF THE WINDOW.) 
140 FORMAT(SX,46HTHE ACCEPTANCE VALUE OF SIGMA FOR THE PARTIAL, 

94HCOHERENCE ROUTINES HAS BEEN ARTIFICIALLY LIMITED TO 3.,/SX. 
*31HPLEASE RUN THE INCOHERENT CASE.) 

'24H MICRONS FOR WAVELENGTH ,F5.4) 
150 FORMAT(lOX.32HTHE INCOHERENT DEPTH OF FIELD IS.F6.2, 

1000 FORMAT(///,2OX, 43H---------- SYSTEM MESSAGE(1MAGE) ----------,/I 
2000 FORMAT(///,ZOX,JOH---------- FATAL ERRORUMAGE) ----------./) 
3000 FORMAT(///,ZOX,36H-------- WARNINGOMAGE) ----------./I 

END 

SUBROUTINE EXPOSE 

COMMON /EXPINT/ PWRBGN(lO),PWREND(tO) ,KFLAG 
COMMON /EXPFLG/ IEXPFL(5) 
COMMON /EXPTBL/ EXPOS(Zl), RMZDOS(51.21) 
COMMON /IO1 / ITERMI,IBULK,IPROUT,IRESVl,IIN,IPRINT,IPUNCH 
COMMON /RUCOMP/ IRUMZD 
COMMON /SIMPAR/ NPRLYR, NPRPTS, NENDIV, DELTM, DELTZ 

C EXPOSE COMBINES FORMER MACHINES 2 AND 3 AND PERFORMS BLEACHING 
C AND EXPOSURE. 
C IRUMZD IS INITIALIZED TO 0 IN THE CONTROLLER AND DECIDES 
C IF SUBROUTINE CLCMZD (FORMERLY RUNM2) IS CALLED. 
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C IRUMZD IS SET=1 UPON LEAYING THE EXPOSE ,MACHINE. 
C THE CONTROLLER RESETS IRUMZD TO 0 IF RELEVANT INPUT DATA IS CHANGED. 
C KFLAG IS USED TO RECALCULATE RMZDOS(,) I F  REQUESTED EXPOSURES ARE 
C OUTSIDE OF THE TABLE. 

IF(IRUMZD.EQ.0) GO TO 1 
CALL EXPMSG(1) 
CALL EXPMSG(2) 
GO TO 3 

1 NFLG = 0 
NENDIV = 15 
DELTM = .7/FLOAT(NENDIV-l) 
CALL CLCMZD 
CALL EXPMSG(1) 
CALL EXPMSG(2) 

3 KFLAG = 0 
CALL CLCMXZ 

IF(HFLAG.EQ.0) GO TO 10 
CALL EXPMSG(7) 

C RETURN TO THE CONTROLLER I F  THE Z-DOSE TABLE WAS SUFFICIENTLY LARGE. 

C WHEN DOSES ARE OUTSIDE OF THE EXPOSURE(Z-DOSE) TABLE, 
C THE MAXIMUM OF THE TABLE IS EXTENDED AND SUBROUTINE 
C CLCMZD IS RECALLED TO CALCULATE A NEW TABLE. 

ROLD DELTM'FLOAT (N ENDIV-1) 
RNEW =ROLD +0.175 
IF(RNEW.LE..BS) GO TO 4 

IF(NFLG.EQ.1) CALL EXPMSG(10) 
RNEW = .98 
NFLG = 1 

C IF THE TABLE HAS BEEN EXPANDED AS FAR AS IT CAN BE, CALL FATAL ERROR. 

C THE NUMBER OF ENERGY DIVISIONS IS INCREASED SO THAT ACCURACY 
C WILL NOT BE SACRIFICED BY A DELTM THAT IS TOO LARGE. 

4 NENDIV=NENDIV+3 
IF(NENDIV.GT.21)NENDIV =21 
DELTM = RNEW/FLOAT (NENDIV-1) 

CALL CLCWZD 
CALL EXPMSG(2) 
C O T 0  3 

C RETURN TO CLCMZD TO GENERATE AN EXPANDED TABLE. 

10 CALL EXPMSG(4) 
CALL EXPMSG(3) 
CALL EXPMSG(5) 
CALL EXPMSG (6) 
CALL EXPMSG(8) 
WRITE(IPRINT.22222) 

22222 FORMAT(lH1) 
IRUMZD = 1 
RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE CLCMZD 

COMMON /EXPTBL/ EXPOS (21) ,RMZDOS(51,21) 
COMMON /EXPINT/ PWRBGN(lO),PWREND(lO),KFLAG 
COMMON /OPTCHP/ RINDEX(lO.6,Z) 
COMMON /RESPAR/ WLABC(10,4) 
COMMON /SIiMPAR/ NPRLYR,NPRPTS,NENDIV,DELTM.DELTZ 
COMMON /SPECTR/ MNLMBD,NML,MBD,RLAMBD(lO) ,RELINT(10) 
COMMON /THKNES/ MNLYRS,NMLYRS,THICK(6) 
DIMENSION SLBNDX(10.56) ,THICf55) ,PJDJMl(54) ,EXINCltl)  
DIMENSION CUENAB(51,Zl) 
COMPLEX SLBNDX,TEMPCl,TEMPCZ,TEWPC3,TE~PC~,RJMl,TJMl,FJ,PHIJl, 

PHIJZ,WLOZ,RJ,TJ 

C CLCMZD IS THE BLEACHING SUBROUTINE. 
DELTZ = THlCK(l)/FLOAT(NPRLYR) 

DO 5 ILMBD=l.NMLMBD 
RINDEX(ILMBD.1.2) = -( WLABC(ILMBD,Z) +WLABC(ILiMBD.3) ) * 

I) WLABC(ILiMBD,1)/12.5664 
DO 1 IZPOS=Z.NPRrTS 
THIC(IZP0S) = DELTZ 
SLBNDXULMBDJZPOS) = CMPLX(RINDEX(ILMBD,l,l),RI~DEX(ILMBD.l.2)) 

C INITIALIZE SLBNDX, THIC, AND RINDEX FROM THE INFORMATION GIVEN. 



1 CONTINUE 
NM = NMLYRS-1 
DO 2 ILYR=Z,NM 
THIC(NPRLY R+ILY R) = THICK(1LYR) 

SLBNDX(ILMBD,l) = ( L O . )  
DO 3 ILYR = 2,NMLYRS 
J = NPRLYR + ILYR 

2 CONTINUE 

SLBNDX(ILMBD,J) =CMPLX(RINDEX(IL~~BD,ILYR,l),RINDEX(ILMBD,ILYR,2)) 
3 CONTINUE 

5 CONTINUE 
C J IS THE SUBSTRATE LAYER AT THIS POINT. 

C INITIALIZE CUENAB ARRAY AND PARTS OF RMZDOS. 
9 DO 18 IENDIV=l,NENDIV 

DO 17 IZPOS=Z,NPRPTS 
CUENAB(IZP0SJENDIV) = 0. 

17 CONTINUE 
18 CONTINUE 

DO 19 IZPOS=Z,NPRPTS 
RMZDOS(IZPOS,l) = 1. 

19 CONTINUE 

JSAVE = J 
C CALCULATE THE VERTICAL IM VALUES AS A FTN. OF EXPOSURE ENERGY. 

C FIRST LINEARIZATION OF M SECTION. 
TEMPEX = 0. 
DO 12 ILMBD=l,NMLMBD 
TEMPEX = TEMPEX - (RELINT(ILMBD)*WLABC(ILMBD,4))* 

EXP(-(WLABC(ILMBD,Z) + WLABC(ILMBD,3))*THICK(l)) 
RM = 1. 
EXPOS(1) = 0. 
EXINC(1) = 0. 

DO 90 IENDIV=2,NENDIV 

12 CONTINUE 

C RUN MULTIPLE WAVELENGTH EXPOSURE FOR THE PRESENT CUENAB INCREMENT. 
DO 45 ILMBD=l,NMLMBD 
WLOP = WLABC(ILMBD,1)/6.2832 
WLOZ = CMPLX(O.,-2./WLOP) 
J = JSAVE 

T J  = (CMPLX(2.*SQRT(REAL (SLBNDX (ILMBDJ) )) , O J )  / 

J = J - 1  

J M 1  = J-1 

DO 30 KOUNT=l,JMI 
TEMPCJ = SLBNDX(ILMBD,J)*CMPLX(THIC(J),O.) 
P H I J l  = CEXP ((WLOU (Z.,O.)) *TEMPC4) 
PHIJZ = CEXP(WLO2.TEMPC4) 
FJ = ((l.,O.)-SLBNDX(ILMBD,J))/((I.,O.) +SLBNDX(ILMBD,J)) 
TEMPCl = FJ - RJ 
TEMPCZ = ( l . , O . )  - FJ*RJ 
TEMPC3 = F.J*PHIJ2*TEMPCI-TEMPCt 

T J M l  = (FJ*FJ-(l..O.))*TJ*PHIJl/TEMPC3 
T J M l S  = (REAL(TJM1))**2 + (AIMAG(T.JMl))**Z 
R J M l S  = (REAL(RJM1))**2 + (AIMAG(RJM1))**2 
T J S  = (REAL(TJ))**2 + (AIMAG(TJ))**2 
RJS = (REAL(RJ))**t + (AIMAG(RJ))**Z 
P J D J M l ( J )  = (TJMlS/TJS)*(l.-RJS)/(l.-RJMlS) 

R J  ((l.,O.)-SLBNDX(lLMBD,J))/((l.,O.) +SLBNDX(ILMBD.J)) 

* ((l.,O.) + SLBNDXULMBDJ)) 

C NOW J IS THE FIRST LAYER ON TOP OF THE SUBSTRATE. 

R J M l  = (PHIJZ*TEMPCI-FJ*TEMPCZ)/TEMPC3 

C ENDS HERE AT J=t---PJDJMl(l)  REMAINS UNINITIALIZED. 
J = J-1 
R J  = R J M l  
T J  = T J M l  

30 CONTINUE 
C PWRATl = (POWER PRESENT AT J=1 INTERFACE)/(INCIDENT POWER) 
C FOR THE WAVELENGTH INFO STORED IN WLABC(1,I.J.K). 
C SAVE INITIAL POWER REFLECTION FOR PRINTOUT. 

IF(IENDIV.EQ.2) PWRBGN(1LMBD) = R J M l S  
IF(1ENDIV.EQ.NENDIV) PWREND(1LMBD) = R J M l S  
IF(ILMBD.NE.1)GO TO 27 

C SECOND LINEARIZATION OF kl SECTION. 
PWRATl = 1. - RJWlS 
EXINC(IEND1V) = (ALOG(RM-DELTW))/TEMPEX - EXPOS(IEUD1V-1) /PWRATl 
EXPOS(IEND1V) = EXINC(1ENDIF) + EYPOS(IEhD1V-1) 
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RM = RM - DELTM 

TEMPR = 1.-RJMIS 

DO 40 J=Z,NPRPTS 
AJ = (l.-PJDJMl(J))*TEMPR 
TEMPR = TEMPR * P J D J M l ( J )  
IF(ILMBD.NE.1)GO TO 29 

27 TEMPRl = RELINT(ILMBD)*EXINC(IENDIV) 

C CALCULATE CUMULATIVE ENERGY ABSORBED FOR THE PR LAYERS. 

28 CUENAB(J,IENDIV) = CUENAB(J,IENDIV-1) + AJ*WLABC(ILMBD,4)*TEMPRl 
* /(DELTZ*(RMZDOS(J,IENDIV-l)*WLABC(ILIMBD,Z)+WLABC(ILMBD,3))) 
GO TO 40 

29 CUENAB(J,IENDIV) = CUENAB(J,IENDIV) + AJ*WLABC(ILMBD,J)*TEMPRl 
* /(DELTZ*(RMZDOS(J,IENDIV-l)*WLABC(ILMBD,Z)+WLABC(ILMBD,3))) 

C NOTE THAT CUENAB(1,IENDIV) REMAINS UNINITIALIZED. 

40 CONTINUE 

45 CONTINUE 

C CALCULATE M AND UPDATE THE INDICES OF EACH PR LAYER. 
DO 50 IZPOS=Z,NPRPTS 
RMZDOS(IZPOSJEND1V) = EXP(-CUENAB(IZPOS,IENDIV)) 

DO 55 ILMBD==l,NMLMBD 
T P  = - (WLABC(ILMBD,Z)*RMZDOS(IZPOS,IENDIV) + WLABC(ILMBD.3)) 
* *WLABC(ILMBD,1)/12.5664 
SLBNDX(ILMBD,IZPOS) = CMPLX(REAL(SLBNDX(ILMBD,IZPOS)),TP) 

55 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 

90 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE CLCMXZ 

COMMON /DOSPAR/ DOS 
COMMON /EXPINT/ PWRBGN(lO),PWREND (10) ,KFLAG 
COMMON /EXPFLG/ IEXPFL(5) 
COMMON /EXPTBL/ EXPOS(21),RMZDOS(51.21) 
COMMON /HORIMG/ DELTX.MNHPTS,NMHPTS,HORINT(SO) 
COMMON /MVSPOS/ RMXZ (52,52) 
COMMON /PREBAK/ DCRADM 
COMMON /SIMPAR/ NPRLYR,NPRPTS,NENDIV,DELTM,DELTZ 
DIMENSION HOREN(50) 

C CLCMXZ SETS M AS A FUNCTION OF X AND Z---INCLUDING A BOUNDARY LAYER. 
C THE RESIST POINT (X,Z) = (0.,0.) IS THE MIDDLE OF THE UPPER BOUNDARY OF 
C CELL RMXZ(Z.2). THE RESIST POINT (XMAXJMAX) IS THE MIDDLE OF THE 
C LOWER BOUNDARY OF CELL RMXZ (NMHPTS+l,NPRPTS). 

C NOTE: HOREN CONSISTS OF THE SUM OF THE EFFECTIVE INTENSITIES OF 
C ALL THE WAVELENGTHS. = SUM-OVER-I( RELINT(I)*WLENERCY 1 

IFLG = 0 
DO 5 IHPT-lJMHPTS 
HOREN (IHPT) = HORINT(IHPT)*DOS 

5 CONTINUE 

DO 40 IHPT=l.NMHPTS 
IENDIV = 2 

IENDIV = IENDIV + 1 
IF(IENDIV.GT.NENDIV)GOTO 100 
GO TO 10 

(EXPOS(1ENDIV) - EXPOS(IEND1V-1)) 
DO 30 IZPOS=Z.NPRPTS 
RMXZ(IHPT+l,IZPOS) = RMZDOS(IZPOSJEND1V-1) + * FRAC*~RMZDOS~IZPOS,IENDIV~-RMZDOS(IZPOS~IZPOS,IENDIV-l~~ 
IF (RMXZ (IHPT + 1,IZ POS) .LT..J) IFLG = 1 

10 IF(EXPOS(IENDIV).GT.HOREN(IHPT))GO TO 20 

20 FRAC 0 (HOREN(1HPT) - EXPOS(IEND1V-1)) / 

30 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 



C FILL IN THE BOUNDARIES OF RMXZ 
N H P l  = NMHPTS + 1 
NHP2 = NMHPTS + 2 
N P P l  = NPRPTS + 1 

C EXTRAPOLATE THE TOP AND BOTTOM ROWS. 
C M VALUES LESS THAN .4 ARE TESTED FOR IN FUNCTION RATE. 

DO 60 IX=Z,NHPl 
RMXZ (IX.1) = RMXZ (IX.2) + RMXZ (IX,Z)-RMXZ (IX.3) 
IF(RMX2 (IX,l).GT.l.) RMXZ (IX.1) =l. 

IF(RMXZ(IX,NPPl).GT.l.) RMXZ (IX.NPP1) -1. 
RMXZ(IX,NPPl) = RMXZ(IX,NPRPTS) + RMXZ(IX,NPRPTS)-RMXZ(IX,NPRLYR) 

60 CONTINUE 
C EXTRAPOLATE THE SIDE COLUMNS. 

DO 70 IZ=I.NPPl 
RMXZ (1.12) RMXZ (2,IZ) + RMXZ (t,IZ)-RMXZ (3,IZ) 
IF(RMXZ(I,IZ).GT.l.) RMXZ (l ,IZ) -1. 
RMXZ (NHP2,IZ) = RMXZ(NHP1,IZ) + RMXZ(NHPl,IZ)-RMXZ (NMHPTSJZ) 
IF(RMX2 (NHP2,IZ) .GT.l.) RMXZ (NHP2.12) = 1. 

70 CONTINUE 

C I F  M IS DEGRADED BY POSTBAKE, MODIFY RMXZ. 
DGRADM = ABS(DGRADM1 
IF(DGRADM.LT..OOl)GO TO 90 
DO 85 IX=l ,NHP2 
DO 80 I Z = l , N P P I  
TEMP = RMXZ(IX.12) - DGRADM 
IF(TEMP.LT.O.)GO TO 80 
RMXZ(IX,IZ) = TEMP 

80 CONTINUE 
85 CONTINUE 

90 IF(IFLG.EQ.1) CALL EXPMSG(8) 
RETURN 

100 KFLAG=l 
RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE EXPMSG(NUMB1 

COMMON /DOSPAR/ DOS 
COMMON /EXPFLG/ IEXPFLW 
COMMON /EXPINT/ PWRBGN(lO),PWREND(lO),KFLAG 
COMMON /EXPTBL/ EXPOS(Zl).RMZDOS(Sl,tl) 
COMMON /HORIMG/ DELTX,MNHPTS,NMHPTS,HORINT(50) 
COMMON /IO1 / ITERMI,IBULK,IPROUT,IRESVl,IIN,IPRINT,IPUNCH 
COMMON /MVSPOS/ RMXZ (52.52) 
COMMON /OPTCHP/ RINDEX(10,6,2) 
COMMON /PREBAK/ DGRADM 
COMMON /RESPAR/ WLABC (10,4) 
COMMON /SIMPAR/ NPRLYR,NPRPTS,NENDIV.DELTM,DELTZ 
COMMON /SPECTR/ MNLMBD.NMLMBD.RLAMBD(l0) ,RELINT(10) 
COMMON /THKNES/ MNLYRS,NMLYRS,THICK ( 6 )  

C EXPMSG IS THE ERROR SUBROUTINE FOR SUBROUTINE EXPOSE. 

GO TO 11,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,1O),NUMB 

1 WRITE(IPRINT.101) ((WLABC(I,J), J=1,4),  I=l,NMLMBD) 
WRITE (IPRINTJ02) 
N = NMLYRS - 1 
DO 104 J=I ,N  
WRITE(IPRINT.103) ( WLABC(I,I),J,THICK(J),RINDEX(I,J,I), 

8 RINDEX(I,J,Z), I=l.NMLMBD ) 

8 RINDEX(I,NMLYRS.tl, I =l,NMLMBD ) 

104 CONTINUE 
WRITE(IPRINTJ0S) ( WLABC(I,l),RINDEX(I,NMLYRS,I), 

WRITE (IPRINT.106) DOS 
IFtOGRADM.NE.0.) WRITE(IPRINT.107) DGRADM 
RETURN 

WRITE(IPRINT.lU00) 
WRITE(IPRINT.2U) (EXPOS(IZ), IZ=1,21) 
DO 202 IZPOS=?.NPRPTS 
WRITE(IPRINT.201) IZPOS,(RMZDOS(IZPOS.J),J=I,XEXDIV) 

202 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

2 IF(IEXPFL(l).EQ.O) RETURN 
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3 WRITE(IPRINT.1000) 
DO 301 ILMBD=l,NMLMBD 
TEMP = .S*WLABC(ILMBD,l)/RINDEX(ILMBD,l,l) 
WRITE(IPRINT,30) WLABC(ILMBD,l),TEMP 

301 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

DO 402 ILMBD=l,NMLMBD 
WRITE(IPRINT.40) RLAMED(ILMBD),PWRBGN(ILMBD) 
WRITE(IPRINT,JOl) EXPOS(NEND1V) ,PWREND(ILMBD) 

402 CONTINUE 
RETIJRN 

4 WRITE(IPRINT,1000) 

___ - - _ _ _  . 
S WRITE(IPRINT,lOOO) 

WRITE(IPRINT,SO) DELTX,DELTZ 
RETURN 

WRITE(IPRINT,1000) 
WRITE(IPRINT.60) 
N = NPRPTS + 1 
DO 606 IZPOS=l,N 
WRITE(IPRINT,601) IZPOS,(RMXZ(J.IZPOS),J=1.42.2) 

606 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

WRITE(IPRINT,70) EXPOS (NENDIV) 
RETURN 

8 WRITE(IPRINT,1000) 
WRITE(IPRINT.80) 
RETURN 

9 RETURN 
10 WRITE(IPRINT,ZOOO) 

WRITE (IPRINT.100) 
STOP 

6 IF(IEXPFL(D.EQ.0) RETURN 

7 WRITE(IPRINT,1000) 

101 FORMAT(////,SX,16(lH*),/5X,l6H* RUN EXPOSE *,/5X,16(1H*), 
///,32X, l9HRESIST PARAMETERS :,//, 

*( 8X,13HWAVELENGTH: ,FS.4,8H MICRONS,SX,4HA = ,F6.4,SH l/CM,8X, 
*4HB = ,F6.4.SH l/CM,SX,4HC = ,F6.4,9H CM**Z/MJ) ) 

102 FORMAT(/,34X,17HCHIP PARAMETERS :,A 
103 FORMAT(SXJ3HWAVELENGTH: ,FS.4,8H MICRONS,SX,lOHLAYER NO. ,I1,8X, 

*lZHTHICKNESS 5 ,F6.4,8H MICRONS,8X,14HINDEX(A+IB) = ,FS.Z,tX,F6.3) 
105 FORMAT(SXJ3HWAVELENGTH: ,F5.4,8H MICRONS,26X,9HSUBSTRATE,26X, 

106 FORMAT(/,3OX,ZlHEXPOSURE PARAMETERS :,//,SX, 6HDOSE =,FS.l, 
* 9H MJ/CM**2) 

107 FORMAT(/lOX,16HM IS DEGRADED BY,F6.3,16H DUE TO PREBAKE.) 
20 FORMATGSX, 71HMATRIX OF M VS. ZWERTICAL) AND THE ENERGY DOSE I 

201 FORMAT(lX,SHZPOS=,I2,SX,21(FS.3)) 

* 14HINDEX(A+IB) = ,FS.2,2X,F6.3) 

*NCREMENTS(HORIZONTAL).,//,lX,SHDOSE:,7X,21 (FS.1) ,/) 

30 FORMAT(lOX,38HPERIOD OF STANDING WAVE FOR WAVELENGTH.FQ.4, 

40 FORMAT(lOX.38HINITIAL REFLECTED POWER AT WAVELENGTH ,F5.4, 
* 

12H MICRONS IS .F4.3) 

12H MICRONS IS ,F5.4,9H MICRONS.) 

401 FORMAT(lSX.42HREFLECTED POWER FOR END OF EXPOSURE TABLE(, 

SO FORMAT(lOX,25HSPACING BETWEEN X CELLS =,F7.4,8H MICRONS, 
* F6.1,15H MJ/CM**2 ) IS ,F4.3) 

SH --- ,25HSPACING BETWEEN Z CELLS ==,F7.4,8H MICRONS) 

*LAYER AND EVERY OTHER GRID POINT(UP TO 401.J) 
60 FORMAT(lOX.95HMATRIX OF M AS A FUNCTION OF (X,Z) FOR THE BOUNDARY 

601 FORMAT(lX,SHZPOS== ,IZ,SX,Zl (FS.3)) 
70 FORMAT(//,lOX,46HTHE EXPOSURE IS OUTSIDE OF THE EXPOSURE TABLE., * 

* 
/,10X,36HTHE CURRENT MAXIMUM IN THE TABLE IS ,F5.1, 

t 10H MJ/CM**Z../, 
1OX.SOHRECALCULATE THE EXPOSURE TABLE WITH A NEW ,MAXIMUM.) 

80 FORMAT(lOX,44HM IS SMALLER THAN .4 AT POINTS IN THE RESIST) 

100 FORiMAT(//,8X,47HTHE EXPOSURE DOSE CANNOT BE ACCOMODATED IN THE 
48HEXPOSC'RE TABLE---EVEN WITH TABLE RECALCULATIONS.) 

1000 FORMAT(///,ZOX,44H---------- SYSTEM MESSAGE(EXP0SE) ---------4 
2000 FORMAT(///,ZOX,41H---------- FATAL ERROR(EXP0SE) ---------- J )  
3000 FORMAT(///,ZOX,37H--------- WARNING(EXP0SE) ---------4) 

END 

SUBROUTINE DVELOP 

COMMON /DEVFLC/ IDEVFLW 



COMMON /DEVPAR/ El,Et,E3 
COMMON /DEVTIM/ MXNDEV,DEVSRT,DEVEND,DEVINC 
COMMON /DVELPl/ XZ (450),XMAX.ZMAX,NPTS,CXZL,CXZR,NADCHK,NCKOUT 
COMMON /DVELP2/ TADV,TCHK,TTOT,IFLAG,SMAXX.SiMINX,SMAXZ 
COMMON /DVELP3/ NZFLG,TTOTSV 
COMMON /DVELP4/ BREAK,.MAXPTS,NADSAV,NCKSVl,!iCKSVZ,NOUT 
COMMON /HORIMG/ DELTX,.MNHPTS,NMHPTS,HORINT(SO) 
COMMON /IO1 / ITERMI,IBULK,IPROUT,IRESVl,IIN,IPRINT,IPUNCH 
COMMON /MVSPOS/ RMXZ (52.52) 
COMMON /SIMPAR/ NPRLY R,NPRPTS,NENDIV,DELTM,DELTZ 
COMPLEX XZ,CXZL,CXZR,CTZ 

C DVELOP IS THE SUB-CONTROLLER FOR THE PR DEVELOP ROUTINES. 
C IDEVFL(3) =1 FOR PUBLICATION RUNS, WHICH ARE MORE COSTLY. 

C THE WINDOW HAS NO EFFECT ON THE CODE FOR THE DEVELOP ROUTINES. 
C I F  ALL OF THE SLOPING PORTION OF THE INTENSITY PATTERN IS NOT 
C INSIDE O F  THE WINDOW, THE LINE EDGE PROFILE WILL BE IN ERROR. 

CALL DEVMSG(1) 
CALL DEVMSG(l1) 
IF(IDEVFL(9.EQ.l) GO TO 2 
XMAX = DELTX*FLOAT(NMHPTS-1) 
ZMAX = DELTZ*FLOAT(NPRLYR) 

C NOTE THERE IS NO POSITIONAL CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE HORIZONTAL 
C IMAGE POINTS AND THE POINTS ON THE DEVELOPING STRING. 

C BREAKTHRU ESTIMATION SECTION 
JMIN = 2 
RMMIN = RMXZ(2,t) 
NMHPl = NMHPTS +1 
DO 10 J=3,NMHPl 
IF(RMMIN.LE.RMXZ(J,t)) GO TO 10 
JMIN = J 
RMMIN = RMXZ(J,2) 

10 CONTINUE 

DELTTM = 4. 
FACTOR = .6 
TBREAK = 1.E18 
KOUNT = 0 
NCNVRG = 0 

KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 
IF(KOUNT.GT.20) CALL DEVMSG(4) 
IF( (KOUNT.NE.3).0R.(TBREAK.GE.l5.) ) GO TO 13 
FACTOR = .4 
NCNVRC = 0 

TBREAK = 0. 
DELTTM = FACTOR*DELTTM 
z = 0. 

Z = Z + DELTTM*RATE(CTZ) 
TBREAK = TBREAK + DELTTM 
IF(Z.LT.ZMAX) G O  TO 12 
IF( ABS(TBSAVE-TBREAK).GE.(.OS’TBSAVE) ) NCNVRG = 0 
IF(NCNVRG.EQ.4) GO TO 14 
IF(NCNVRG.EQ.1) BREAK = TBREAK 
GO TO 11 

XJMIN = DELTX*FLOAT(JMIN-Z) 

11 TBSAVE = TBREAK 

13 NCNVRG = NCNVRG + 1 

12 CTZ = CMPLX(XJM1N.Z) 

14 DELTTM = DELTTM/ (FACTOR*FACTOR*FACTOR) 
NADVAN = INT(DEVSRT/DELTTM + .5) 
NADCHK = 3 
NCKOUT = YADVAN/NADCHK + 1 
NCKSV1 = NCKOUT 
NADSAV = NADCHK 

NPTS = NMHPTS 
IF(NMHPTS.LT.30) NPTS=INT(l.S*FLOAT(NMHPTS)) 
IF(NMHPTS.LT.20) NPTS=Z*NMHPTS 
IF(NMHPTS.LT.14) NPTS=J*NMHPTS 
IF(IDEVFL(3).EQ.l) NPTS=INT(l.J*FLOAT(NPTS)) 
NPTTMP = NPTS 
MAXPTS = INT( 1.6*SQRT(ZMAX8ZMAX+ XMAX*XMAX)*FLOAT(NPTTMP) ) 
CXZL = (O.,l.) 
CXZR = ( O . , l . )  
XZ(1) = (O..O.) 
XZ(NPTS) = CMPLX(XMAX,O.) 

C NORMALIZE THE STARTING STRING ENDPOINT DIRECTIONS. 
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CXZL=CXZL/CMPLX(CABS(CXZL),O.) 
CXZR=CXZR/CMPLX(CABS(CXZR) ,O.) 

C SET MIN AND MAX STRING SEGMENT LENGTHS FOR X; SET MAX STRING 
C LENGTH FOR Z. 

CALL LINEAR 

SMINX = .70*SDISTX 
SMAXX = l.X*SDISTX 

SDISTX 0 ABS( REAL(XZ(2)) - REAL(XZ(1)) ) 

-. _~_._~~ ~ ~ .~~~~ ~ 

SMAXZ = l.X*DELTZ 
IF(IDEVFL(3).NE.l) GO TO 1 
SMAXX = l.S*SDISTX 
SMAXZ = l.S*DELTZ 

1 TTOT=O. 

C INTIALIZE THE PLTOUT ROUTINE. 
NFLG =I 0 
NZFLG = 0 
TTOTSV = 0. 

IF(NOUT.GT.MXNDEV) CALL DEVMSG ( 5 )  
IF(NOUT.LT.1) CALL DEVMSG(6) 
IF(NCKOUT.LT.1) CALL DEVMSG(10) 

2 NOUT = INT( (DEVEND-DEVSRT)/DEVINC 1 + 1 

C TIME BETWEEN CHECKS = TCHK AND TIME BETWEEN ADVhNCES = TADV 
TCHK =I DEVSRT/FLOAT(NCKOUT) 
TADV = TCHK/FLOAT(NADCHK) 
CALL DEVMSG(2) 
CALL PLTOUT(26) 
DO 5 IOUT=l,SOUT 
IF( (NZFLG.EQ.l).OR.(IOUT.EQ.l) 1 GO TO 30 
NADVAN = INT(DEVINC/DELTTM + .S) 
NCKOUT = NADVAN/NADCHK + 1 
NCKSVZ = NCKOUT 
TCHK = DEVINC/FLOAT(NCKOUT) 
TADV = TCHK/FLOAT(NADCHK) 

30 DO 3 ICKOUT4,NCKOUT 
CALL CYCLE 
IF(IFLAG.EQ.1) CALL CHKR 
IF(IFLAG.EQ.1) CALL BNDARY 

C CALL DELOOP WHEN NPTS GETS LARGE AND AFTER EVERY OUTPUT. 
C DELOOP(2) REMOVES ALL LOOPS, TAKES MORE TIME, AND IS RESERVED 
C FOR THE OUTPUTS. 

IF(NPTS.GE.MAXPTS) CALL DELOOP(1) 

IF((NZFLG.EQ.O).OR.(NFLG.EQ.l))GO TO 4 
NADCHK = 3 
NCKOUT = X 
IF(NCKSVl.LE.16) NCKOUT = 4 
TCHK = DEVINC/FLOAT(NCKOUT) 
TADV = TCHK/FLOAT(NADCHK) 
NFLG = 1 
CALL DEVMSC(3) 
MAXPTS = INT(l.B*FLOAT(NPTS)) 

4 CALL DELOOP(2) 
IOUTTP = IOUT 
IF(IDEVFLW.EQ.1) CALL PRTPTS(I0UTTP) 
IF(IDEVFL(Z).EQ.l) CALL PLOTHP(I0UTTP) 
CALL PLTOUT(1OUTTP) 

IF(IDEVFLft).EQ.l)CALL DEVMSG(13) 

WRITE (IPRINT,22222) 

3 CONTINUE 

S CONTINUE 

22222 FORMATUlHl)  

RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION RATE(CZ) 

COMMON /DVELPl/ XZ (450) ,X.MAX,ZMAX,NPTS,CXZL,CXZR,NADCHK,NCKOUT 
COMMON /DEVPAR/ El.EZ.E3 
COMMON /DEVTIM/ MXNDEV,DEVSRT,DEVEND,DEVINC 
COMMON /HORIMG/ DELTX,MNHPTS,NMHPTS,HORINT(50) 
COMMON /MVSPOS/ RMXZ(52,SZ) 
COMMON /SIMPAR/ NPRLYR,NPRPTS,NENDIV,DELTM,DELTZ 
COMPLEX CZ,XZ,CXZL,CXZR 

C FUNCTION RATE CALCULATES A RATE FOR THE X,Z POSITION GIVEN. 
C NOTE (S.Z)=(O.,O.) IS (X=Z,,Z=lS)--CENTER OF UPPER BOUNDARY OF 
C CELL (2.2). 
C RATE LETS THE STRING DEVELOP OUTSIDE THE BOUNDARY AT A 
C MUCH REDL'CED RATE. IN ORDER TO KEEP THE STRING LENGTH DOWN. 

I 



C CHKR DELETES THE POINTS OUTSIDE OF (OJMAX). 

TRUEX = REAL(CZ) 
TRUEZ = AIMAG(CZ) 
X = 2.00001 + TRL'EWDELTX 

5 Z = 1.50001 + TRUEZ/DELTZ 
IS = INT(X) 
IZ = INT(Z) 
IF(IZ.LT.1)GO TO 40 
IF((IX.GE. (NMHPTS +2)) .OR. (IX.LE.0) )GO TO 40 
IF(TRUEZ.GT.ZMAX) GO TO 50 
FRACX = X - FLOAT(1X) 
FRACZ = Z - FLOATUZ) 

SFRACZ = 1. - FRACZ 
SFRACX = 1. - FRACX 

RM = RMXZ (IX,IZ)*SFRACX*SFRACZ + RMXZ (IX+l,IZ)*FRACX*SFRACZ + RMXZ(IX,IZ +l)*SFRACX*FRACZ + RMXZ(IX+l,IZ+l)*FRACX*FRACZ 
C ACCORDING TO THE HORNBERGER PAPER, THE R(M) CURVE FIT USED HERE IS 
C NOT VALID FOR M<.4----LET THE RATE BE EQUAL TO THAT OF .1 FOR VALUES 
C O F M < . 4  . 

IF (RiM.LT ..4)GO TO 20 
RATE = EXP (-9.21034 + E l  +RM* (E2 + E3*RM) ) 
RETURN 

20 RATE = EXP(-9.21034+E1+.4*E2+.16*E3) 
RETURN 

C NEXT STMT PREVENTS THE STR FROM DEVELOPING TOO FAR OUTSIDE THE BOUND. 
40 RATE = .0001 

RETURN 
C USE REFLECTIVE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR 3 LAYERS BEYOND THE RESIST. 
50 IF(TRUEZ.GT.(ZMAX+3.*DELTZ)) GO TO 40 

TRUEZ = ZMAX - (TRUEZ-ZMAX) 
GO TO 5 

END 

SUBROUTINE LINEAR 

COMMON /DVELPl/ XZ (450),XMAX,ZLMAX.NPTS,CXZL,CXZR,NADCHK,NCOUT 
COMMON /DVELP2/ TADV,TCHK,TTOT,IFLAG,SMAXX,SMINX,SMAXZ 
COMPLEX XZ, CXZL, CXZR 
COMPLEX XZSTRT, XZSTEP 

C SUBROUTINE LINEAR SETS UP THE FIRST STRING GIVEN THE NO. OF POINTS IN 
C THE STRING AND THE LOCATION OF THE XZ ENDPOINTS. NOTE ALL X .4ND Z 
C MANIPULATIONS ARE DONE SIMULTANEOUSLY USING COMPLEX ARITHMETIC. 

XZSTEP= (XZ (NPTS)-XZ (l))/CMPLX(FLOAT (NPTS-1) . O J  
XZSTRT=XZ (l)-XZSTEP 
NSTOP = NPTS-1 

DO 1 IFT=Z.NSTOP 
C CREATE THE MIDDLE POINT LOCATIONS XZ (N). 

xz (IPT) = XZSTRT +CMPLX (FLOAT (IPT) ,O.)*XZSTEP 
1 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE CYCLE 

COMMON /DVELPl/ XZ 1450) .XLMAX,ZMAX.NPTS,CSZL,CXZR,NADCHI(,NCKOUT 
COMMON /DVELP2/ TADV,TCHK,TTOT,IFLAG,SMAXX,SMINX,SMAXZ 
COMMON /DVELP3/ NZFLG,TTOTSV 
COMPLEX XZ,CXZL,CXZR,DL,DR,DT 

C CYCLE TAKES THE STRINGS THRU THE NO. OF ADVANCES IN BETWEEN CHECKS. 

IFLAG-0 
TMINX = 1.E38 
TMAXX = 0. 
TMAXZ = 0. 
ZPOSMX = 0. 
NSAVE = 0 

NSTOP=NPTS-1 
DO 1 N=l,NADCHK 

C CALCULATE THE ADVANCE OF THE LEFT ENDPOINT. 

8Y 
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DL=XZ (2)-XZ (1) 
XZ(1) = SZ(1)  +CXZL*CIMPLX(TADV*RATE(SZ (l)),O.) 

C T IS THE LENGTH BETWEEN STRING POINTS--TMAX(X.Z) AND TMIN(X.Z) ARE 
C THE MAX AND MIN LENGTH OF THE STRING SEGMENTS FOR X AND Z. 

T = CABS(DL) 
DL= DL/CMPLX (T.0.) 

DO 2 M=I,NSTOP 

TMINX = AMINl(  TMINX,ABS(REAL(DR)) ) 
TMAXX = AMAXl( TMAXX,ABS(REAL(DR)) ) 
TMAXZ = AMAXl( TMAXZ,ABS(AIMAG(DR)) ) 
T=CABS(DR) 
DR=DR/CMPLX(T,O.) 
DT=DL+DR 
DT = DT/CMPLX(CABS(DT),O.) 

XZ(M) = XZ(M) + DT*CMPLX(O.,TADV*RATE(XZ(M))) 
ZPOSMX = AMAXl(ZPOSMX,AIMAG(SZ(M))) 
DL-DR 

C CALCULATE THE ADVANCE FOR THE MIDDLE STRING POINTS BASED ON THE 
C DIRECTION OF THE SEGMENTS ON EITHER SIDE OF THE POINTS. 

DR=XZ (M+l)-XZ (M) 

C DT*SQRT(-l) IS THE NORMALIZED DIRECTION FOR THE PRESENT POINT. 

2 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE THE ADVANCE POSITION FOR THE RIGHT ENDPOINT. 

XZ (NPTS) = SZ (NPTS) +CXZR*CMPLX(TADV*RATE(XZ (NPTS)) ,O. )  
IF(ZPOSMX.GE.ZMAX) NSAVE=N 

1 CONTINUE 
C I F  THE SEGMENT LENGTHS ARE TOO LONG/SHORT, DELETE/ADD POINTS(CHKR). 

IF( (TMAXX.GT.SMAXX) .OR. (TMINX.LT.SMINX) .OR. (TMAXZ.GT.SMAXZ) ) 
* IFLAG31 
TTOT =TTOT +TCHK 

C I F  BREAKTHROUGH HAS OCCURED, SET FLAG. 
IF( (NSAVE.EQ.O).OR. (NZFLG.EQ.1) ) RETURN 
NZFLG = 1 
TTOTSV = TTOT-TCHK +FLOAT(NSAVE)*TADV 
RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE CHKR 

COMMON /DEVFLG/ IDEVFLW ~-~~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~ ~ 

COMMON /DVELPl/ XZ ~450).XMAX.ZMAX,NPTS,CSZL.CSZR,NADCHK.NOL'T 
COMMOF; /DVELPZ/ TADV,TCHK.TTOT.IFLhG.SMASS.SMlNS.SMAXZ 
COMMON /IO1 I ITERMI,IBLLK.IPROUT,lRESVl.IIN.IPRINT,IPL'YCH 
COMMON /SIMPAR/ NPRLY R,NPRPTS,NENDIV,DELTM,DELTZ 
COMPLEX XZ,CXZL,CSZR,PO,PI,PZ,P3,POSITN 
DIMENSION INDEX(4SO) 

C CHKR CHECKS FOR SEGMENTS THAT ARE TOO LONG OR TOO SHORT. 

NPTOLD = NPTS 
SMIDLE = (SMINX + SMAXX)/Z. 
NCHNGE = 0 

DO 20 M=Z,NPTS 

SEGMTZ = ABS( AIMAG(XZ(M)) - AIMAG(XZ(M-1)) ) 
IF(  (SEGMTX.LT.SMAXX).AND. (SEGMTX.GT.SMINX).AND. 

NCHNGE = NCHNGE+I 
INDEX1NCHNGE) = M  

IF(NCHNGE.EQ.0) GO TO 100 

NADD=O 

C FIND HOW MANY SEGMENT LENGTHS ARE TOO LONG OR TOO SHORT. 

SEGMTX = ABS( REAL(XZ(M)) - REAL(XZ(M-1)) 1 

(SEGMTZ.LT.SMAXZ) ) GO TO 20 

20 CONTINUE 

MLASTQl 

DO SO N=l,NCHNGE 
C CORRECT THE SEGMENT LENGTHS. 

C DETERMINE I F  SEGMENT TO LEFT OF M IS TOO LONG OR SHORT. 
W=INDEX(N) +NADD 

SEGMTZ = ABS( 4IMAG(XZ(M)) - AIMAG(XZ(M-1)) ) 
IF( (SEGMTX.LT.SMAXX).AND.(SEGMTZ.LT.SMMAXZ) ) GO TO 30 

C IF THE SEGMENT IS TOO LONG, 4DD 4 POINT BETWEEN M-1 4XD M: 
C AND MAKE THE YEW POINT M, THE OLD-M MAKE YEW-(M+l) ,  ETC. 

SEGMTX = ABS( REAL(XZ(M1) - REAL(XZ(M-1)) 1 

IF(NPTS.GE.450) CALL DEVMSG(l2) 
\ADD=YADD+l 
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C SET THE POSITION OF THE ADDED POINT XZtM-NEW). 
IF (M.LT.3) PO=XZ(I)-CMPLX(SMIDLE,O.) 
IF(M.GE.3) PO=XZ (M-2) 
P1 = XZ(M-1) 
P t  = TZ(M) 
IF(M.EQ.NPTS) P3=PZ +CMPLX(SMIDLE.O.) 
IF(M.LT.NPTS1 P3= XZ(M+I)  
POSITN (Pl+PZ)/CMPLX(Z.,O.) + (Pl+PZ-PO-P3)/CMPLX(16..0.) 

C UPDATE THE POINTS FROM THE ADDED POINT ON. 
DO 25 I=M,NPTS 
J =NPTS +M-I 
XZ(J+l )  =XZ (J) 

XZ(M) = POSITN 
NPTS=NPTS+I 
GO TO 50 

25 CONTINUE 

30 IF(SEGMTX.GT.SMINX) GO TO 50 

IF(NPTS.LT.5) CALL DEVMSGW 

. 
C IF THE SEGMENT IS TOO SHORT, DELETE A POINT. 

C SINCE THE SEGMENT TO BE LENGTHENED 
C IS TO THE LEFT OF THE CURRENT M, AND IF IT ALREADY HAS BEEN 
C LENGTHENED BY THE FORMER SEGiMENT CORRECTION (MFORMER=MCURRENT), 
C DON'T LENGTHEN THE CURRENT SEGMENT.(SEE NEXT STATEMENT). 

IF(MLAST.EQ.M) GO TO 50 
NADDxNADD-1 
NPTS = NPTS-1 
MLAST=M 

C REPLACE THE LEFT AND RIGHT POINTS OF THE SHORT SEGMENT WITH ONE POINT 
C IN THE MIDDLE. 

XZ(M-1) =CMPLX(.5,O.)*(XZ (iM-1) +XZ (MI) 
DO 40 K==M,NPTS 
XZ (K) =XZ (K+1) 

40 CONTINUE 
C THE FORMER POINT M HAS BEEN DELETED AND THE NEW POINT M IS THE 
C FORMER POINT M+1. THE NEW M-1 IS HALF WAY BETWEEN THE FORMER POINTS 
C M,M-I . 

50 CONTINUE 

100 IF(IDEVFL(l).EQ.l) WRITE(IPRINT,101) TTOT,NPTOLD.NPTS 
101 FORMAT( 6X, 17H CHKR: TTOT = ,F5.1,4H SEC,lOX,lOHOLD-PTS , 

13,3X310HNEW-PTS ,I3) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE BNDARY 

COMMON /DEVFLG/ IDEVFLW 

COMMON /IO1 / ITERMI,IBULK,IPROUT,IRESV1,IIN,IPRINT,IPL'NCH 
COMMON /SIMPAR/ NPRLYR,NPRPTS,NENDIV,DELTM,DELTZ 
COMPLEX XZ,CXZL,CXZR 

COMMON /DVELPl/ XZ (~~~),XMAX,ZLMAX,NPTS,CXZL,CKZR,NADCHK,NADCHK,NCKOUT 

C SUBROUTINE BNDARY DELETES POINTS IN THE BOUNDARY AREAS. 

NPTOLD = NPTS 
NBNDEL = 0 

C DELETE LEFT BUFFER STRING SECTIONS. 
C NOTE--CHANGE ZM IN RATE IF YOU CHANGE ZM HERE. 

1 IFLG = 0 
ZM = ZMAX + 3.*DELTZ 
NPTDEL = 0 
DO 2 IPT=Z,NPTS 
IF(REAL(XZ(IPT)).GE.O.) GO TO 3 
NPTDEL = NPTDEL + 1 
NBNDEL = NBNDEL+l 
NPTS = NPTS-1 

2 CONTINUE 
3 IF(NPTDEL.EQ.0) GO TO 5 

ZPOS = ( AIMAG(XZ (NPTDEL+l)) +.4IMAG(XZ(NPTDEL+Z)) )/Z. 
DO 4 N=Z.NPTS 
XZ(N) = XZ(NPTDEL+N) 

4 CONTINUE 
C RESET THE ENDPOINT POSITION AND LEAVE CXZL THE SAiME .\S BEFORE. 

XZ (1) = CMPLX(O.,ZPOS) 



C DELETE LOWER BUFFER LEFT STRING SECTIONS-LEAVE 4 PTS FOR BOUND COND. 
5 NPTDEL = 0 

DO 6 IPT=l.NPTS 
IF(AIMAG(XZ(IPT)).LE.ZM) GO TO 7 
NPTDEL = NPTDEL + 1 

6 CONTINUE 
7 IF(NPTDEL.LE.4) GO TO 9 

NPTDEL = NPTDEL - 4 
NPTS = NPTS - NPTDEL 
DO 8 N=l ,NPTS 
XZ(N) = XZ(N+NPTDEL) 

8 CONTINUE 

C NOTE THERE IS  SOME ERROR FOR STANDING WAVES DEVELOPING OUTSIDE OF 
C THE BOUNDARY. 
C NOTE ALSO THAT THE 0. BOUNDARY MUST BE CHANGED IF WE DEVELOP SELECTED 
C PORTIONS OF THE STRING. 

C DELETE THE RIGHT BUFFER STRING SECTIONS. 
9 NPTDEL = 0 

NTEMP = NPTS 
NN = NPTS-1 
DO 10 I=l,NN 
IPT = NTEMP - I 
IF(REAL(XZ(IPT)).LE.XMAX) GO TO 11 
NPTDEL = NPTDEL + 1 
NBNDEL = NBNDEL+l 
NPTS = NPTS - 1 

10 CONTINIIE . . - - . . . . - - 
11 IF(NPTDEL.EQ.0) GO TO 12 

ZPOS ( AIMAG(XZ(NPTS)) +AIMAG(XZ(NPTS- 
XZ (NPTS) = CMPLX(XiMAX,ZPOS) 

,1)) ) / 2 .  

C DELETE LOWER BUFFER RIGHT STRING SECTIONS. 
12 NPTDEL = 0 

NTEMP = NPTS + 1 
DO 13 I=l,NPTS 
IPT = NTEMP - T . ._ 

IF(AIMAG(XZ(IPT)).LE.ZM) GO TO 14 
NPTDEL = NPTDEL + 1 

13 CONTINUE 
14 IF(NPTDEL.LE.4) GO TO 19 

NPTS = NPTS - (NPTDEL-4) 

19 IF(IDEVFL(l).EQ.l) WRITE(IPRINTJ0) NBNDEL 
20 FORMAT(ZOX,BHBNDARY: ,I3,24H BOUNDARY POINTS DELETED) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE DELOOP(1TYPE) 

COMMON /DEVFLG/ IDEVFL(S1 
COMMON /DVELPl/ XZ (450),XMAX,ZMAX,NPTS,CXZL,CXZR.NADCHK,NCKOUT 
COMMON /DVELPZ/ TADV,TCHK,TTOT,IFLAG,SMAXX,SMINX,SMA4XZ 
COMMON /IO1 / ITERMI,IBULK,IPROUT,IRESVl,IIN,IPRINT,IPUNCH 
COMPLEX XZ, CXZL, CXZR 

C DELOOP REMOVES ANY LOOP THAT DEVELOPS IN THE STRING. 
C ITYPE=2 REMOVES ALL LOOPS FOR FINAL OUTPUT. 
C ITYPE-1 IS FOR INTERMEDIATE CALLS AND IS LESS COMPREHENSIVE. 

IF(IDEVFL(l).EQ.l) WRITE(IPRINT.10) NPTS 
10 FORMAT(ZX,19HDELOOP CALLED WITH ,13,9H POINTS :) 

C CALL CHKR IN ORDER TO HAVE STRING LENGTHS APPROXIMATELY CORRECT. 
CALL CHKR 
NJUMP = 2 
IF(IDEVFL(3l.EQ.l) NJUMP=4 
NATEMP = 0 
N = O  
L1 = 1 
LZ = 4 
SZ = 1.5.SMAXZ 
S X  = 1.5.SMAXX 
IF(ITYPE.EQ.1) GO TO 1 
SZ = 1.75.SMAXZ 
sx = 1.75*SMhXX 
L1 = 4 
L2 = 1 

C 1.75 IS ARBITRARY-DELETING 4LL LOOPS HAS THE DISADVANTAGE OF CHECKING 
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C ALL ADJACENT SEGiMENTS FOR INTERSECTION. 

1 N=N+1 
C IF M IS AT THE ENDPOINT, RETURN. 

IF(N.GT.(NPTS-Ll)) GO TO 100 
IM = N+LZ 

C M IS S(OR 2 )  POINTS BEYOND N TO START WITH AND IS INCREASED UNTIL 
C N IS INCREMENTED. .9 LOOP CONSISTS OF THE POINTS M AND h( (N IS 
C TO THE LEFT OF M). 

2 M = M + I  
C IF THE X(OR Z)  DISTANCES BETWEEN THE POINTS M AND N IS  GREATER THAN 
C l.S(l.75) TIMES THE ORIGINAL X(Z) STRING SEGMENT LENGTHS, INCREMENT M 

IF(M.GE.NPTS) GO TO 1 
IF(ABS(REAL(XZ (M))-REAL(XZ(N))).GT.SX) GO TO 2 

NATEMP = NATEMP + 1 

XM = REAL(XZ(M)) 
ZM = AIMAG(XZ(M1) 
XMPl = REAL(XZ(M+l))  
ZMPl  = AIMAG(XZ(M+l)) 
I N  = REAL(XZ(N)) 
ZN = AIMAG(XZ1N)) 
XNPl = REAL(XZ(N+l))  
Z N P l  = AIMAG(XZ(N+l)) 

IF(ABS(AIMAG(XZ (M))-AIMAG(XZ(N))).GT.SZ) GO TO 2 

C DO THE SEGMENTS N,N+1 AND M,M+1 INTERSECT--IF NOT, INCREMENT M. 

C ATTEMPT TO GUARD AGAINST OVERFLOW. 
RUN =I (XMPI-XM) 
lF(ABS(RUN).LT.l.E-38)GO TO 2 
SLOPEM = (ZMPI-ZM)/RUN 
RINCPM = (XMPI*ZM-XM*ZMPI)/RUN 
RUN = (XNPl-XN) 
IF(ABS(RUN).LT.l.E-38)GO TO Z 
SLOPEN = (ZNPl-ZN)/RUN 
RINCPN = (XNPl'ZN-XN*ZNPl)/RUN 
SLOPE = SLOPEN-SLOPEM 
IF(ABS(SLOPE).LT.l.E-38)60 TO 2 
XINTER = (RINCPM-RINCPN)/SLOPE 
ZINTER = SLOPEN*IINTER + RINCPN 

C (XINTER.ZINTER) IS THE POINT WHERE THE TWO LINES INTERSECT. 
CHECK TO SEE THAT (XINTER,ZINTER) IS INCLUDED IN THE LINE SEGMENT N,N+1 

IF(  (XINTER.LT.AMAXl(AMIN1 (XN,XNPI),AMINl(XM,XMPl))) .OR. 
* (XINTER.GT.AMIN1 (AMAXI (XN,XNPl),AMAXI (XM.XiMP1))) .OR. 
* ~ZINTER.LT.AMAX1~AMIN1~ZN,ZNPl~,AMIN1~ZI\.I,ZMPl~~~ .OR. 

(ZINTER.GT.AMINI(AMAXl(ZN,ZNPI),AMAXl(ZM,ZMPI))) ) GO TO 2 
XZ(N+l)  = CMPLX(XINTER,ZINTER) 

C DELETE THE LOOP. 
JSTART = N+Z 
JSTOP = NPTS - (M-(N+l)) 
DO 3 J-JSTART, JSTOP 
J J = J + M - N - l  
XZ(J)=  X Z U J )  

NOLD=NPTS 
NPTS= JSTOP 

C 7HTIME = ,F5.1,4H SEC,8X,I3.9H ATTEMPTS) 

3 CONTINUE 

IF(1DEVFL (O.EQ.1) WRITE(IPRINT.4) NOLD,NPTS,TTOT,NATEMP 
4 FORMAT(7X,ZUHDELOOP: OLD-NPTS = ,13,8X,lIHNEW-NPTS = ,I3,8X. 

N = N+1 
C JUMP AHEAD FOR INTERMEDIATE DELOOPS. 

IF(ITY PE.EQ.l) N = N +NJUMP 
NATEMP = 0 
GO TO 1 

IO0 IFIIDEVFL(l).EQ.l) WRITE(IPRIST.lOI) YPTS 
101 FORMAT(ZX.2IHLEAVE DELOOP-'VPTS = ,13) 

RETLRN 

END 

SUBROUTINE PLTOUT(I0UTPT) 

COMMON /COPY WD/ CPWIND.CPEDGE,CPWORG 
COMMON /DEVFLG/ IDEVFLL(5) 
COMMON /DEVPAR/ El,EZ.E3 
COMMON /DEVTIM/ MXXDEV.DEVSRT.DEVEND.DEVINC 
COMMON /D\ ELPI/ 52 (j50),S,MAY,ZM~X,UPTS,C~ZL.CYZR.N ADCHK.NCKOUT 
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COMMON /DVELP?/ T A D V , T C H K . T T O T . I F L A G , S ~ A X ~ . S M I N X . S ~ I . 4 ~ Z  
COMMON /DVELP4/ BREAK.MAXPTS.NADSAV.NCKSVI,NCKSV2,KOUT 
COMMON /IO1 / ITERMI.IBULK,IPROUT,IRESVl .IIN.IPRINT,lPUNCH 
COMMON IPLTl123.99i.X(450).Z(450) 
DIMENSION OUTTIM (20) ,XCROSS (20) .ANGEST( 20) 
DIMENSION IALPHAl2Il 
COMPLEX XZ.CXZL.CXZR,ANGPTSlSl 
DATA IALPHA /lHA.lHB,lHC.1HD.IHE,lHF,lHG. IHH,IHI,l HJ. lHK,lHL.lHM 

*. lHN,lHO. IHP. lHQ,lHR,lHS,IHT,IHU/ 
DATA KSTAR.KMINUS.KPOINT,KBLANK,KO.KI ,K3 

* /IH'.IH-.lH.,IH ,lHO,lHI,IH3/ 

C THE GRAPH IS 121 POINTS IN X AND 97 POINTS IN Z. DENOTES THE 
C BOUNDARY. XZ(1) IS THE UPPER LEFT CORNER O F  THE GRAPH-NOT INCLUDING 

C THE CENTER O F  IPLT(2,2) REPRESENTS THE (O.,O.) IN THE RESIST. 
C THE CENTER O F  IPLT(122,98) REPRESENTS THE IXMAX.ZMAX) RESIST POINT. 

C IF THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THRU, SET UP THE BOUNDARY FOR IPLT AND 
C INITIALIZE VARIOUS PARAMETERS. 

C THE BOUNDARY. XMAX AND ZMAX DETERMINE THE DIMENSIONS OF THE GRAPH. 

IF(IOUTPT.EQ.25)GO TO 20 
IF(IOUTPT.NE.26)GO TO 5 
NZFLAG = 0 
NADFLG = 0 
ZT = 0. 
ZB = ZMAX 
XR- XMAX-CPEDGE 

XAXIS = (ZMAX/XMAX)'96. 
IF(XAXIS.GT.96,)XAXIS = 96. 
NXBND = INT(XAXISt3.5) 
DO 2 L=1,99 
DO 2 K=1,123 
IPLT(K,L) = KBLANK 

IO = INT( (CPEDGE/CPWIND)*I20. + 2.00001 1 
DO 3 K-1.123 
IPLT(K,lI = KSTAR 
IPLT(K.NXBND) = KSTAR 

XL= -CPEDGE 

2 CONTINUE 

3 CONTINUE 
NXBNDM = NXBND-1 
DO 4 L-2,NXBNDM 
IPLT(1.L) = KSTAR 
IPLT(123,L) = KSTAR 
IPLT(I0.L) = KPOINT 

4 CONTINUE 
IPLT(IO.2) = KO 
RETLIRN 

5 OUTTIM( 1 J = DEVSRT 
IF(IOUTPT.NE.1) OUTTIM(I0UTPT) DEVSRT+ DEVINC'FLOAT(I0UTPT-1) 
DO 8 K=I.NPTS 
TEMPX = REAL(XZ(K)) 
NX = INT( (TEMPX/(XR-XL)1.120. + 2.00001 1 

IF(TEMPZ.GE.ZMAX)NZFLAG= 1 

IF((NX.GT.II.AND.ITEMPX.LE.XMAXI..4ND.(NZ.GT.II.AND.(TEMPZ.LE.ZMAX) 
lIPLT(NX,NZ) = IALPHAIIOUTPT) 

8 CONTINUE 
IF(NZFLAG.EQ.0) GO TO 19 
IF(NADFLG.NE.0) GO TO 9 
NADFLG = IOUTPT 
ADVPR = FLOAT( INCKSVI + INADFLG-I )'NCKSVZ)*NADSAVI/ZMAX 

TEMPZ = AIMAG(XZ(K)J - ZT 

NZ = INT( ITEMPZ/(ZB-ZT~)*XAXIS + 2.00001 ) 

C FOLLOWING SECTION DETERMINES THE X C ALUE OF THE RESIST-SUBSTRATE 
C INTERSECTION FOR THE CONTOURS 

N = hPTS - 1  
9 DO IO I= l ,N  

DZI - ZMAX ~ AIMAGIXZ(1)) 
D7IPl = ZMAX - 4IUAG(XZ(I+l)I  
IF((DZI'DZ1PIJ G T  0 1 GO TO IO 
ISV = I 
GO TO 14 

IO CONTINUE 
YCROSS(I0UTPT) = XLIAY - CPEDGE 
GO TO 16 

IF(ABS(TEMP) LT I E-301 GO TO 1)  
SLOPE = i AIM 4G(YZ(IS\ 1 -  \ l V  4GlXZIIS\ A 11 I ) /TEMP 
B = AIMAG(\IZ'ISL 1)-SLOPF'RE \L(YZlISC 1 1  

14 TEMP = RE4L(YZ(IS\ l )  ~ RE\L(YZ(IcL A i ) )  



XCROSS(I0UTPT) = IZMAX-B)/SLOPE - CPEDGE 
GO TO 16 

15 XCROSS(I0UTPT) = REAL(XZ(1SV)) - CPEDGE 

C SIDEWALL ANGLE ESTIMATION SECTION 
16 INDEX = 0 

DO 17 I=I.NPTS 
IF(INDEX.GE.5) GO TO 17 
IF(AIMAG(XZiIC1)) GT.( l  Ol'ZMAX)) GO TO 17 
IF(REAL(XZ(I)).LE.REAL(XZ(I+ 1) ) )  GO TO 17 
IF(REAL(XZ(I+l)) GE.REAL(XZ(I+Z))) GO TO 17 
INDEX = INDEX + 1 
ANGPTS(INDEX1 = X Z ( I + I )  

17 CONTINUE 
C DO A LINEAR FIT TO THE POINTS IN ANGPTS 

IF(INDEX.LE.1)GO TO 19 
SUMX = 0. 
SUMXSQ = 0. 
SUMY = 0. 
SUMXY = 0. 
DO 18 I=I.INDEX ~.~ ~ ~~~ 

~ ~~ 

SUMXY = SUMXY + .4IMAG(ANGPTS(I))'REAL(ANGPTS(O) 
SUMX = SUMX + REAL(ANGPTS(1)) 
SUMY = SUMY + AIMAG(APrGPTSi1)) 
SUMXSQ = SUMXSQ + REAL!ANGPTS (1) )*REAL (ANGPTS (1)) 

TEMP = (SUMXSQ-SUMX*SUMX/FLOAT(INDEX)) 
IF(TEMP.EQ.0.) TEMP = .000001 
TMP - SUMXY . SUMX'SUMY/FLOAT(INDEX) 
ANGEST(I0UTPT) = (36O.*ATAN2(TMP,TEMP) )/6.283 

18 CONTINUE 

19 IF(IOUTFT.NE.NOUT) RETURN 
20 WRITE(IPRINT.21) 
21 FORMAT(//////,45X,27H---- DEVELOPED PATTERN - - - - . I / )  

WRITE(IPRINT.22) XL.XR,ZT.ZB 

lX.9HX RIGHT =, F8.4.8H MICRONS,/ 
* 1X. 9HZ TOP = . F8.4. 8H MICRONS./ 
* IX, l lHZ BOTTOM - , F6.4.8H MICRONS. 
* / / , I  X. 17HSYMBOL: 

* ISH PLAUSIBILITY):) 

IF(NADFLG.EQ.0) NF=NOUT 

WRlTE(IPRINT,25) (IALPHA(IOUT).OUTTIM(IOUT), 

22 FORMAT(IHX.9HX LEFT = , F8.4.8H MICRONS./ 

TIME: ,4X,30HRESIST-SUBSTRATE INTERSECTION: 
'.8X,53HSIDEWALL ANGLE ESTIMATE(P0SSIBLY INACCURATE-CHECK FOR. 

NF = NADFLG-1 

IF(NADFLG.EQ.~) GO TO 26 

IOUT=I.KF) 
25 FORMAT(JX.AI.~X. 

IF(NADFLG EQ 0) GL - - - - 
26 WRITE(IPRINT.28) (IALPHA(I0UT) .OUTTIM(IOUT) .XCROSS( IOUT), 

ANGEST(I0UT). IOUT-NADFLG.NOUT) 
28 FORMAT(4X.AIS2X.F7 1.4H SEC.9X.4HX = F8 4.8H MICRONS, 

30 WRITE(IPRINT,31) CPWIND.CPEDGE,( (IPLT(I.J),I=1,123) J =  I.NXBND) 
31 FORMATiIHX./14X,13HTHE WINDOW IS F7 4.19H MICRONS WIDE IN X .j 

'11HTHE EDGE IS,F7 4.42H MICRONS FROM THE LEFT SIDE OF THE WINE 

15X.F6 1.8H DEGREES) 

X. 
)OW 

* ,/,(ax, 123A1)) 
IF(NZFLAG.EQ. 1) WRITE(IPRINT,34) OUTTIMINADFLG) 

'ONE OR MORE POINTS IN THE .FS.I,lZH SEC OUTPUT.) 
IF(IDEVFL(S).EQ.I) RETURN 
NADV = NCKSVl +NCKSVZ*(NADFLG-l)'NADSAV 
IF(NADFLG.NE.0) WRITE(IPRINT.36) ADVPR,IALPHA(NADFLG).N-\DV 

36 FORMAT(8X.37HTHE APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF .ADV/MIC IS .F7.2./. 

34 FORMAT(SX,79HTHE RESIST HAS DEVELOPED THROUGH TO THE SUBSTRATE AT 

'8X. 7HOUTPUT . A I ,  j H  TOOK.14.17H STRING ADVANCES.) 

RETL'RN 
END 

SUBROUTINE PLOTHP(IOUTPT1 

COMMON /DEVTIM/ MXNDEV.DEVSRT.DEVEND.DEV1NC 
COMMON /DVELPI / XZ(4jOI .XMAX.ZMAX.NPTS.CXZL.CXZR.NADCHK.NCKOUT 

COMMON i lOl  / lTERSfI,IBC'LK,IPROUT.IRES~'I .IIN.IPRINT.IPU~CH 
COMMON IPLT( 123.99).X(4SO).Z(4jO) 
COMPLEX XZ. CXZL.CXZR 

COMMON /DVELP?/ TADV.TCHK.TT0T.IFLAG.SMAXX.SMlNX.Shl.Z 
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XL = 0 
ZB =s -2MAX 
ZT = 0 
IF(I0UTPT NE 1)GO TO 8 

RNOUT = FLOATWOUT) 
WRITE(IPbNCH.1) XL.XMAX.ZB,ZT.RNOUT 

NOUT = INT((DEVEND-DEVSRT)/DEVlNC) T I 

1 FORMAT(/.I(IX.FS S),/,lX,F8 5) 
8 DO 10 I=I.NPTS 

X U )  - REAL(XZ(I)) 
211) = -AIMAGlXZlI)) 

RNPTS = FLOAT(NPTS) 
WRITE(IPUNCH.2) RNPTS 

WRITE(IPUNCH.3) ( (X(I),Z(I)) I-1,NPTS ) 

I O  CONTINUE 

2 FORMAT(IX.F9 5 )  

3 FORMAT(Il( lX,F63))  

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE PRTPTS(I0UTPT) 

COMMON /DVELPl/ XZ(45O).XMAX,ZMAX,NPTS.CYZL,CXZR.NADCHK,~CKOUT 
COMMON /DVELP2/ TADV,TCHK.TTOT,IFLAG.SMAXX,SMINX.SMAXZ 
COMMON /IO1 
COMMON IPLT(l23,99),X(450).2(450) 
COMPLEX YZ. CXZL.CXZR 

DO IO I=I,NPTS 
XII)  = REAL(XZ(1)) 

/ ITERMI.IBULK,IPROUT.lRESV 1 .IIN,IPRINT,IPUNCH 

Z(I) = -AIMAG(XZ(I)) 
I O  CONTINUE 

WRITF(1PRINT 21 NPTS ...... .._ . . - 
2 FORMAT( IX.I3,15H STRING POINTS.) 

3 FORMAT( 11 (1X.F6.3)) 
WRITE(IPRINT.3) ( (X(I) .Z(I1)  .I=I.NPTS ) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE DEVMSG(NUMB) 

COMMON /DVELPl/ XZ(450) .XMAX,ZMAX.NPTS.CXZL,CXZR,NADCHK.NCKOUT 
COMMON /DVELP2/ TADV.TCHK,TTOT.IFLAGSMAXX.Sk(INX,SMAXZ 
COMMON /DVELP3/ NZFLG,TTOTSV 
COMMON /DVELP4/ BREhK.MAXPTS.Nt\DSAV,NCKSVl .YCKSVZ.NOUT 
COMMON /IO1 / ITERMI,1BULK.IPROUT.IRESVl.llN.IPRINT.IPCH 
COMPLEX XZ.CXZL,CXZR 

C DEVMSG IS THE MESSAGE SUBROUTINE FOR THE DEVELOP ROUTINES 

GO TO ~1.2.3,J,5.6,7.8.9.1O.ll.l2.13.l~.l5~,NU~B 

1 WRITE! IPRINT, 101 1 El ,EZ.E3,DEVSRT. DEVINC. DEVEYD 
IF(IDEVFL(3).EQ.l) WRITE(IPRINT.102) 
IF( IDEVFL ( 5  1 .  EQ.0) WRITE( IPRINT. 103) 
[F(IDEVFLl5) .EQ. I )  WRITE(IPRINT. 104) 
RETURN 

WRITE(IPR~T.1000)  
WRITE(IPRINT.20) XMAX.ZMAX.NPTS.MAXPTS.CXZL,CXZR.XZ(I).XZ(KPTS) 

R FTI JRN 

2 IFIIDEVFL(l).EQ.O) RETURN 

*.NADSAV,NADCHK,NCKSVl . N C K S V Z . N C K O U T , B R E A K , T . ~ D ~ , S ~ ~ . ~ ~ X . S M I N X , ~ , ~ ~ ~ Z  

.NCKOUT 
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WRITE(IPRINT.50) 
STOP 

6 WRITE (IPRINT, 2000) 
WRITE(IPRINT.601 
STOP 

7 RFTIJRN 

RETURN 

RMI = .0001*EXP(El+E2+E3) 
RM7S = .0001'EXP(EI +.7S*E2+.5625'E3) 
RMS = .OOOl*EXP(EI +.S8E2+.25*E3) 
WRITE(IPRINT.1 IO) RMl,RM75,RMS 
RETURN 

12 WRITE(IPRINT.2000) 
WRITE(IPR1NT. 120) 
CALL PLTOUT(25) 
STOP 

13 WRITEUPRINT, 1000) 
WRITE!IPRINT, 130) 
RETURN 

14 RETURN 
15 RETURN 

101 FORMAT(////.SX, 17( 1H') ./5X. 17H' RUN DEVELOP *,/5X. 17(lH*), 
///,32X,lSHP.~RAMETER VALUES :.//.lOX,5HEl = .F6.2.8X, 
5HE2 - .F6.2,8X.jHE3 = .F6.2, 

11 WRITE1IPRINT.1000) 

' 
* /IOX,26HFlRST DEVELOPMENT OUTPUT =.F6.1.4H SEC. 

/IOX,4SHTlME INCREMENT BETWEEN DEVELOPMENT OUTPUTS = .FS.I. 
'4H SEC,/IOX,26HFINAL DEVELOPMENT OUTPUT =,F6.1.4H SEC) 

102 FORMAT(IOX.29HEXTRA STRING POINTS REQUESTED) 
103 FORMAT(IOX.23HINITIAL DEVELOPMENT RUN) 
104 FORMAT(10X.46HINTERMEDIATE DEVELOPMENT RUN(WARN1NG: NUMBER . 

20 FORMAT( 1X. ZOHINTERNAL PARAMETERS:,//. 
'54HOF ADVANCES PER OUTPUT SET BY INITIAL DEVELOPMENT RCN)) 

* 1X. 6HX MAX . FlO.4,/, 
* IX, 6HZ M A X ,  F10.4, /. 
* IX, 36HNUMBER O F  POINTS IN STARTING STRING , 14. /, 
* IX.37HSTRING POINT LIMIT FOR DELOOP CALL 

IX, 46HDIRECTlON O F  LEFT ENDPOINT. X AND Z COMPONENTS. 2F7.2./. 
IX, 47HDIRECTION O F  RIGHT ENDPOINT, X AND Z COMPONENTS.2F'I.Z.I, 
IX, 2SHX AND Z O F  LEFT ENDPOINT, 2F7 4. /, 

* 1X. 2SHX AND Z OF RIGHT ENDPOINT. 2F7.2, 1,  
* 1X. SIHNUMBER OF ADVANCES BETWEEN CHECKS BEFORE BREAKTHRU .13./. 
* IX, 42HPRESENT NUMBER O F  ADVANCES BETWEEN CHECKS , 13,/ .  
* 1X. 34HNUMBER OF CHECKS FOR FIRST OUTPUT J 3 J .  
* IX. 5OHNUMBER OF CHECKS BETWEEN OUTPUTS BEFORE BREAKTHRU J3.1. 
* 1X. 33HNUMBER OF CHECKS BETWEEN OUTPUTS. 13. /. 
* lX.42HESTIMATED TIME UNTIL RESIST BREAKTHROUGH = ,F6.1,4H SEC. /. 
* lX.24HTIME BETWEEN ADVANCES = .F4.2,4H SEC,/, 

lX.39HMAXIMUM STRING-POINT SEPARATION IN X = .F6.4.8H MICRONS./. 
* lX.39HMlNlMUM STRING-POINT SEP.%RATION IN X - ,F6.4.8H MICRONS./. 
' lX.39HMAXIMUM STRING-POINT SEPARATION IN Z = .F6.4.8H MICRONS./) 

30 FORMAT(SX.46HTHE DEVELOPER HAS BROKEN THROUGH THE RESIST IN, 

301 FORMAT(///,IOX,45HTHE NUMBER OF ADV.ANCES BETWEEN CHECKS 1s NOW , 

J3.1. 

'F5.1.9H SECONDS.) 

'12,/,10X,45HTHE NUMBER O F  CHECKS BETWEEN OUTPUTS IS NOW .I2) 
40 FORMAT( 1OX.jOHBREAKTHROUGH-ESTIMATION SECTION UNABLE TO CONVERGE1 
50 FORMAT(10X.SOHTHE NUMBER OF REQUESTED OUTPUTS PER RUN OF DEVELOP, 

'22H MUST BE LESS THAN 21.1 
60 FORMAT(2OX. 45HNO OUTPUTS WERE REQUESTED FROM RUN OF DVELOP.1 
100 FORLMAT(40X.10HNCKOUT < 1) 
1 I O  FORMAT(40X,26HBACKGROUND DEVELOP RATE = .F7.5.12H M1CROEiSISEC.I. 

* 4OX,26H IM= 75 DEVELOP RATE = .F6.4.l2H MICRONS/SEC,/.IOX, 
* 26H M = . j  DEVELOP RATE = ,F6.4.12H WCRONS/SEC) 

120 FORMAT(2OX. S6HIN CHKR: THE NUMBER O F  DEVELOPMENT STRING POINTS 
*> 450,,/20X,46HTHE PLOTS GENERATED BEFORE THE FATAL ERROR ARE. 
'17H OUTPUTTED BELOW.) 

130 FORMAT(25X,38HCARDS WERE PUNCHED FOR THE HP PLOTTER.) 

1000 FORMAT(///.ZOX,44H---------- SYSTEM MESSAGE(DVEL0P) ----------./I 
2000 FORMAT(///.ZOX.JlH---------- FATAL ERROR(DVEL0P) 
3000 FORMAT(///.ZOX.37H---------- WARYING~DVELOP) - - - - - - - - - - . / I  

END 



Appendix E 

The String Point Insertion Algorithm' 

Appendix E has been provided by Sharad N. Nandgaonkar and  is included here for documentation 
pleteness. 

SAMPLE uses an algebraically derived formula for the position of the interpol; 
point, given by 

Pz+P3 P,-P1+Pq-P, 
16 

P2.5 = - + 2 
where P, represents the complex position in ( X J )  of the j th string point. Th 
approach uses the Lagrangian interpolation ploynomial Q 6) to approximate P 61, wl 

4 

1-1 

Q C i )  = ~ S 1 6 > P ( i )  

and where 

c c m -  

so that 

Q ( i )  = P ( i )  for i=1 ,2 ,3 ,4 .  

Carrying out equations (E-2) for the insertion of a point between P 2  and P 3  gives ec 
11, where Q ( 2 . 5 )  = P(2.5). 
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Table I is an alphabetical listing of the control cards that work with the version 
PLE documented in this thesis. The parameter choice is listed between / /, and the 
indicated between ( ). Where several parameters are indicated, only the parameters 
to the request need be specified. For example, the card 

ILLUMINATION PARTIALLY COHERENT .7 

specifies partially coherent mask illumination with a u of .7 . If incoherent 
desired, the card should read 

ILLUMINATION INCOHERENT 

and (T is not specified. Specification of u in the card changes the default value of’ 
current batch of runs. 

Table I 

Appendix F 

SAMPLE Control Cards 

8 

of SAM- 
units are 

applicable 

illurnination is 

u for the 

control card 

ACCURACY 

parameters 
I 

/DEVELOP/ /ON,OFF/ 1 

CONTACT / S E P h m > /  /Cl(%)/ /C2hm) /  

CONTINUE /DEVELOP/ 1 

DEFOCUS /D(ILm)/ 
DEVTIME / t,(sec)/ /t2(sec)/ /t3(sec)/ 

cm 

I 
I DIFFUSION 

LABEL I /74 character message on graphs/ I 

LAMBDA I / i (um)/  /relative intensity/ I 

/un(wm)/ 1 

END I 

I TRIAL I /trial parameters/ I I 

MASK 
MODEL 

I ”  

/LINE,SPACE,LINESPACE/ /L h m ) /  / S  (pm)/  
/SUBSTRATE,RESIST,OXIDE,NITRIDE,SPECIAL #/ 

PLOT 
PLOTOFF 
PRINT 
PRINTOFF 
PROJ 
RUN 
TITLE 

/OPTICAL,EXPOSE,DEVELOP/ /values/ I 

/IMAGE,MTF,CONTOURS,DEBUG/ I I 

/IMAGE,MTF,CONTOURS,DEBUG/ I 

/IMAGE,MTF,CONTOURS,DEBUG/ 
/IMAGE,MTF,CONTOURS,DEBUG/ 
/numerical aperture/ 
/IMAGE,EXPOSE,DEVELOP,ALL/ 
/74 character title/ 
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